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this department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
triners and gardeners.
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Delusion.

I he delusion which
in< 1

more years ago,

prevailed twenty
regarding the man-

orial value of what is known as muck,
has lost some of its force, but it still exists among farmers, especially those new
in the industry. Among the newspapers
the great value of muck to farmers” is
a standing text
from which a labored
u nion is
preached once or tw ice a year.
I’weutv-fivo or thirty years ago, a little
hook published by Dr. Dana, a Lowell
chemist, employed in one of the dyeing
establishments of that city, which supplies the material for these sermons, and
will continue to do so perhaps for the next
half century. That hook is full of errors
and absurdities, and has led more farmers
into incurring serious expenditures without corresponding returns, than any hook
"ii manure ever written.
The fallacy of
muck consists in the error of regarding it
as manure, as a substance which turns
spontaneously into manure without cost
to the farmer.
The term “muck” is
usually applied to the dark, wet unctuous
product of low meadows, and the black
mud from the bed of marshy lakes and

The

Radiantly

Alchemist.

on the village fence
Shineth the bill of the circus :
Hole fully counting his scanty pence,
Less than a quarter by nineteen cents,
The small boy drank in the pictured fence,
And said. I must take in the circus ’’

death

MAINE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1881.
I told him that two more men were
down,
lie cried out in his native language, ‘Ah, my God!’ in a voice I should
not have known as his, and slowly mounted the steps.
‘Nicholas Tode has the
fever, too,’ said he. ‘They all seem to die
when they have it. If we lose them, how
shall we manage, Meinkee V and he stared
at me as helplessly as a child.
1 said we
should endeavor to fetch Java again while
there were living men to work the brig.
‘Ay,’ said lie, speaking in a strange, absent manner;
it may have to come to
that.’ He walked to the wheel, and 1
went forward to confer with my mates.
We had no notion how to treat the fever.
We could do nothing to diminish the sufferings of the stricken men. The captain
minded the brig and tended the mate,
but did not come forward again. Jan
died, and we buried him : and that night
French Peter and Caspar died, the first
delirious, and the other in a trance. Sir,
what I am telling you may look incredible. but there are scores of people in Rotterdam who will bear witness that I speak
the truth. The fever struck my shipmates down one after the other, ami
killed them off. ay, as rapidly as though
each man had swallowed a dose of poison.
The night on which Peter and Caspar
died was very line; the wind blew soft
from the east, the sky was full of rich,
large stars, we had all plain sail set, and
the brig was pushing quietly through the
dark, smooth water. They both died in
the middle watch, within an hour of each
W illiam was at the wheel.
other.
The
skipper tiitted about aft, often going
below to see to the mate
The four of us
forward stood near the galley consulting.
None of us would have shrunk from natural perils; but t( have death moving on
tiptoe among us, striking first one and
then another, none of us knowing whose
turn would come next, unable to guess
what made the fever, and ignorant how
to cure it when it uime, kept us standing
and whispering like condemned men,
starting at ever' sound, even at the
clanking of the wheel chains, the creak
of a block up in the gloom, the sob of
water under the bows.
I was for the
four of us going aft to the skipper, and
asking him to return to Java. Philip
sfogren said we had better go on as we
were; heading to the. south and west
would bring us into the track of the Australian steamers and vessels bound to the
bay of lleugal. ‘Ay,’says Adrien Weidemaun, ‘Java’s no use to us with this, wind
blowing dead from it. Hut we’ll leave

the lorehatch, listening with his hand to his ear
and his head canted, and grinning to hear
us so merry.
When I look back upon
that voyage it's the lirst evening of our
sailing that comes uppermost: .fan working at his concertina on the booms, us
men dancing on the forcastle, the skipper and the mate walking up and down
the quarter deck, the first smoking a
great pipe, the howl of which came as
low as his waist, the sails very quiet overhead, and the sun going down on our
starboard bow. For a whole week we
carried tine weather, and nothing appeared amiss with us. One day I was on the
forc-topsaii yard fitting a stirrup to the
foot rope. Just above me was Dirk Ilouthorst, at work at some job on the topgallantyard. I heard him call me, and
looking up, 1 saw him sitting in the bunt
of the yard, with his hack against the
mast, holding on to the tie.
11 is face
as

a skeleton

sitting under

muck, or the writers upon the
have hut little to say in regard
to these important modifications; with
Speeding away with lightsome feet
them, muck is muck, whether it be made
Hurrying down th« alley,
of
black
sand
or
of
up
vegetable debris
Into the back lots, over the street.
in a stage of partial decomposition. Now,
Skulking and lounging, slow and licet
muck is not a manure, whether it comes
Boys and yet boys in conclaves meet,
What do they seek in the alloy
from a petit meadow or from the silicious
What
in
the
bed
does he waut with the great tin Pan
of
a
dried
deposits
up frog
I Hiding it under the wood shed ;)
pond. It is not manure, and moreover it
No one knows how many blocks ho ran
cannot be made into plant food by any
Scudding as only the bad boys can,
of
time
and
labor
which
the
As
expense
though he were under sonic awful ban.
Some daring crime of blood shed.
farmer can all'ord to apply to it.
For a
period of twenty-live years we iia\e given
What could he do with the great tin Pan.
much attention to muck, and have inNow he had gone ami got it !
Will he unfold his deep laid plan (
stituted a series of experiments with il
Never : his secret you may not scan :
in the laboratory and n the lield. in all
He even iics to the old junk man,
the forms and modifications in which it
\nd tells him, 'pon honor, lie bought it.
is found upon New F.ngland firms, and
Something is wrong with the kitchen pump :
we say now, what we have often said be
il \l> A qt'KKli KICK I.OOK,
What has got iuto the sucker !
:
ton
It is a material which in general
Jerk till your arms ache, thump, thump, trump.
and my iirst notion was he had hada sunfarmers cannot all'ord to spend much time
Light feet of pipe in a single lump
stroke. i sung out to him. 'What ails you
(lone to the junk shop, hardly a stump
If it Lad absolute or potential !
upon.
Left to amuse the sucker.
Dirk?’
‘Come up here and hold me,
value as manure, the wet mud from meahe called hack feebly. 1 sprang
I’eter,'
sits
tlu*
oil
the circus day
dow.-cannot be hauled long distances w ith
boy
High
into the rigging, and shinned on to the
••These be thy pans and thy kettles:
profit, but it has not under any circumThis is my art," tlicy heard him say.
yard and laid hold of him. He began to
stances mamuial value.
The peat of
•This is the secret for which men pray.
groan and wriggle about, and rolled his
aThis is the art of the alchemist, p*a.
hogs
freshly taken out, averages of
When I put my hand on
eyes wildly.
The trail am ur at ion of metals."
water fully ninety per cent, and a load of
his it was like touching hot-iron. The
this "f two thousand pounds gives but a
mate seeing us sung out to know what
couple of hundred pounds of dry humus
A
Deadly Cargo.
was the matter.
! answered that Dirk
at the barn.
If through inexperience or
llonthorst was taken ill, and was unable
close observation a farmer backs up bis
1 had been told t hat. at a certain sai'to come down by himself, and that it
ors‘ lodging bouse in a northern por
cart to a mud hole, dry in summer, lie
would be necessary to send a whip aloft
loads into it a subtanee which is usually there was to be found a Dutch seaman
to lower him by.
This was immediately
valueless: vw have seen many Inrmcrs who had been an actor in as wild and
French l’eter, as we called him.
hard at work, after haying, upon a deposit fearful a sea tragedy as any that is to be done,
the whip.
Hctwecn us we slung
of this nature, and have often had the
round in naval story.
living ignorant of bringing
the sick man in a bowline, and he was got
1
inof
the
Dutch
was
careful
to
saving them toil, by proving
pleasure
language,
on deck and taken to his bunk.
We had
on the -;iot the worthlessness oi' the sub- | quire. lie fore visiting the seaman, whetha medicine chest aboard but no doctor.
I was answered
er he spoke English.
stance they were endeavoring to utilize.
The skipper, when he heard that one of
A substance holding seventy per cent. I yes he spoke English fluently.
This rethe crew was ill. came into the forecastle
solved
I
a
train
and
went
clear sand, and thirty per cent, of black \
me—so
got into
and prescribed for Dirk out of a book.
!
mould, is “one well calculated to deceive." away to the seaport, for twopence a What he
gave him 1 don’t know nothing
It looks rich, and is tempting to many hoy undertook to carry me straight to
that did him good anyway: for. when my
win. desire
increase their material re- j the street where the sailors’ lodging house
watch was up and I went below, I found
I was
A little of this mantcrial put
was to be found, and presently
sources.
Dirk delirious, and looking as if he had
into a tumbler and stirred up with much knocking at the door of a decent, cleanI never saw such a sight as
been boiled.
's
“Is
this
Mrs.
water at om-e reveals itself, as the sand
looking building.
his face was.
French Peter said it was
settles to the bottom and the black veg- said I to the woman who answered the
the scarlet fewer: but we none of us knew:
etable matter boats above.
summons.
“Yes," she answered, examit frightened us to hear that it was
The true value of muck is well under- ining me with a pair of shrewd black only
sort of a fever, for the brig’s forecastle
stood mioiig chemists, or at least ought eyes.
“You have a Dutch seaman, any
was but a little place, two tiers of bunks
to be.
It really holds no available plant named Peter Meinkec. stopping in the
went on either side, which brought us all
food, although it contains some nitrogen
and,
house," said 1. “Can 1 see him
and bedding ami sea chests and
and carbonaceous elements.
These do that she might not misconstrue my mo- together,
oilskins hanging against the stanchions
tive in calling, 1 gave her the reason.
not exist in it in available forms, and
and bulkheads, made the tit a tight one.
This cleared her face, and very promptly
cannot be brought into that state at a
We were in the hot latitudes, too, not
cost which will under ordinary condishe went down the passage and disaphaving made much southing in that w oek.
tion- warrant transportation and manas
she
a
door
which,
peared through
We had a hit of a wimlsail down the foreipulation. Muck has a certain value as opened it, let out a smell of strong to- sctittle: hut the breeze was a
following
an
absorbent of liquid manure, and il bacco and the hum of a number of grutf
o:k'. and the fore course kept the wind
In a minute or two my Dutchmay pay to procure and dry it for such voices.
out of the w imlsail. so that the forecastle
purposes : but to meet this want it must man came along, looking bewildered and
lieconvenient to the barn, and ol good expectant, lie was a middle aged man. was like an oven and in it lay poor Dirk,
•shouting and raving in his delirium, and
quality. Farmers cannot all'ord to be with a very Dutch cast of countenance, red male
of us knowing what lie was sick of
deluded or led astray on any point, and hair, sand-colored skin, eyes like cairnand some being afraid to go near him.
therefore it is important that the true gorms, and a stooping body,
lie walked
This fear kept- us out of the forecastle,
value in xbat i- 'ailed muck should lie slowly and like a fisherman, dragging his
and both watches lay that night on deck,
understood.
1 lio-ton Journal of Che in
heavy legs aftei him. 1 asked him if his one of us from time
to time dropping
name was Peter .Meinkee, and lie said
-try
the hatch to see if the sick man
through
1
him
business,
“Yes,” and then told
my
Cosh vs. Credit.
wanted anything.
Well, lie fell quiet
and mentioned the name of the person
about the middle of the morning watch
I'lie man wlio makes ii a rule to buy i who had recommended me to call upon
and
always ibr rash, gels a great deal more him. ••All,” said lie, and straightway
KAY nUKATHlNi, so 1IKA VIIA
tor bis money than the one who buys on
threw open the door of a little parlor, the
ere,lit. though the latter may endeavor, window of which looked on to the street. that, if you went near the scuttle, you
with the greatest persistencyy to cheapen Ii was the latest mom iutlic world to lis- could hear him plain, and this went on
the price of whatever lie buys. The ten to a nautical story in: a Sofa like a until just before eight bells, when the
buyer tor -ash is at liberty to buy where cabin locker, an oval mirror oil the man- skipper, who had been down to have a
lit' please.-,, an 1 the merchants who want tle piece, with an old telescope slung on look at him. came up followed by Philip
his tra le know this as well as lie does. one side and an old quadrant on the oth- Stogren, one of the Danes, and said that
Hen ,-.
hey a.nstantly striving to er: engravings of ships in various stages Dirk llonthorst was dead. The news
gain and hold iii- custom, by giving him of distress; a lamp (swinging from the didn’t much shock us, for hi- breathing
the lies
lurgain they can alb >rd. 11 is ceiling) that looked to have seen some lud made us all reckon that he couldn't
trade is valuable, if ii is even limited, Ibr rough weather at sea; with a crowd live long. We let him be in his bunk for
of other marine suggestions, the whole over an hour (all hands eating their
u a
even the
they tsi othing by 1 i;
time of keeping and collecting accounts. strongly improved by a smell that tasted breakfast on deck) so as to make sure
Then, again, bis pruclir. of buying only like a mingling of oakum, new canvas and that he was dead, when that being past
all doubt we stitched him up in a piece
for cash, leads to his providing himself
OLI) 111 M ITNCliliONS.
of sailcloth, none of us having hammocks,
with tin cash to buy with and thus enaKnowing sailors to be ashy amt moilcst and lashing a lump of holystone to his
bles him to take advantage of bargains
body of men, i endeavored to put m\ feet we sent him home.
when tillered.
iHitehman at his ease by sitting down
lie was a good man gone, and our
lint he avos much more, perhaps, in
and looking as if 1 were at home, and
that he is not so readily templed to buy
companv was weaker by one able seaman :
on various commonplace
but. as the Lord's band was upon him,
what lie does not actually need. He feels touching lightly
topics before bringing him to the business we considered it best for our sakes that
it incumbent upon him to save his money
in hand,
lie seemed to appreciate nn
the end had come quickly. The skipper
to purchase, therewith vvliat it is necessastruggles on his behalf: the bewilderment made us bring our bedding and chests
ry he should have, and is lot!) to spend it
drifted away out of his broad counLikeon deck, and air them thoroughly.
for that which he can do without. The slowly
tenance, and I was gratified to remark wise. we scrubbed the forecastle from top
man who buys for credit soon falls into
on the whole, he talked
to bottom.
the habit of over-estimating vv liat lie is that, although,
Hut, on the following aftermore with his throat than with his tongue
to receive, and becoming careless in his
noon, the forecastle being occupied by
his
of the Knglish language
us again, I heard my name softly called
expenditures: lienee, lie is apt to exceed was knowledge
I invited him to di ink
considerable.
Adrien Wcidemann, who slept in the
bis income, and often finds himself comby
but he said he would rather not, as he bunk over mine.
Peter.' said he, ‘I think
pelled, when pay-day comes, either to would be
having his tea soon. How- •Ian Maes has got the fever. Look at
beg for extensions of time or borrow
ever, la1 accepted a cigar, which he
1 raised my head, and saw .Ian sithim.'
In choosing either
money to pay with.
into his mouth with an air of great
in his bunk, with his legs
ting
upright
dilemma, he must burden himself with put
satisfaction; and, having talked him into over the side, lie was
the additional expense of paying interest
fanning his face
an easy posture of mind, 1 continued to
The windsail blocked
with his hand.
on vvliat he owes.
1
him
him
with
until
had
got
ply
questions
the light in the hatch, and the slush
II every tanner who buys on credit
lie then
under way with his yarn,
that swung under the beam just alwould sit down quietly and calculate tile iairly
lamp
did very well, and never stopped until he
lowed me to see his figure and the motion
additional expense this system subjects
had nothing more left to say. I had half of his limbs.
The rest of the watch were
him to, and bow with the exercise of a
a mind at first to write down his story in
and I wouldn’t call out to know
liltio foresight and seif-restraint lie might
asleep,
his own uncouth and gutteral words, but
what was the matter for fear of rousing
almost completely avoid it, we are conthat no combination of letters
them: so i lay watching him for a few
inced that the credit purchases would linding
would yield me the manner of his deep
soon come to be the
exceptions rather and sober speech, nor the fine and pic- minutes, and, then noticing that his gestures grew more wild, 1 got out of my
than the rule in agricultural communideformities of his Knglish, I
When 1
bunk and walked over to him.
ties.
A habit of buying for cash that has turesque
abandoned that intention for plain writ- was
been earned before it is spent, tends also
close, 1 was sure he had the fever by
ing.
his fiery eyes—they put me in mind of
to improve the moral character of the in“Ves, sir, as you say, sailors go through Dirk's. 1 said nothing to him, but went
dividual who practices it.
He accustoms
some dreadful trials.
When you've heard
on deck, and, seeing the mate aft, ran to
himself to restraining his desires and
that mine comes up to him and said that dan Maes had the fever.
me,
you’ll
agree
keeping himself above a condition of de- the worst of them.
My name is Peter He turned as white as a corpse, and cried :
pendence on his fellows. This elevates
-Meinkee, and Rotterdam is my native ‘What! have we shipped a pestilence?’
his character in his own estimation,
town.
I was Hr years old last week, and
and hurried below to speak to the capmakes him respect himself, ami the inI’m not surprised you should look as if
tain. They both returned, and went forevitable consequence is that he seeks
The
you reckoned me to be 50 at least.
ward, but by this time the men below had
more diligently to deserve the respect of
sea ages men as nothing else does, and if
been aroused by dan beginning to
others,
it is a sad mistake to suppose
anhad
taken
me
to
lie
Oil
I'd
only
that tlie disposition to save is niggardli- you
S!\t; SUNOS in a siikili. void-.,
swer that that time would be too short
ness, or that carelessness in expending lor the troubles I’ve
The and guessing what was wrong, they had
gone
through.
one’s means is a manifestation of gener\essel 1 was aboard of was a Rotterdam hurried up out of the forecastle. The
osity. dust tin- reverse is true. The brig, but of our
work on hearvoyage out I’ll say noth- watch on deck knocked off
spendthrift is invariably selfish and de- ing, for all that concerns you is to know ing that another man had the fever, and
voted wholly to catering to his own dewhat befell me during my voyage home, the live of us, one man being at the wheel,
sires. while the careful, saving man is the i
>ur company consisted of master, mate stood near the scuttle waiting for the skipone to whom true objects of charity may
‘What can it be?’ we
and eight seamen, enough hands to do per to come up.
eonlidently appeal.
-What’s wrong
the work of the brig, though she was a asked of one another.
The correct policy is, therefore, to be
She was wholesome
with a round bottom and with the brig?
vessel,
large
careful of our means, by restraining our
of beam, clumsily sparred and
enough in the outward voyage.’ < inesaid
desires to the lowest number of luxuries plenty
Another
to work. Our cargo was coffee he believed it was the water.
heavy
and superfluities and train our children
said that something rotten—there was no
must know,
berry,
green,
you
picked
in similar habits; otherwise the time is
which I now reckon to be the deadliest telling what -might have been shipped
not distant when we or they, in spite of
a vessel can load up with, owing to
along with the cargo and stowed away
cargo
all our present advantages, will become
Hut we ridiculed
the vapor it gives off- 50,(Kill times worse under the forecastle.
unable to fully supply oui necessities.
than a freight of gunpowder mixed up that notion, for we were sure that nothThe first great step in practical economy
with what you call infernal machines. I mg but colree bad come aboard, having
is to buy for cash,
i Ex.
stowed the vessel ourselves. There was
Hut that
a look ol'fear and distress in the captain’s
KO It EC A ST EE
MEN
WE
Brighton Cattle Market.
face when he came out of the forecastle.
Wkunksdai sept. 2>.
! le ran his eye o\ er us as if he had a mind
11 the skipper
knew nothing about.
Amount of -t«»<*k :il market
attic,
; sheep
We were to speak,but was walking aft without sayand lambs, 13*20; swine, 10,00-1; veals, on; number
knew, he kept it to himself.
• »1
we-tern cattle, *27lo; northern andcastern cattle,
The captain and ing a word, when we followed him. ‘(.'apt.
not all Dutchmen.
:»so.
mate were; but there were one or two Koster,’ said we, ‘if the pestilence is
Prices of beef rattle B 100 It, live weight, extra
quality, $0 02 y, n“, 2.'»; tir-J^ #f» 7”»»j0 no; second, #•', Danes and a Frenchman, ami a couple of aboard,what is to become of us ?’ ‘No, no:’
*2.*><j.j 02 ; third, #1 :>7‘. n~> 12 .; poorest grades of
half-and-half men, hailing from nowhere he answered ; ‘there’s no pestilence
coarse oxen, bulls, etc., #0 ."»o«4 2',.
Dirk llonthorst gave the fever
B 11,; Brighton 'fallow.
and calling themselves what you pleased, aboard.
Brighton Hide-,
7'* «j75«<* B lt>; Country Hides, 7‘ae. Btt»; Country
and speaking the lingo that men talk who to dan. Keep away from the forecastle,
Tallow, 4', a4Ce B It,; Calf Skins, 11 -«12*..•. B lb; |
The mate and
come from nowhere—a mixture of lanmen, until Jan is better.
Northern Lamb Skins, 0.V<j#I each.
Working 0x1*11—We quote sales of
1 will see to him.’ ‘Hut can you not tell
which was hard to follow, though
guages
1 pair girth 0 ft.,
iuehe-, live weight 27oo lb, #|00;
1 pail* girth 7 ft., 0 inches, live weight 3000 It,, $ir*o;
they understood orders in 1 hitch. T jilat- us how Dirk took the fever, ('apt. KosI pair 3} ear olds, girth 0 ft., 0 inches, live weight
said Philip Sfogren. ‘How can f
jap is in the island of Java, and from that ter
2.'»oo tt», #12o; 1 pair girth 7 feet, 2 inches, live i
place we sailed on a fine warm day. We ti ll!’ he answered. ‘Look how smallpox
weight 3300 It,, #1 pi.
Swine—Fat hogs. 7«i7:,e I#'' It,, live weight;
had a long voyage before us, but we were v ill break out aboard a ship in mid-ocean.
store pigs, #2 50{i.'»'»u B head, or from 7«l0e Bit,,
in good spirits. Capt. Ferdinand Fos- How does it come ! who can tell?’ and so
all
live weight.
ter was an excellent seaman and a kind saying, but always speaking kindly, he
Milch Cows—Fxtra, $.V>«7">; ordinary, #20<j.‘*0,
springers, $is«ur<. Farrow Cows, #l,s«*2s per head. man, and treated us well, and lfs mate motioned with his hand and bade us go
We quote sales of 4 milch < on
for
the lot;
Nicolas Tode, though rough and pas- forward. Well, sir, Jan Maes died that
II new milch Cow- at #170; 3 at $.70 each; 1 extra
*2
one at #•>;
do at
sionate when things went wrong, had the day ; he died mad and strapped down in
Sheep and Lambs—Western sheep and lambs l
ight kind of heart in him. The skipper his bunk to prevent him from Hinging
were ail owned hy butchers, sheep eo-ting from r.1
himself overboard.
Hut before he died,
was fond of hearing us sing and watch us
to 1#l, e B lt>.
Store ( attic—We quote sales of a st-oekers 0.70 tbs,
dance. On the same evening of the day French Peter and another man wore down
0
old
Heifers
040
7c
two
B 11», live weight;
at
year
I had been aloft on the
with the fever.
lbs, at 3<* B lb, live weight, 7 two year old Heifer-at on which we sailed, he set us going at
#22.
that work, calling out to us that the long- royal yard, and when I came on deck the
William
nowhere man, as I called him
er the voyage, the more merrily it ought
A correspondent of tin* Marinas Union reports a
This was his way. And his was the name he answered to—told me
to be begun.
in
Ilo
affairs
a
says
.lonesport.
singular state of
sayings heartened us too. If they didn’t that French Peter and Casper Hashagen
few of the older men in town own all of the buildI stood thunderstruck
bear looking into, they had a cheery had the fever.
ing lots and will not sell them, so young men
There arc fifteen sound.
cannot got houses to live in
Jan Maes, a seaman, had a con- and at my wits’ end with consternation.
young men there now trying to buy a lot of laud to
certina, and played it well. That eve- Neither the captain nor the mate was on
build on and cannot buy at any price.
ning he got upon the booms with it over deck. 1 hurried aft to take the news,
Hamm and Conley of Toronto have issued a the galley, and started us all dancing.
calling to Adrien Weldemann. who was
challenge to Davis and Kennedy of Portland for a Little we imagined that death sat crouch- at the wheel, as I went along, and was
double scull race of three miles with turn for *1000 ed in the
brig’s hold, listening to our going down the companion steps when I
aside in Bedford Basin, Halifax, N. S
laughter and the pattering of our feet. saw the captain at the bottom standing
Afterward, when 1 was alone, 1 used to there with his [hand on the brass handTwo Corinna firms are getting out a large
call that evening to mind, and think of drill looking up.
amount of ship timber for Bath builders.

subject,
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frog ponds. The material varies greatly
in physical character and chemical composition, no two specimens taken from
dilferent localities being alike. The ad-

S’aples.

Tims F. Shute.
(’: \S>
steers, heifers, B, hi, and 1 year old
v ot steer calves, heifer calves, bull
calves, bulls
d year old steers. 1st
.! any age
Ira

v
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bark-rigged,

Twice within
smitten
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bunk red hot with fever.
I put my head
through the hatch to call Sfogren, whom
1 had left on the forecastle, and caught
sight of him in the act of taking the
wheel, and the skipper coming forward
holding William by the arm. ‘Where is
Weidemann
called out the captain.
1
told him he was lying ill in liis bunk.
Help William below,’said he,‘lie is ill,
I got the man down the hatch and
too.’
into his bunk, putting a pannikin of
water within reach of each of them, and
then came on deck again. The captain
I went to Sfogren and
had disappeared.
found hint trembling with horror; he was
supporting himself by clinging to the
spokes of the wheel, rather than steering.
■Whose turn will it be next?’ he cried,
stating at me with shining eyes. ‘Where’s
the captain?’ I asked. ‘Helow,’ lie replied. I went into the cabin, and the
first thing 1 saw was the captain sitting
at the table, with bis face buried in his
1 spoke his name softly, but lie
arms.
did not move : but on calling to him again,
lie raised his face, that was inflamed, as
I tiist imagined, by weeping, but, viewing him closely. I perceived that lie had
the fever,
‘it is my turn,’ he said, in a
thick voice.
‘Peter Meinkce, lie sure
that I am dead before you throw me
overboard:’ and so saying, lie got up and
staggered toward his cabin, and closed
the door behind him.
1 stood motionless
for many minutes after he had disappeared. It was like a nightmare, sir, too horrible for reality, though as crushing as
the reality. Then i took fright at breathing tlie air of the cabin. I fancied I could
tuste the 'cry flavor of the pestilence,
whatever it was, that was killing us one
by one, between the decks, and ran up
the steps into the wind. The brig had
swung around, and was aback; Sfogren
had let go the wheel, and was leaning
over the side looking into the water.
1
thought he was stricken, too, and tried
to call him, but my voice stuck in my
throat.
Presently he looked round, and
then 1 went to him.
Why have you left
the wheel ?’ I asked. ‘What is the use of
steering?’ lie answered: ‘we are dying
We shall both be
men.

twice been rebuilt and much

increasing trade. The streets are Idled with teams,
stores are crowded with customers, and the hustlo

Miscellany.

and rush of traffic is

try

First there should he a law against tho early
marriage of girls. At the timo ot the murder of
Mrs. Pease, tho Portland Advertiser called atlen
tiou to tho fact that site was but sixteen when
married, and suggested that such unions be pro
vented by law. In this last case the girl was but
fourteen when joined to a man t welve years her
senior. Tho statutes of our state forbid the marriago of a girl under eighteen unless by the express
permission ot her parents; and this law should be
amended so that even the latter provision shall be
taken away.
Second, wo need some stringent laws that shall
restrict the sale and use of pocket firearms. Smith
states that ho hail carried a revolver ever since he
was old enough to know' what one was.
Fancy
of your life and the livos of many other innocent
poople being exposed to the caprice of a weak
minded person like Smith, whose constant practice
with a pistol has made him an adopt in its use, with
out imparting to him a sense of the crime of carrying
such a dangerous
weapon.
Third, we believe that the peace and safety of
the state demands a return to tho statute hooks of
the expunged clauso which provided for hanging
by the neck until lie was dead tho man whe should
deliberately take the life of innocent pe pie. A
fair and impartial trial has been given the softer
method of punishing this heinous crime. The
murder records of the state sternly demand the
re enactment of the law of
capital punishment.
TEMPERANCE IN MAINE.

IIKA1)

liKKOKli S' NDOVYX.’

•No no,’ 1 cried ‘don t give up till the
hand of the fever is on us—a ship may
heave in sight at any minute.
Help me
to shorten sail, for, if a fresh breeze
should spring up, we are doomed indeed
lie came along with a
in this state.’
broken-down 1< ok that had something of
doggedness in t, too, and we clewed up
the royal and topgallant sails and hauled
We let these sails lie in
up the mainsail.
the bight of the leechlines and buntlines;
but I was resolved to let the brig stand
no further to the south’ard, and so we
braced the yards round and brought the
vessel to the wind, heading about northuortheest. The sails slatted overhead,
but we did Lot mind.
1 took the wheel,
but it ate into my heart to think of the
men dying alone forward and the skipdor aft; and, as Sfogren would not go to
them, 1 gave him the wheel and went
myself. In the forecastle one of them
lay delirious, talking and laughing like a
madman, waving his arms, but not offering to quit his bunk; the other was on
his back, still, with his eyes half open,
and breathing like a suffocating man.
1
spoke to this last, but he made no sign ;
the other 1 knew would not understand
I came away and went to the capme.
tain.
He was sensible, and asked for
water,
lie said he felt as if lying on a
bed of tiro. Even while I stood there, he
prayed that he might die quick, that his
sufferings might be over. He had a wife
and five children at Rotterdam, but he
did not speak of them—perhaps ho wanted the heart.
1 he three of them died that night.
I
kept out of the forecastle all the afternoon,
being afraid to enter it. I wanted to
light the binnacle lamp, but, not knowing where to find any matches in the
cabin, and having some in my chest, 1
went into the forecastle, and, on striking
a light, found both men dead
1 returned and told Sfogren, who threw himself
away from the wheel and fell to pacing
the deck like a madman. There was no
heart left in me now ; still at this time I
was not sure that the captain was dead,
I knocked on
and I wont down to see.
his door, and getting no answer, entered,
and saw him in his bunk, with his face
turned toward the vessel’s side.
I said :
‘Captain, do you sleep V and waited, then
put my head into the bunk and looked at
his face. He was dead sir, and now there
were but two of us alive.
I rushed away
from that cabin and flung myself down
upon the deck. Sfogren had given up
walking to and fro, and sat to leeward of
the galley, with his back against it, and
1IIS CHIN

ON

HIS BREAST.

The helm of course was deserted, and
the brig had come up into the wind and

A decision of interest to

who visit

Judge

foreign ports

was

ship

masters

delivered

by

Fox in the United States Circuit

Court, in Portland, recently, in the case
of John B. Could, U. S. Consul at the
port of Marseilles,
master of

Staples
trict Attorney
plaintiff and 11.

France,

ship

vs.

F.verett

Charter oak.

|
j

have exported a part ut their goods the past year.
The Androscoggin has made two million yards ot
goods aud divided ff per cent, aud have made iin
provements in their mills. The Continental has
earned enough to pay o percent, but which amount
lias been used in reducing the debt of the corpora
tiou. The Lincoln, owned by the Franklin Co
has just been put into a now corporation, but the
organization is not yet perfected. The capital
stock will be >dbt),0i)f' The mill has earned about
SlffOO during the year The B’.eachery has paid
twenty per cent, dividend, and expended >:»o,ui)o
in improvements. Tiio Union Water Bower Co.
voted to purchase Lake Auburn as a reservoir.
It was not included :u ;ts purchase from the Frank
Iin Co. The Frauklin Co. voted to authorize its di
rectors to erect a new mill, the cost to equal the
personal property of the company.

appeared for the
D. lladloek, Ksq. for the
defendant. Action was brought to recover from defendant the penalty of sol Ml
prescribed by law. for not depositing his
ships papers with the consular agent of
the l

at Toulon in Dee.

S.

ship having

I r>7*.>

the

United States consul

les,the said consul having a consular agent

The ninth annual exhibition ami fair (-1 the
Maine State Bornological Society held in Gardiner
closed Thursday after a most successful session of
throe days. The day was mostly occupied in
! awarding prizes of which there were two hundred
and
[
titty. The following is a list of the more iiu-

about twenty miles from

Toulon,

about

four miles from the shore at the head of
tile

There is

bay.

but only

no

harbor at this

place

open roadstead with a sandy
There is no representative of

an

bottom.

the United States at Ilieres. the nearest

being at Toulon. While the ship was at
place the weather was stormy and
the ship in danger. The following are
the concluding paragraphs of the decision:

this

Situated as the Charter Oak thus was, the court
tinds that it would have been highly imprudent
for the master to have been absent trout his ship
all night. His 1 rst duty was to his ship, her cargo
and his crew, an 1 his absence from her for that
length of time, would have unjustifiably exposed
her to peril and danger. If in his absence, a vio
lent storm should arise, which not nnfrequently happens on that coast, the ship was liable to he driven from her moorings cither on
shore or to sea ; aud in such an emergency the
masters presence with his skill aud experience
might have proved of the greatest advantage m
protecting the lives of the crew and saving the
property in his charge which otherwise might have
become a total loss
If obliged to doposit her papers at the Toulon
consulate, the master must have been abseut from
his ship two nights, one to leave them the other
to obtain them, aud such a requirement, iu the
opinion of the court, is so unreasonable that it
ought not to meet with its sanction aud approval.
To use the words of Woodbury J. in Harrison v.
Vose, before cited, page :Ki, "The requirement
It would
would be oppressive in the extreme.
embarrass, and clog, rather than aid commerce,
which last is peculiarly the design and policy of
legislation by the general government on this v.
till siiihirtct

’*

Tho interest of commerce and navigationwili be
greatly promoted by so construing the acts of Congress as to encourage a master in remaining ou
board bis ship whenever situated as the Charter
Oak was, and ho should never be compelled to bo
absont from her for any considerable time in search
of a consulate, at some port other than that at
which his ship has arrived, subjecting his owners
to unnecessary expense and the vessel and cargo,
upon sudden peril and emergency, to serious consequences which might result from his absence.
If any great bouetit is supposed to arise from tho
ship's papers being in the hands of the consul,
consular agencies eau be established at every port
which our ships may visit, as tho President is
authorized to appoint as many of these officers as
ho shall deem expedient. Adopting this course, a
consulate could he reached by the master without
delay or expense. The provisions of law could
then be complied with by him without the great
peri! and risk which might frequently attend its
observance, if the defendant should bo held to
have violated the law in the present Instance.
The defondant is adjudged to be without fault
and is entitlod to judgment.
The Ussipee Valley Fair oponed Sopt doth with
tine show of neat stock ami sheep. Limerick
takes the cake for the best town team, Parsonsfield
for the best yoke of oxen. Limerick for tho best
matched oxen, Cornish for tho fattest oxen, and
Hiram for the best pulling oxen.
a

George U. Ilasseu of Uockland, Me., aged dti,
sailor onsehoonor A. W. Clark, fell forty feet from
a coal staging on that vessel, in Boston, Sept. 10th,
dying shortly after.

Prominent among
noticed the beautiful homestead of the
late Uou. .1. C. Madigau. The hotels are large and
well

we

patronized.
Exchange,

We found rest and refreshment
and the long list of arrivals upon
the hotel register would gladden the heart of any

at the

landlord in Maine. Two weekly papers, the Times
and Pioneer, are published in town, and I under
stand that both are well patronized. The academy

large three storied building, under the super
vision of Prof, knowlton, is in a prosperous con
dniou, and is doing a great good in the county

a

There

are seven churches in town, hut if the uum
her could he reduced to three it would at least he

better for the survivors.

dyiug, while
rapid growth. It

others

are

ing

As it is

dead,

sumo are

the remainder

are

enjoy

a
may be an illustration ot
the doctrine of the “Survival of the fittest.”

There

are nearly a score of lawyers iu the vll
and twenty physicians are practicing here,

logo,

and yet, strange to relate, lloulton is a peaceable
and healthy community. Court was in session.

Judge Virgin presiding—within

the bar many
familiar years ago—a great l imber
ease, involving many thousands of dollars, was in
progress. The opposing counsel were G. P. Stet

countenances

ley, buckwheat and potatoes are annually raised
Many farmers keep large dairies and send butter
and cheese to the

Bangor

and Boston markets.

Many

cheese factories have been erected and

Iv all

are

is

noble herds of

and innumerable hives r.t
in reality a land flowing with
Agriculture in the county is

cows

bees. Aroostook
milk and

honey.

only in

its infancy The people arc only beginning
to discover the vast wealth so long concealed in
their fertile acres.

Thousands of acres reman

uncultivated, stretching out over swales and ridges,
covered with a magnificent growth of maple, birch
aud beech. The land is waiting for the hand of
industry to unlock the treasure doors and possess
the immense wealth

And it does not wait in vain.

The human tides to

small

a

degree are surging i:
becoming the pi 1

this direction, and Aroostook is

grims Mecca

Many of the young men of west
Maine aud from other New England States

era

have

lands in the Aro; .-took in

bought

the west, and

never

far a3

so

regretted their choice.
adjacent provinces

Hundreds of

in this county, and help swell

B.
Blums--1st. Elijah Lowe, Bangor, dd, Ai. \
Chase. Augusta.
Beaches—1st, Henry Gordon. Lyman.
Flowers—1st. Miss L. M. Cope. Manchester: dd,
Mrs. J. M. Carpenter, Bittsiou.
Greenhouse Chuffs- 1st. John Bi rr. Freeport
Vegetables- 1st, F. A Moor. Waterville.
At a subsequent meeting of the society in the
evening the present officers were re-elected for the
ensuing year. It is proposed to hold the next ex
hibition at Biddeforu.
THE EX Iff I/TIVE uot'Ncm.

The Executive Council adjourned Tuesday. -Sept,
doth, without date. The Congressional vote in the
Second District was canvassed, and was found to
be as follows:
Nelson Dingier. Jr..10.'." 1
I*.»

Washington Gilbert,..
William T. Eustis.
Frank Reed..

I *d

H
Scattering.
Diugley's plurality,. -.lid
I
IS
majority. ■'*,
Hon. Nelson Dingloy, Jr. was declared duly elect-

State Departments
of the fuuera!

were

IN

Hi

ordered closed

on

the

day

published

soon.

The potato crop of Aroostook will be below tho
average in quality and quantity.
It is believed that before the opening of another
season 8-j 000,000 will have been spent in new cottages and other improvements at Bar Harbor.
Secretary Hilbert of the Maine board of agricul
turo officially announces that the crop of apples in
that state will be very large.
The Dexter corn cannery is in full operation
Biddcford want a new post office.

SiniTiN'. Items. The rush of grain vessels is so
great from San Francisco that a scarcity of seamen
is

reported,

and many vessels

although

loaded are

detained_Ship Charmer was launched from the
yard of Win. Rogers. Bath. Thursday, and when

ready

The inhabitants

for sea will go to New York to load for San
She is owned in Boston and will bo

Francisco.

commanded

by Capt. Isaac S. Lucas-C. V.
Minott ot Phipsburg has stretched the keel and is
putting up the frame for a ship of 1,700 tons, to bo
off next spring.Steam tug Knickerbocker took
tire while lying at Steamboat Wharf, Bath. Thursday night, and damaged to the amount of nearly
>■-2,000. She will bo repaired immediately-Wed-

nesday night. Jlst ult..as the bark S. R. Bearce, of
Philadelphia, was coming into Portland harbor, the.
ordered by tiio captain to take in sail,

crew were

The crew paid no attention to the order. The captain then seeiug the vessel would run eu (to Ram
Island, told tlio helmsman to stand off. The
helmsman ref used to obey the order, whereupon the
captain pushed him aside and with the assistance of
the mate, kept the vessel away till the tug Scott,

Capt. Bogan,

came

along. Capt. Bogan

sung out to

take in sail and the crew obeyed him. and the ves
The crew made
sel was taken out of danger.
their escape to the shore in the boat of a boardinghouse keeper. It is said the men were
shipped for
the voyage and paid in advance, lmt claimed a further allowance, which was refused-The-Xew Or
leans City Items of the 17th says: The freight
lb d., and
rates are now, to Liverpool by steam
by sail 2 d., and in proportion for other ports. By
ainl bye the rivers will begin to boom and then interior produce will boom also.

being pushed with great
forests, thus connecting settle
are

the

through

energy

awake and in earnest. Town

are

county roads

with each other, and the air is

incuts and towns

filled with rumors of coming railroads
The Aroostook trade is
and

corporations

line

are

on

prize

a

for which cities

both sides of the

boundary

striving. Thus far it would seem that our

provincial cousins have

won.

and this immense

trallie has been coaxed down to the seaport towns
of New Brunswick. But the natural outfit is

through the valleys of the Malta wamkeag anil
Penobscot, aud if Bangor and the Maine Central
railroad is wise, the steel rails will soon connect
the lumber city with the upper Aroostook.
It is
to be hoped that the young men of Maine will
make

tour

a

turning their
In making

through this famous region before
face to the west.
the tour of towns mentioned above,

visited tin* camp meeting at Hodgdon. the
church dedication at liouiton. the homes of old
we

friends, and the

pleted,

ceumie

where loved

os

ones

Too circle of visitation has been

buried

and here

we

are

com

liouiton again waiting
us away to home

are in

for tht: nine o'clock train t-> bear

W.- -lam. upon the hill that over
The -om throws its golden light

aud friends

looks the village
ip*

the domes and spires.

ii

public buildings
aud

roar

are

dying

at

The

flags

halt mast.

from the
The rush

of traffic is heard in the distance.

*»ur

mind goes back over a quarter of a century, when
a barefooted boy we walked the streets of Hon!
but

ton

NEKA!

The Courier is advocating tho building ot a line
large hotel with all the modern improvements in
It guarantees enough regular h-'.-al
Rockland.
boarders to pay the running expenses of tho house.
Tho Ellsworth Woolen Manufacturing Cn. will
complete theii mill this fall.
A new factory has been built at Croon's Lauding, and a new lobster factory is in process of construction at Oceanville, Deer Isle
Penobscot wants a more rigid enforcement of
the prohibitory laws.
The oldest man in Surry is Aaron Kittliekl.whi.se
age is 8? years. The oldest woman is Mrs. Margaret Copp whose age is
years
Tho Portland Press say’s; Will Humphreys,
now in jail in this city, who was arrested in Lew
iston with Milton Edwards, in connection with
the robbery of Mr. E. M. Steadman's house in that
city, has made a confession which shows he and
Edwards and two other Lewiston fellows to have
been tho perpetrators of tho mysterious series ot
small robberies which have occurred in Androscoggin county and its vicinity, the past summer.
Besides robbing Mr. Collin's store in Brunswick,
they entered Dr. Fosters house at Lisbon and
stole some clothing. They committed the Me
chanic Falls burglary and also the recent burglary
The confession of Humphreys clears
m Oxford.
up several matters that were very puzzling to the
oilicers of the law, and will beep himself and Ed
wards in doors for a long time
A new directory of the city ot Bangor is to be

people
annually settling
its rapidly increas

are

ing population
and

vane
Apples 1st, Joseph Taylor. Belgrade.
! ties exhibited dd. Wil iam II Wharf. Gardiner:
i 'Ll. Charles Cope, Manchester.
Bears 1st, Samuel Rolfe, Cortland: -d, L. J.
Cerkins, Cortland -M. Henry Ingalls, Wiscasset.
Grapes- Hothouse, 1st, John Vickery. Auburn
Foreign, 1st. John Burr, Freeport : dd. G B. Saw
j! ver.
Wiscasset.
Natives. 1st. J. H. Miller. Lewis

preference

coaid learn have

we

j

portant

near

doing a thriving business. Bee culture
becoming quite an item of business With its

from the

at Toulon.” The decision recites the facts
in the case which show that Ilieres is

her of beautiful mansions.

these

!

Ilieres, which was ed, and a commission was sent him. The Super
intendentot Cubiie Buildings was ordered to drape
jurisdiction of the the
State House m mourning for the space of J"
Marseilat
residing
days on account of the Cresident's death, and the

arrived at

“within the consular

every hand.

within a few years, and there is probably no other
town iu the State that cau boast of an equal num

to
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Bunt
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ton.

Forts.

and heard

soon

dwelling houses have been erected

new

For the considora ion of those in other states son, of
Bangor, and 1. Powers, of Houlton. As
who labor under the mistaken impression that
we listened for a moment we were reminded of the
has
been ace nnplisiied in behalf of tern
nothing
peranee in Maine, more than in other sections of old quotation. “When Greek met Greek then came
the state, we should S ale thai at the great State
the tug of war."
Cattle Show and Fair held in Lewiston week before
liouiton lias a magnificent water power: anil in
lasl, more than Jen tin asand persons per day were
hasty walk along the banks of the river we saw
on the grounds for four days, aud that of all that
tnat many manufactories had been erected within
great crowd, scarcely a person was seen intoxieat
ed. The fact was often referred to, especially by
a few years.
Among them were a woolen factory
those who were present from, out of the State, as I
starch factory, steam >;iw and shingle mills, grist
remarkable and a matter of congratulation to the
people of Maine, In no other state under similar mills, machine shops, carriage factories, while the
circumstances could sue a result be recorded.
Shaw Bios have large bark extract works, built
Since the above was written, the State Militar
upon the bill near the railroad depot.
lias had its general Muster in Augusta
The sol
This is also a famous farming town and is the
diers pitched their tents on Monday morning and
struck them on the following Friday evening.
commercial centre of as fine an agricultural region
More than a thousand so.diers were underarms for
as can be foi ud in New England. We rode through
live days, camping out at night and under drill
during the days. During this time the people from thetownsof liouiton, Hodgdon. Liuneus. oak field.
all the country round about, of both sexes, were
Dyer Brook, Smyrna. Ludlow, New Limerick, Lit
present witnessing the interesting military display
tletcu and M onticello, and were more firmly con
The
Journal
of
Kennebec
presented.
Saturday
vined than ever before of the fact that Aroostook
last spoke as follows of the moral aspect of the affair
county is destined to be the great agricultural ter
During the live days of Muster, in addition to
the soldiers encamped on our soil, thousands of ntory <d Maine. No other county in the State can
strangers have poured into Augusta. Notwith- successfully compete with it. The land in many
standing the v"st crowds the best of order has pro places is rocky and broken, but in all sections the
vailed through the week and there has been a to
soil is very fertile and produces the most abundant
tal absence ot scenes of turbulence an.I drunken
ness, which is extremely gratifying to our pride as
crops. Within a few years the people have turned
citizens and speaks volumes for tne efficiency for their attention from the lumber business to farm
our admirable police force
Not an airest «as
ing. and already a marvellous change is apparent.
There
made during the four days of Muster
Ureat farms have been cleared, new farm buildings
has been no intoxication, no street brawls, no disturbances. [Gospel Banner.
erected, and large crops of wheat, oats, rye, bar

MS1I1P,

Foreign

Many

on

few lessons can profitably be drawn from these
sad events which blacken tho records of our coun-

pointed ; and. perceiving the horror in
our faces—indeed, he afterward said, lie
thought we were mad—he bade us jump

in

improved. The old
given place to largo
for size and elegance would
have

do credit to any town iu the State. Those not
burned have been enlarged to accommodate the

A

the forecastle. We shrunk back when lie

Stnpmaaters

by lire

business blocks, which

the Pease ami Smith murders
the Rockland Courier says—

and when the

into the boat and not mind our clothes.
I kept up very well until I had got over
the ship’s side and stood on her deck, and
then my eyes, wandering from the crowd
of sailors who stood at the gangway to
see us arrive, to the brig that lay with
her sails aback, a terrible sickness seized
me.
The brig and the steamer's deck,
and the men upon it, spun round.
1 put
out my hands to steady myself, and fell
headlong down in a dead swoon. 1 remained insensible for three days, and, on
my recovery, was informed that the
steamship had the brig in tow, and was
carrying her to Batavia. Sfogren was so
ill that on our arrival he was sent to the
hospital : but lmw longho remained there,
and whether he ever left it alive. 1 cannot say.
For my part a week ashore put
me to rights, aud I then shipped on board
a steamer bound to Antwerp.
That's the
story, sir. and it explains my meaning
when 1 call green coffee, a deadly cargo.’

geographical

lew years it has been terribly
hut with an heroic courage it has

a

by lire,

stores consumed

RESTORE THE DEATH PENALTY.

Commenting

the banks of the Aleduxcn
location one of

on

is in its

Aroostook.

to

of tku Journal.

the most eastern of American towns, but for push
and enterprise it is one of ihc most western.

rising sun enj abled her to distinguish our flag, she
hoisted her colors, which, to my inexI pressihle delight. I found were Dutch,
she swam magniticently abreast of us,
within easy hailing distance, for the sea
iui> m.oaiim; i'eshi.em k
was very smooth, and there she
stopped,
1'or the first ship that comes our way, and,
and her captain hailed us in Dutch from
LEWISTON CORPORA 1 IONS.
if Captain Roster won’t consent, we’ll rethe bridge. I told him what had befallen
The annual meeting of the Lewiston corpora
fu.se to work the brig.' That was settled.
us, and that of our company of ten men tions were held on the -1st. The yea: has been
Well, when the morning came the captain
two were left alive. On this a boat one of prosperity with the mills. The Bates has
only
told us that the mate was dead.
We
made ten and a half million yards of cloth, has
was lowered, and the
brig was boarded paid Jd per cent, dividends, aud has a surplus of a
buried the three men: but scarce was
an
to
whom
we
related
half
a million dollars.
The Company are consul
officer,
fully
that done when Weidemann went slowly by
our story,
lie ordered us to collect our erieg the question of building a new mill on the
to
the
his
hand
along
forecastle, holding
But site north of the present mills. The Franklyn Co.
clothes, and get into the boat.
to his head, and, going below to my chest
offer the site for =s>0 000. Tne mill has paid six
neither Philip Sfogren nor I would enter
to get some tobacco, I found him in his
per cent, but has earned twice that amount. They

1

■

Maine

aloft and the jar of the rudder as the
swell raised and sank the brig. The
condition of the vessel was a matter of
indifference to me; after seeing all my
shipmates but one stricken down 1 had
no hope of being spared.
K very moment
I expected to find myself growing hot
with the fever, and—as I never doubted,
after what I had seen, that, if the fever
seized me, I should die—1 resolved, if I
sickened, to throw myself overboard, as
the thought of drifting about dead on the
deck of the brig were unendurable. The
conviction that I should die disinclined
me to bury the captain's and the other
men’s bodies.
Besides, 1 was without
nerve, and every instinct in me seemed
to shrivel up at the ideaof handling those
corpses. The starlight tilled the air with
a dim illumination, and I lay watching
the dark figure of Philip Sfogren, with
his back against the galley. Much dewfell, and the star-beams sparkled in the
wet upon the decks as though diamond
dust were strewn over the planks. 1 lay
near the skylight, with my head leaning
upon my elbow ; and, not having closed
my eyes for many weary hours, nature at
last mastered me, and i fell into a sleep,
from which, at the beginning, I started
again and again, until at last 1 lay quiet.
I was aroused by Sfogren shaking me
furiously, and when I sat up ho bawled
out that there was a great steamer beading directly for us. T he sky was pale m
the east with the dawn. The night still
lay dark in the west, and in that quarter
were the lights of a
steamship, the large
outline bf which was visible on my directing my glance to the right or left of
the lights.
1 knew by the appearance of
! the lights that she was steering dead for
us, and without another word Sfogren
and I ran to the Hag locker and got out
an ensign and half-masted it at the main.
The steamer approached us fast: but the
dawn came fast too, aud the morning had
fairly broken, and the top of the sun was
Hashing upon the sea line, when the vessel was still half a mile distant, she was
■

iloultun, situated

keag river,

NUMBER 40.

lay aback, drifting to leeward. The
breeze was light and tne stars were brilliant ; indeed, all this time the weather
was beautifully tine; the
only sounds
were the occasional
flapping of canvas

Pilgrimage

Correspondence

r.ow

changed

how

It is

1

no

longer a

hamlet, unknown to the outside world.
barracks and dag staff

standing
mi

were

on

the hill

are n

little

The old

lunger

majority of the soldiers who
tered there they have crumbled to dust.
Like

a

The great :orests which then crowned its hills
have given place fi> beautitnl fields
The little
and dwellings have vanished, and before us
great village, a centre of culture, wealth, on
terpriso and commercial importance. And yet it
is only the beginning of the successful career

stores

lies

a

liouiton is destined to
The bell
welfare of
cars

enjoy.

and with many wishes for the
native town, we step on hoard the

rings,
our

and turn

our

faces to the west.
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••Individuals may wear tor a tune the glory of
our institutions, but they carry it not to the grave
Like raindrops from heaven, they
with them.
may pass through the circle of the shining bow
and add to its lustre, but when they have sunk
the earth again the proud arch still spans the sky
and shines gloriously on." [ James A. (iartield
This day will bo sadly memorable so long as
tins nation shall endure, which God grant may be
till the last syllable of recorded time, when the
volume of human history shall be sealed up and
delivered to the Omnipotent Judge." [James A
(iartield, on the first anniversary of the death ot
President Lincoln.
l look forward with joy and hope to the day
when our brave people, one m heart, one in their
aspirations for freedom and peace, shall see that
the darkness through which we have traveled was
but a part of that stern but beneticent discipline
by which the Great Dispenser ot events has been
leading us on to a higher and nobler national life.'
[James A. (iartield.
••We hold re unions, not for the dead, for there
is nothing in ali the earth that you and 1 can do
for the dead. They are past our help and past our
praise. We can add to them no glory— .ve can
give to them no immortality. They do not need
us. but forever and forever-more we need them.
[James A. (iartield.
The

Yacht

America.

General Butler's hobby is bis yacht America.
She lies now iu Boston harbor, with a crew aboard,
and some day soon, when the notion takes him,
and a big storm threatens, ho will take a cab, ride
at full tilt for her wharf, and start for some place
beyond the reach of telegrams. It is said that his
yacht never yet carried enough sail for him, and
that he has not yet met a storm that has over dis
turbed him. Sometimes his sturdy old Captain
(Mr Uoed), who is as strong minded iu his way as
General Butler is iu bis. lias a wordy encounter
with the General about the chances tho latter
seems to have to take, and once be is said to have
old yacht,'
told General Butler to take his"
and run it as he pleased, when in the face of the
trepidation of the crew and tho prudence of the
Captain, the General wanted to crowd on more
sail. Mr. Hoed tellsof several hairbreadth escapes,
has had with
as well us amusing adventures, lie
General Butler at sea. and some of his crew have
predicted that if General Butler dies at all he will
become food for whales When the storm ruus so
high as to make every ouo on board sea sick ex
cept tho Captain and the owner, General Butler is
sure to bo found seated in the
cockpit, with his
old mysterious smile curving about his taco. | Kx.
And occasionally the General slips down below
and takes another kind of a "smile" out of a de
canter.
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Since the eon volition of last Tuesdai, it has been
rumored that the stockholders of the Enquirer
Publishing Association, the stock company own
mg “Chase’s Enquirer were about to make a
change, both in the editorship and the place of
publication of their paper, on account of the dis
satisfaction with Solon's course in opposing fusion.
Saturday afternoon a Journal reporter asked the
president ol the association. Co!. C. S. Emerson of
Auburn, tor information in regard to the proposed

change.

“It is true that there is dissatisfaction among
the stockholders at Solon's course, ai d they pro
pose to invite him to retire from the editorial management of the Enquirer," said the president of the
association
“This paper will probably be removed
to Lewiston or Auburn.
JSolou will not get home
from the West for eight or ten days, probably,
and nothing will be done until then. The direct
ors have a meeting next Friday to take preliminary steps. I suppose it will be necessary to call
a legal meeting ol the stockholders, before Solon
can be retired, and that will be done in a few
weeks."
What is the ground of the dissatisfaction with
Solon among the stockholders!"
It has existed for some time, and there arc sev
oral reasons for it.
They don't like his usage of
the other parties. They didn't like ins call for the
convention of September “sth.
He agreed to
stand by the nomination ot Gilbert, and at the
same time he was running in our paper the call for
that convention of last Tuesday. After Gilbert's
nomination, our stockholders demanded that the
call be suppressed
The night after the uomina
lion, 1 took a team and drove to Chase's Mills.
Solon was away.
1 told them in the olliee. up
there, what 1 wanted, and got them to suppress the
call
His friends were satisfied.
But when Solon
got back, he re-published it. and said we had taken
unfair advantages of him by suppressing it. in his
absence
That made it worse. Tin i. his saying
the Democrats didn't dare to stand up and be
counted! All the stockholders solar as 1 know,
are dissatlsliod.
We are not in favor of fusion,
but want fair play."
“Has anything been said to solou r
“Oh, yes:" but he wants to run the paper his
own

way."

“What is the financial standing of the paper!
“It has done very well
It lias paid iis expenses
easily, hut hasn't paid the stockholders auythiug.
Solon has made a living out of it.
It was’ouiyai
rangement with him that we shouldn't pay him
any regular salary until it was on a pa\ :ng basis.
It's hardly there yet. The paper ha.- h.a'H yj:,
scribers. nearly all in the West.
W«. have h.st
nearly all our Maiue subscribers, on account of
Solon's course. Then again. !u- has been away a
*rood deal, and the paper hasn't neen eared for.
ilas any successor to Sol >n been named
“No: we haven't got so iar as that." [ Lewiston
Journal
Hi.

I'AliKMAN
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the l’arkmau murder case were
wiicludod at 1 r. M.. Momla\. Judge Symomls
then delivered a most able and impartial eharge.
occupying nearly two hours The jury then re
tired and at eight o'clock returned a verdict ot
guilty of murder in the lirst degree a to both re
spi'iclents
Although the murder wa -< : a cun
paratively recent date. June doth. yet a brief re
apituh.tiou of the tacts will not prove unintcrest
On the night of.tune doth, Alvin T Watson,
mg
a man about BO \ ears old. pying alone, about three
miles fr«.m Parkman Corner. Piscataquis cumty
was found murdered in his
yard with more than
lorty stabs in dill'erent parts of his body.
It appeared that Watson went to his home m
the niirht of the tragedy about
n. \i
ami retired
It is supposed the murderer entered the he ,.•>
about midnight and that Watson was awakened
1
y a noise and was attacked while passing into an
adjoining room. It also appears that Watson sue
ceeded in reaching a window and called for helj.
u- blood was discovered on the window sill and h.s
cries were heard
11“ revived lif'ty t wo cuts in
all. some twenty ot' which were struck to the hilt
ot the knife used, and any o; which would have
caused his death. The victim was dragged outside
and then left, as a iight was seen i:i the neighboring house, and the body was found early -Mondav

Arguments

on

morning.

Samuel By roll Chadbournv. a deaf mute l-Mcais
obi. confessed the crime and his knife was found
in his pocket covered with blood.
It appears that
there had been trouble between Watson and the
Chadbourne family for some years, it lvmg ci.;.m
ed that Watson wa< t o intimate with W'a.lace
'hadbourne's wife. Wallace is a brother of Byron's,
the latter was arrested and July doth had an ex
animation and was fully committed to Bangor jail
for trial.
Shortly alter bloody clotlu s and a knife, which
were known to belong to Wallace Chadbourne. the
mother of Byron, were maud and on the doth ot
'July Benjamin Chadbourne, the father, ami W.J
lace were arrested and had an examination, when
;t was claimed by the CovernmeiU that the wounds
on Watson's
body were indicted b\ two different
instruments. W'allace told c mtlicting sto; a
and j
it was proved that he and Watson had ha-1 the
trouble. Blond was found in the oKi man'- * gsk
ers and on one ear.
AKilhii'S j- us

11 v A

I.s.

The Annual Cattle Show of the York Countv
\gr:cultnral Society opened in Bjddclord Sept :T ;L
ith a very creditable display of cattle and horses
i rotting for the Society's
purse of >B0 and ? ><>
'•ame ofi in the afternoon, the lirst race
being won
•v H. C. Wakelield's bay
gelding "Wonder, of
Hollis: best time, d.B7
Second by S W. Berry’s
bay stallion, •"Finery Fearnaught." of Biddeford:
best time, d.BS4. The lair -peued in City Hall,
Saco, the following day and waof the*finest
and most extensive that has been held in York
county for many years. A new feature in the
shape of a baby show was added this year. At the
trotting park tne three minute race was won by
Curtis' Fearnaught, of Biddeford
The purse being
small this was made an exhibition race and no time
was given.
The second race for a special purse
was won by
Dandy J.. L.wiston, best time d B«i
fhe Lincoln County Agricultural Society began
a three days fair at the
trotting park at Damans
cotta Sept d7.
The show of stock was very large
and the exhibits in the other departments excel
lent.
A large crowd was in attendance the second
day. In the evening. Hon./. A (Libert lectured
to a large audience in Lincoln Hall on
Agricui
tural inventives."
The Oxford county fair opened in Norway d?th
ult. There was a splendid display ot fruit.
-Little Dull" won in the four years old rac
time B i)7.
Three years old race, half mile Flo. was won h \
Norway Knox. Seven thousand people were present the second day.
Kcho won in the three minute class: time, d Id,.
The closing day opened
•right and with a good track The two iii'ty class
was won by Fcho
Time, d II..
Rocket won the
stallion raoe i d 10. (i, H Could won the forty
hve class in d Id..
The sweepstakes were won by
Lydia M 1 ime d.B!, One thousand j rsons wenThe old Board of Directpresent. No accidents
ors were elected with one
exception.
Washington County Agricultural Fair was held
at Pembroke, September dSth and d.'th.
The
three minute race was won by -(ion II meock,"
<d Lubec: time, three minutes
Tin- two forty
race was won
by “(i rev Ned," of Muehias: time,
d .id
The sweepstake- -aa.-* won In- •Waiti-r.
of Machias: time, d B7
The cattle show in Honlton Friday, was a mea1 he quality was jood and the number
gre all air.
tew
There was no trotting.
■

■
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11uie ago.somc boys v« bile phivingin the i\-ar
the town hall at East .Mac bias, discovered what
appeared to be the burial place of an lii-iian. The
remains have recently been exhumed and are, perhaps, the most interesting ever discovered in
Maine. They are evidently those of a chief.
A
copper hand nearly two inches wide encircled the
head. To the light ear. which was dried and well
preserved, were attached ornaments of copper two
andonehalfiucd.es long by one wide.
A part of
the scalp was also preserved, showing the long
black hair peculiar to the Indians
Cpon the
breast rested an iron knife complete!',' oxidized.
A piece of skin with the
imprint of a knife was
also found. The face was covered with a mat
made of the leaves of the cattail rush.
Birch bark
was used to
envelope the head, while the whole
body was wrapped in a moose skin of which the
hair and a few fragments remained
upon the
breast. Outside of this skin was a copper breast
plate sixteen or seventeen inches long. There
was also found a
triangular hatchet, like those
used by the early French settlers
('apt. John
Smith mentions seeing such hatchets in the hands
of the savages.
Dr .1 1*. Sheahan, of Deunysville, has obtained
possession of these relics, which resemble others
obtained by him from French mail's Lake, New
Brunswick
It is stated that Dr Sheahan is preparing a minute description of the skeleton and its
surroundings for the Maine Historical Society.
<»f

BRUNSWICK

AND

BATH.

A correspondent of the New York Mail has a
pleasant letter in that paper on the charming town
of Brunswick.
Few people* he says, “are aware
of the art treasures possessed by Bowdoin College.
Besides an undoubted Van Dyck, which represents
the Governor of Gilbralter. and for which >10,000
has been offered and refused, there are several Rubens. a very clever head of Mirabeau by a French
artist of the time painted from life, a tine collection of colonial protraits of the Bowdoin family,
superb portraits of Jefferson and Madison by
Stuart, some of Copley's. Allston's and West's best
efforts, and a rare collection of prints which are
yet to be framed. There are also two pictures by
Hogarth. These were all bought in Spain, with
the exception of the pictures by American artists,
at the time of some political revolution.
So it is
that there is to bo found in this old town in Maine
a foundation of art and culture
lacking to the
The writer
larger and more prosperous cities
thinks the prediction that Maine is to be the great
watering place of the future is to be realized. He
has a complimentary word for Bath. “Both in
Brunswick ar«d Bath can be seen in plenty good,
stately, but rather stiff mansions, built by sea cap
tains who make in them a haven of rest, after a
life of battle with storm and tempest, and finally
settle down to a green old age in their native place,
spinning longs yarns in winter evenings, over roaring lires of drift wood, out of adventures by sea and
Hood, to wondering groups of townsmen, children
and grandchildren."
THE GKEEN1IACK STATE CONVENTION.

The State Convention of Maine Greenbackers,
called by the Committee representing the con veil
tion that put the Weaver electoral ticket in this
State, met at the City Hall, Lewiston. Wednesday
forenoon, Sept. *JH. One huudred and forty delegates reported. The permanent organization was
Rev. W. F. Eaton, of Cape Elizabeth, Chairman ;
Secretary. A. J. Simons, of Turner. After a discussion the convention declared its position as follows :
Resolved. That we. the representatives of the
National Greenback party, in convention assembled, distinctly and emphatically declare that we
are the National Greenback party in Maine.
Resolutions endorsing the Chicago Greenback
platform, opposing fusion and condemning class
legislation and the burdens imposed upon the people by monopoly and c irporate power were also

adopted.
A

Frank Russell, Wilton; Somerset, Darius
Houghton, Skowhegau; Kennebec, Hiram K.
Campbell, Ualloweil; Waldo, Col. Deter Moulton.

Matters.

FKOM

State Committee was chosen:—York
Isaac Hanscom, of Wells; Cumberland,
Samuel Jewett, Deeriug: Androscoggin, Solon
(’base, Turner ; Sagadahoc, Joseph Nichols. Phipsburg: Oxford Joseph F Mentor, Hartford : Frauk

1

The
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gion,

Judging

backers in Maine while the Democrats polled nearly fifty thousand votes in 1870, the prophecy of
Solon Chase is about as reliable as his other predictions. (New Haven Union.
The only time the straight Greenbaekers have
Plowed their strength was at the last Presidential
lection when they threw about 4,000 votes. The
non. for some unexplainable leasou. always puts
tiie Democratic vote 111 1870 at "nearly oO,000." A
reference to any political almanac will show our
esteemed New liaven contemporary that the Dem
oeratic vote at the September election of 1870 was
over 00,000.
In the November election it fell off.
as was always the case, there being no
hope of carrying the State. These corrections, of course, add
to the force of the Union’s remarks on the politi
cal Munition hero.
[ Bangor Commercial.
187 0 is a good while ago.
In 1870, the last time
1 lie Democrats of the State stood
up to be counted,
the vote was Jl .Sol.
IN GENERAL.
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But who among them
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Washington
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discriminations or the important matter 11 street cars or st
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dered a place in the Cabinet. This in- of terminal facilities. If the control
morning
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*.'.«•: some important public* topic wis upper
the Aroostook trade depends upon tin
The farm buildings of C. K. Thomas, on Bed
formation is then imparted to the countn
mo!• ;airly bubbled over with merry talk
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alone,
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either
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The Richmond Bee thinks that until fewer murport,
is deceptive, however phrased, unless it
pcr>. to indn a'-- the .*ermtis work to which tlie
ders are eiminitted in other states, where the
the latter, are far greater than
greali r p rti r of his time w as devoted
gallows still stands as a time honored institution. should read that Judge Blank wants a pecially
If we are not
is worse Ilian folly to advocate the re establish
Gen Garth Id served from the beginning to the
Cabinet position and is working the press those Calais can oiler.
incut of capital punishment in Maine.
the winters are exceptional end ot In- (' digrcssional career upon important
mistaken,
his
friends
to
obtain
one.
Here
The Brunswick Telegraph says an excessively
through
eonm.liter.During his first term, beginning in
tender. <>r an excessively patriotic or an excessive
is Judge Settle of North Carolina, who when the port of Calais is not obstructed
lv funny woman, perhaps a combination of all
|sn:{ ne wa> a nicmher "t th (’oinmiltec «u: Mill
has
and
all
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in
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navigation
three i women are devoted to cat culture) last week
by
was “prominently mentioned" for a seat
: tan
Aiiairs which had a great deal of work dewound a piece of black crape around the tail of
to contend with the currents and fogs
in
the
of
Cabinet
President
and
Ft his second t urn (8‘Jth Con(iarlield,
her cat.
volving upon
The address before the Franklin Central Agri
is now “prominently mentioned" for a which make the extreme eastern w.itcs gress) he staved on the \\ ays and Alcana Commit
cultural Society at Strong, to day will be given by
the most dangerous portion of our coast. f tee and begun the studies in finance and political
Capt c W. Keyes, the editor of the Farmington like position under President Vrrlmr. If
hronicle.
The fact that Belfast has already been a [ economy w;.u*!i later made him a recognized an
he lias any qualifications for the place
! thority on tiiese subjects. In the 10th Congress,
Tnrrsday evening Mr Geo. B. Goodwin, of the
waiter port of shipment for Aroostook
Boston Post, was united in marriage to Miss Grace
they are not apparent : bill he has soim
I Gen Garfield w as chairman of the Committee on
Webster, at the residence of the bride's father in
indicaas
an
be
accepted
good Matured friends among the journal- products may
Military Aifaiis, and in the list, chairman of the
Orono
The
was
1

s

••

<

ceremony
happily performed bv
Rev. G W. Field.
The Advertiser says that there is a decided up
ward tendency in real estate in Calais.
Rents are
rising rapidly, and there is a growing demand for
the best class of tenants.
A very large caribou was killed in the
vicinity
ot Kingman a few days ago.
The animal's antlers
ere nearly seven feet in length
At the canton pulp mill there are :200,00b lbs. of
pulp made a week, of which 7 A,000 is bleached and
sent to Massachusetts.
The remainder is used at
Mechanic Falls. About lbO men are employed.
Rev. Chas. P Lombard offered his resignation
•is pastor of
he Unitarian church in Ellsworth, to
take effect the 30th ult.
The meeting house at Winter Harbor, begun two
years ago. was dedicated Sept. *20th
Ellsworth is to have a foundry and a machine

shop.

The Rockland Courier has a department caption
ed “Hoss Notes,” and the Gardiner Home Journal
has Mane Matters.”
The Somerset Reporter says Moore of the Anson
Advocate declares that the Greenback party has
gone up and he i> a Democrat.”
Telephonic communication has been established between Lewiston and Portland.
The State Sunday School Convention will prob
ably hold its annual meeting at Hallowed the last
of October.
Rev. Arthur Wilde Little accepts the rectorship
of St. Paul's Church, Portland. Rev. C. A. Allen of
Brunswick, has accepted a call to the Unitarian
Church in New Orleans, La. Annette G. Waltze
wiis ordained as
pastor of the Universalist Church
at Brown held Sept. 1 1.
A Mate convention of the Young Men's Christian Associations of Maine, w ill be held at Bangor
October '21st. 22d and *23d.
The Bangor Foundry and Machine Co. use 7000
pounds of iron daily in making their casts.
Prof. G. Campbell, recently of Minnesota State
University, has been appointed to the chair of
philosophy at Bowdoin College, lately endowed
with $Ao boo from the Stone estate.
James P Safford, of nope, recently deceased,
l'*ft $l7.oii.i to the Universalist society of South
Hope and 11 »pe Corner His children got nothing
The building for the new life saving station at
llunnoweH's Point will not be erected this fall, and
the Kennebec entrance will he without life saving
service until another year
At the canning shop of the Portland Packing
company atSebago Lake, 4A0,0bU cans of corn have
been packed this season
The largest quantity
pack.-d in one day was 34,000 cans.
The farm buildings of David Andrews of North
Paris were burned Friday with forty to fifty tons
of hay
The cause is unknown. Loss $*2000 ; in
sured $1*200
-Mr Jewett, ut North \ assalboro, who had saved
about £hlll bv a year s hard work in tho Colorado
mines, was on his way home to his family when
the train was bearded by robbers near Independence. Mo. The whole amount was taken from
him,
together with his watch. Being a poor man the
loss is severely felt.
The Bangor Commercial of Saturday says: In
the land sale tills forenoon, 74,8.0?J acres of
Aroostook county laud sold at £00,704 -Jo, an aver
age price of 78 I 10 cents per acre. The State valuation of the same land, upon which the taxes are
computed, averages 88 8 10 cents per acre. A lot
of >,000 acres of Somerset county land sold at ol
cents per acre, the State valuation being 80 cents
The total sales amounted to 70,87)7J
per acre
acres, and the total receipts £■)?,7'i 1 J7i, an
average
'U'77 8 10 cents per acre.
Judge Bouncy, Portland Superior Court, has imposed lines the present term of £8000, which have
been collected, nearly all for violations of the
liquor law. Quite a number of these criminals
have been shut tip
The four letter carriers of Augusta handled 78,7)10 pieces of mail matter during the mouth of

ists in

Washington, who lose no opportunities for sounding his praises or advancing his interests, and who are perhaps influenced to some extent by the prospect
of favors to

prove successful.
This is about all there is to the Cabinet

I'roviuenee, K.
1 were drowned Sunday night in Moosehead hake
Parties went out in a canoe to sail in Cowan's
Cove
The canoe in some way was overturned and
Harris and wile were both drowned.
Some of the former students of the late Dr.
Greene, ot Portland, desiring to express their regard
and admiration for him as a man and a surgeou,
have thought that a very appropriate manner of
doing so would be to place a portrait of him in the
lecture room at Brunswick, in which for so many
years he gave instruction in surgery. Those who
sat under his teaching are requested to send such
sums as they choose to Dr. F. H
Gerrish of Port
land
Major Daniel Simpson the veteran drummer of
Massachusetts, who is well known to the military
of that State, celebrated his hist birthday, Tburs
day. Major Simpson is a native of Winslow in this
county, and wont to Boston in 1810. At the com
mencement of the war of 1812, he was drafted into
the military service, and did duty on Dorchester
Heights, the Navy Yard and Boston Common. He
was the only drummer of the Guards at the riots
on Broad street.
In 1812 he raised the Brigade
Band of It pieces. In 1822 he kept a store on
Hanover street, had a livery stable, and carried on
a blacksmith’s
shop; he also kept the Green Dra
gon Tavern at the same time. [Augusta Journal.
anu

wue oi

Thousands of people in the West Indies can
boast that their ancestors “came over in the May
Flower.” That famous vessel was used as a slave
ship after landing the Pilgrims

be
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of work

cal columns; and the
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rats

came

into power iu the House iu ls,

Din-

o

ing his two last terms, under Democratic organizations, ho was assigned to duty on the Ways and
Means Committee, and iu 1877, when James G
Hlaine went io the Senate, (Jen Garfield became
the Republican leader in the House.
As chairman
of

the

aim

appropriations Committee Gen Garfield's
wa. to s- cun* a steady and
judicious reduction

These will take

>

he has

and

won

return to his former

in the Senate he lias a

place

to do so.

Here in Maine

perfect right

we

should like

to have Mr. Blaine remain at the head of
the State Department, and that is unthe wish of the country.
Mr.
Blaine has certainly greatly increased the

doubtedly
former

popular estimate of his character
and abilities during tile fejv months lie
has occupied the position. But it is possible his inclination or sense of duty may
lead him elsewhere: and the decision lie
makes should be accepted by his friends
and well-wishers.
It may suit the purposes of the opposition to create the impression that President Arthur intends to ostracize the

friends of the late President and thus
create dissensions in the

ty, but such

rumors are

ment’s notice.

par-

not worth a mo-

They
contrary to reaAside from all other considerations
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it is

Republican

plainly

dent

are

lor the interest of the Presi-

pursue a policy which shall
strengthen and unite his party, and at
the same time win for himself the apto

the country bestowed upon the administration of President (iarlield.
Wo
believe that President Arthur will pursue

proval

such

a

policy.

The St. John

Telegraph says that the
last amount of Provincial debentures advertised for have been taken up at from

~i to 4i per cent, premium. Tiny are in
sums of SMiOO each and bear live per cent,
And The Debt Payer says that
than half of the late issue of 5 per

interest.

city of Richmond bonds have been
sold by Messrs. Davenport & Co., the
financial agents of the city, at liloi and
matured interest.
time than

now

edness of this

There may be a better
for refunding the indebt-

city,

but

we

very much

doubt it.

Commenting on Conkling’s reappearance in politics, and his methods, the Boston Journal says: “It is a good year for
the Republican voters of New York to
upon the machine.” The Dem
interior of New York seem
to be of this opinion and are declaring

make

war

ocrats of the

war upon the Tammany machine of which
John Kelley is the boss.

At the

meeting of the City Government
held Monday evening, a committee of one
from each branch was appointed to meet
in conference representatives of the local

coal, salt,
brought here by water, are

quantities

railroad

the

to

now

in

points

sent over

the interior.

opened by the
new road these shipments would naturally
increase and would tend to bring return
freights to this port.
With the wider market

We do not claim that Belfast has any
rights in this matter, other than those she
may acquire by her enterprise and by the
natural and other advantages she can of-

a

view

at.

to ascertain

The

straight Greenbackers, who met in
Lewiston, last week,
and reorganized by choosing a new State
Committee, manifested decided opposition
to affiliation with any other party.

Guiteau says he
President Garfield.'’
to
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inspired
complain.

was

“inspired

Now if

to kill

some one

Guiteau the latter

is

ought

line of

what is -lone in tlie Committees

of Congress, and Gen (iartield was naturally waited
He was
upon daily in the quest of information
alw ays courteous, hut brief in his replies, for when
at Hie Capitol he was a very busy man and his
valuable.

With

few ot the

Washing
ton journalists In* was very intimate, but they
wen
indented to him more for suggestions and
ideas than for what may be strictly called nows
items
When Gen. Garfield visited ‘Newspaper
Row. as the correspondent :; otlices on I tth street
time
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It so
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happened that Professor
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had I10

come

embarrassing situation.

an

position

Had ho lived the

Republic.

Magistrate
great things naturally

yacht Madge, a ten tenner, expected of him would have been realized.
sent out from Scotland by her owner to
Editor Joi rn at.: in the last issue of the Protry conclusions with our yachts, defeated gressive Age, alluding to the large meeting of our
four American yachts on successive days citizens held at the hour of burial of the late Preslast week, with comparative ease.
In ident (farlield, we tind the following—
The cutter

each instance she

came

in

a

winner with-

time allowance; and her speed and
Weatherly qualities have elicited the ad-

out

miration of the New York
The assassin should

now

yachtsmen.
be

tried,

con-

victed, sentenced and hanged with

no

more

“It would have been much the best if the little
funeral meeting at Hay ford Hall, Monday afternoon, hadn’t been made a partisan affair. None if
our opposition citizens were invited to be ou the
committee of arrangements * * * The committee
were a set of jackasses, whose bigoted partisan
minds couldn’t rise above party, oven on a solemn
occasion
So far as arrangement for the services of that
great meeting was made beforehand, wo did it on
request; and we are the persons, wearing men’s
clothes, who are alluded to in the elegant language
above
M. P. Woodcock,
Wooster Parker,
S (jOOl)ENOUGH,
E Libby,
.1. A. Boss,
E. (Hjnningham,
A 11. Kelley.

On Tuesday, Sept. 20, the Boston Herald printed
the extraordinary number of 270,440 copies, that
being the aggregate of its issues for the day. This
is probably a larger number in a single day's issues
than was ever before printed by any other uewspa
por in tho country. We congratulate our entorpris
ing contemporary ; its proprietors deserve success,
and wo are heartily glad that they obtain it. [Bos
ton Commercial Bulletin.
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to go

was
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before the (fraud

Jury in
Tuesday, and an indictbrought into court yester-

anti

have been

day, the 5th. Mr. (loo Scoville, (fuiteau’s brotherin law ami counsel, arrived at Washington Tuesday
and has intimated that ho intends to rest (fuiteau’s
case on a

are

case

Washington, Monday

plea of insanity.

John Whittaker Ellis, the new Lord Mayor of
a prominent Free Mason.

London, is

thought the time would never come to end,
But when twas done, and home we ’gan to wem
The lire hid in my heart broke into flame;
And though to her ’twas somewhat of a fright,
She’s been my wife for live «ictobers bright.
I

son

have withdrawn

appointed

to

measure

the spots.

W. A. Kick

(ieorge F. Faimto

out
was

equal

to

Wadlin i- putting up a. building in r<
oi; Main -treef, which will be u-od
work shop in eon ms tion with hi- business.
John

<

edition aroused the

king's curiosity by

to an adventure of a distant ancestor.
The king
ordered her to tell the story, ami site obeyed : but
she contrived to bring in an allusion to yet another
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New York) is :ui interesting number
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new volume begins with October and no.v i.- 4
good
time to subscribe
For titty-two numbers of six
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to

ty four large pages each (or more than d.Aiin pages
|mv
LiOcll
year). I hesubseription price (Sxj
A ( o
Rostou. puldishers.

funeral

publish,

on President
will consist of notable passages in
President Cartield's speeciies. orations, magazine
articles, and letters.

The Boston Journal of

Chemistry for
month!) is now in

car
ot

>1.00

year, at lu. and P-T
Street. Fort Hill .Square, Rostou.

Company,

at

a

i-c

jt th. j
To the Secretary of Stav tin* t
i- quarters of
the Cnion owe a debt of gratitude for the noble
manner in which he superintended the care of
the President during the illness that terminal
ed so unhappily : for the tender solicitude he
has had for the family of the deceased: fur the
faithful way in which he managed public business
when his superior was prostrated on his deathbed : and for the daily bulletins to Lowell that, told
anxious millions the'true condition of their chief
All honor then to Mr. Blaine, and the State that
produced a son so worthy of popular plaudits
The future has much in store for this distinguished
statesman, and no matter what differences of political nature may exist the Southern people hail
with pleasure anything and everything that tends
to add to the welfare of the
Secretary, who will
ever occupy a warm corner in the heart ot even
unbiased Ameiieau.

[From

the Boston

of Newbun port. and who commanded
the Massachusetts, which took Gen. Scott i*> \ era

the river Thames last summer_At Bath. Sept
Deeriug tfr Donnell launched a fine schooner

^7th

of three hundred and
Cornell and owned

by

fifty-six tons, named L H
the builders B. \Y. A 11 F.

Morse and others of Bath

.The number of

in the British

the first

Islands

on

of

lights
January

amounted to 7(if); over the whole globe, b'JAB
In
LS71 these numbers respectively stood at .VJO and
3,B87; in 18(>1 at l()'J and ‘J, IBB. The number of
the navigable globe has thus more than
doubled in the last t wenty years-The steamship

lights

over

Auchoria.

on

lided with

her last passage to Now York, col
unknown vessel, sinking her im

an

mediately. All on board were lost_Schooner
Guy Cunningham, of Gloucester, Mass absent on
a halibut trip since July IB, has been given
up as
lost. She had thirteen

board, among whom
of Bucksport, and Charles
Johnson, also of Maine, both single men.
were

men on

Henry Cushing

Mr. A. B Darling’s celebrated Jersey cow Eurotas
Her
(~\47>4) dropped a bull calf on the \>8th inst

butter test of 778 lbs. I ounce within the space of
year still remains unequalled, and attaches to
her a wider interest than has pretained to any
other Jersey cow. The calf is or solid color and is
by Black Prince of Hanover (*J,8?3), a son of the
cow Leda (799), which sold at auction last May for
$3,000. Black Prince and Eurotas were both by
imported Rioter II. (409), out of daughters of
J upitor (93), the full brother to Colonel R M Hoe’s
noted Alphea (171). This Rioter Alphca cross pro
duced not only Eurotas, but Euphrates and Rioter
11.8 V onus, both great butter cows, and Torfrida
(3,7)90), which took first prize in the aged cow
class at the recent New York State Fair at Elmira.
|N Y. Herald
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At I T -Saturday morniny lire
pp-eecdiny from the brick house
H‘-h M'.v.-t, nearly opposite the Houston
owned i»\ Mr-. K. H.

\
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t-

on nm:
.V

>m

s

Wnutakcr. win.

toyether with the ell and barn were de-troy.-d.
portion of the household furniture v as
lkivid Lancaster I f a -p.until;. of
hn> \s 1; i
Mured in t tie barn. I..».-- sd.uoo, partial I. iu-u:
-'-at urdav forenoon the slaughter h-nise oi >.
W hile, at hi- farm <»n tin* 1'oor’- AI i! i iva.l,
opp.'
-ite W-i!■*- Miller's, in Heiia-t. w a- tofaJi
d- -tr
1

«

•.

■

'•d

tire

.SUppo-ed

L<>-s

in-nranee

im

hav. 'aliylit

Tin

tire

hurntuy tallow
person was engaged at the lime in trying util ta
low, but was temporarilv absent. When he remind flu* building was in tlame-.
t"

tr

>.n

How

many people in lielfa-l know that will:
limit- there is a youny man, who in reyard t

our

I nl

and weight, -an di-eonnt fieri. Tom Thin,
late (aiiiiiiii lure \ ut, wiien of the -am. a_Little -lolnm; Kohbins.
m
William I.b!.i■.
"ho live- ia ward live, seventeen years
a.
-lands thirty nine innh“S in height and weiyhtw.'iity nine pounds. -lohnuy has not grown .o
-ine. he " a- eiyht year- of aye. He is well \
portioned and is a most wonderful little fellow.
lire

the

or

No.
ban;, -hoe ea-ily lil i»i- foot, and hi- han
and limbs are equally -mall. Johnny i- inteUiy.and often lake-a trip to this ejty in eompaio wii

Captain

Pads, who has just rot itrue i from Europe
expresses the utmost confidence ir tin- ultimate
success of his
ship railway scheme across the
Isthmus
He says that English capital will be in
(
vested ;t ongress refuses to accept his proposition.
Thursdav
meeting was held in Providence
promote the scheme for the erection of a st.ci
the late General Burnside, d in* prevailing idea
is to procure a full length br-mz statm* or the
(iciieral and place it on a base of Rhode IM,.. d
granite.

r

Vroo-took

'•over--

a,ov

hi-

e utsin
luniei lumbar, d 1
ears ..! aye,
about the-i/.e of Tom Thumb. Tiie two e\,*i;.

iitlle

A

to
to

A

t-

m

bland,

-aid In- "uld not -el! the-

known
tbar McGill, the guard who reported that G-iitcun
attacked him, really undertook to kill Guitcau in
pretended selfdelenec, and that Guileau red a
narrow escape on that occasion
say

in A

-aid l-i have been introilie e i vcr\ -i..,,, *•:,
count of the large price asked for the tree-.

■

Washington special

of tin- Mo

arc

i-

nur-r;

1

clusters like buncln- of grape
»
coiuph t- !y lii*le- the branch

in

pinm orig mated

r

I nun

-•

plums hang

now

Ex President Hayes has a farm near Bismarck
Hak. which he obtained at from 1»
o.-nts r,
acre
It i> now worth SI
a:: .u re, and it is >o
h
rich
it Mr IIay es reaped from
when: last year a protit ot Si;,.non.

Ilcrald.j

city.

in other- tin* fruit

A

;

thr.

It is
Stewart

So
iltoopiag tin* Star Route ; io>. u
lions. President Arthur s understood to liiio- ,-.‘i
liis private and particular s< -t*t;iry <..*«.rg Blis>.
at them, assist ing Attorney-General MeVeagb aril
Postmaster General James.

l From the Nashville (Tenn.i Rainier. Sept,

reti r
a

President Arthur is a widowr. his w• h•
rung
died something over a year ig,»
H
has r-remarried sisters, one brother, and two hdd.vii a
hoy. Allan. 17. and a girl, Nellm. Id

tar

Blaine.

u-t

eontraet b> build

a

Mmlgctt, North port avenm-. iaplum tree-, which with their burb-n of fruit
well worth looking at. It ha- been necessar*, p>
|
props under near!;, every limb. !,•
am- ;-l;,.-.- i.

<•

Secretary

ith

un-r, Ann

ho

Mr. V

A terrific toruudo visited s .• n• •■■,* -t i.
iho
Northwest Friday, carrying destruction iU. | death
in its course
Sad reports e..ine from Kansas
d
Nebraska, where loss ol life md proj ert
cry
considerable.

High

w

—

'signed hi.*
seal in tlie Cabinet : he express.•> the kindest feel
ings tor President Arthur, and sa. lie ought to be
surrounded by advisers who are p.-rsouai an ! p*hi
tieal friends.

is on our table
This
its IMli
year and as the time goes on its contents show no
diminution of value or interest to the snentilie
student.
Published by the Journal <>t Cl.i mistrv

Donald A. Ilr-'wn, ha-

A ork

k-r !'
Plin*iij\ !.•»-._• <*: Me.-m-. Ibw. Mi
It"--combicte ! rhe -er\ i s*, ,o tin- h* i-. m-1 it
Mr. 1 .itil»y conducted Hie
ervt-•*- at tin- gra%Tim Ma-otiie fraternity;-f this city preceded the
main-, wd-ile followJug were the immediate lamii
relatives,eluiivh associate-, members of the Bel:
-.i. i n g
Bank ami Belfa-M .a- cotnpanv, of wlm :
co.-p-.ration- the dcccase.i wa- a nu-mhei, and
/a-n- generally
No member of -mr community *,*.

,•

Attorney

October

Mr. H. !.. M D.*

direction of

The story coines from Washing u t-» the eiL-ct
that it is proposed t > give Semi!.a Lann.tin a
at
ill the Cabimd or some other g--od otliee: the:.
Governor Cornell will appoint Colliding to tlie a
aney

It

u

at >n--c.

»

1.--1 a

The late Wm. (i. Poor

>

timely memorial volume

a

(iarlield.

\

afternoon of last

The Secretary of War h:n or i-avd a con,: .my o'
the 10th Infantry from Fort Wayne ; :r D-dr-uf.
Mi eh
to go t
Cleveland and Hie*..;;lt-rd tinremains of the late Prcs'.d t uu i! furiL- r or-1

Folks is inaugurated in this number
.Mr. William Ralston Raich, managing (Vitor of
tin' Philadelphia American, has
prepared, mid
Houghton. Alilllin A Co. o; Rosioii. will shortly

-iib- ri

to

I Mw

i >«'U.aId. ••!' this

ass-rtoil that tin* remains of A. W
have been stolen from the cm! iy of' the
robbers, who tirst took them from tin* pi.a hen*
they were deposited In his fii-tvls.

making stamp collections, an article
oil the early life *»t Abraham Liticoln and oilier
entertaining aitides A Reading Cnion for Young

The

(.artield, the Mai

President,

pari of ( Tfi r y ard ami will lie set up tin fall,
be launched in the -priug. The schooner will
lir-fda-- and will be designed e\pre-~l\ for
Yew A'ork and >a\annali trade.
apt. M. Inm.,
ha- for -one* tiun -ailed a New York ves-eb

rains in Louisiana and ad|oin.ug Stales
have benctitted tho cane, hut it is estimated 'hat.
the sugar crop there will prove •».*> -dw-dit short
• »i tm.
uuantitv raised last year

are

e\hai.

l*m~, f ,y P».*lt'a-! and N".
l»artie.-, to be commanded by ( apt. Vugu-tu- M

Heavy

The October Wide Awake | It. I.othnq: A Co.
Rost on) contains an article by Fdward Fvcrett
Hale, wlio gives many valuable hints to Iheyoiing
folks who

the linn

ma-ted

a

Mr II W Kiehardsoii. of t he Portland \dver
tiscr. furnishes the first article in tie- I itemation
al Review for October, on "The Tn-i>ury mid the
Ranks
The discuss.on i.> exhaustive, and tends
to show that it is belter to leave tiie issue of
pa
per money to the hanks.

.11y is

e

ed from \•

jI

of Garlield lias he- u j •> uited
L ike \ iew ceimden h :.
gh
have been mad to haw it >.■:
Na
Museum at Washington
trustees

,i

AN<11mat Skw

If the government k«»ep> <»n reduei.ig the t:.on
al debt at the rate for tlie last three months, we
shall pay off' nearly SL>0,0im,imu of our -core dining the present tiseal year.

tain instalments ot In Trust "and Tlu Freres.
tiie usual amount of poetry, and a groat
variety of
select ions from the Lest foreign publications. A

-mm

any

Vgri cult.oral Fair. Baby show, A .made
an inter.-ting-me.
The -lily w :i tom

o.

-are oi

1’)Uio an net
il eampai
Tho Republicans are r-d) u ag largely --n
gross
public discussions, while the Hcmoerets ai'e eng ag
ed in a still hunt

Age for

fobcr

as

number

Michigan.

a

September, and the tiist number

(

and pnon
Typho malarial fever, bilious e<
imuiia are playing sad havoc among ;
p.-i-.>ns
rendered homeless by tlie record iorest tires in

tr.itcd and well tilled with matter bot!i cuteriaiu
is one
iug and instructive
\nioiig theeiigruvii

much

as

m*.rial -"rvice, of

>'l

the

iH.•

l.M-t week's edition ,.f the J-mrnal wa
(*d before the demand was half -applied.

President Arthur will not occupy the W hit- House
Presidential residence until after v.-rv <• uu
plete and xtensive repairs have been made upon it.

hoys

novel fruit picker.
The last two numbers of the

ioy-

as a

The October issue of tin* Illustrated Scivntiho
Xcws(Munn A Co., New York is profuse!) ilhis

of

,M:-' Mehitabm ,M rr i.
.»i
ii
:
-i-u
late Phillip M**rrili. both well known to our dd«
citi/.* u-. recently celebrated liei -Ub
birthday M
i- vera active, with faculties
unimpaired, ami

Sept. Jf>. for the first time in Fuglish Ih.-t-.wy. the
royal .standard of Fngland lloaled at. halt mast in
respect to the metm : ot a ruler of a republic

(lard A Co
ot

■*

.•

Mr Frank Work's trotting team, FTnir1 ami
Hick Sniveller, trotted a mile at Fleet w*> d N Y
I'.'
last week, in
the fastest time ever made

no ms.

The

(ieorge Pendleton, a young sou of apt Fplua:
Pendleton, cypres- mc-senger on the Bella-t i.n
road, fell while chasing a foot ball, on Friday
amt Ir u-hired hi- knee pan.
a
The
ha- had •
V U 1 -i* 1
C Vi 1' i lice.

Canada lias a good crop of wheat : and her other
crops are so good as to warrant the statement that
the harvest has proved a very satisfactory one.

and annulled 'he sentence

against the white

<

Hr. Luring, the national fanner, is not enthn-i
astie about tea culture in this countn hut thinkthat we can do wonders with sorghum sugar

bear it

to

so as

i.i

tiie otte

«ieorge" to

Lx Congressman \ oo-his. charged w ith emb
xlotnent from the Hackensack Bank, at Trent-a
New Jersey, has been acquitted.

reference

photographer who had tw-> babic
<>
r day,
aid lie longed for
appear ami run the uur.serv dcpartim-a

A i.eui
take”

Hon Fimrv Storrs oi being tormall) a.-ked ly
Mr George Seoville to assist in the defence f Gui
tcau, declined with thanks

She obeyed the summons. She np
emergency
peered before (irimalkum. and while awaiting r.x

li.

of iii- dor,-

William Walter Phelps has a I»i i his recirna
tion of the mission to Austria. and -nbsm, 1.. d
>o.unil to the Garlield liiml.

the

a

f«»r the tir-t time on Sunday.
Apple- are falling from the trees this -eason i
great quautitic before ripening. 1'hc Miitiimou
wet weather i- upposed to be the cause.

P. Rogers of Aurora, 111 .found his wife walk
ing with another man recently, .-hot her dead and
then killed himself.

the sentence

dentist of Buck-port, ha-g-m
,i medical course at the J.

take

•

keeping

A

great a favorite that not one would consent
to inilict the death penalty upon her. The king
then angrily commanded her to he brought before

I

and Mrs. Charled T, Uiehards, ,t thi- <-ii
marriage life of thirteen year-, began Inm-.

Mr.
after

so

him, declaring he would carry
himsell. Pussyanita, however,

Philadelphia

ferson Medical college.

Harriman beat krolm in the walking match in
New York, making J.Y>miles and slaps r krohn s
miles 1 laps.

Among

gather ferns and autiiin

to

Jefferson F. Wilson, of this city, has a crab-up.
tree on which there are both ripe fruit and
blossoms.

dd'J

brought before the judge- was a beau
titul white kitten named Pussyanita, wiiieli was

season

l>le

Guitcau will be indicted m New Jcsry. as a
so that the fellow hi iv not

cats

the

Now i-

leaves.

precautionary measure,
escape justice.

colors to be allowed for cats, and that all cats
which had more white or yellow than dark
hairs should not be permitted to live. Judges

('.

Belfast, Sept. 30, 1880.

And forfeits not a few we had to take;
under all 1 bore a world ot tears—
That night 1 meant to know. Was 1 t«* blame?

Tlie Canadian sloop Atlanta u ill leave Belleville
Gilt in a few dais for New York, to race for the
America's cup.

j

power than ho sent forth an order declaring
that black, maltose and gray wer<- tin* only

idential chair who

of the

States

Besides the vacant seal on the Supreme B*i:eh,
thoro are the missions it Berlin and \ ienna to be
filled.

into

the

merry throng laid bare the golden ears,
While j« t and laughter kept the night awake,

A

k Farle, prohibitory nominee tor Govof Massachusetts, died Saturday, aged tifty

eight

single white hair in his

a

mered out words to that effect.

better titted than (Jen (Jar

*t

Timothy
ernor

delight both young and old. The author
beginning of the death of Tommobus,
the aged king of the cats, and bow (irimalkum became king in his stead,
(iiimalkum was a cruel

Cruz, died last week-The Grand Jury ol Lon
don, Out., have thrown out the bills for man
slaughter against the captain and the managers of
the ill fated steamer Victoria, which capsized on

of Thief

Fnite-l

Vicinity.

OCTOBER.

It is a singular fact that none of the Presidents
who have died in otlioe were Democrats

tells in the

gresrdonal career. II did qualify himself for the
highest honors, and no one has occupied the Pres
was

the

and

October! Why do 1 this mouth adore?
I 'll tell thee friend. The years have not been Imm,
Nor have 1 yet forgot that husking song,
Ami full moon shining through the old barn d<><

Garlield memorial

a

Belfast

less

It is again reported that ex President Haves and
wife will sail for England this mouth.

fail to

Riley was the author of the statement in
question, and blushing deeply he stam-

lield foi the

proposed to establish
in Washington

of

But

and kittens themselves, is both original and taste
fill. The story is exceedingly funny, and cannot

shipmaster

It was

day

please the juveniles: and if they are not from the Baptist church at Sau Francisco.
President Arthur was one year and forty live
pleased they certainly are very ungrateful. In this
field the Boston firm of P. Lothrop A Co. have da) s older than the late President Garfield.
won a deserved prominence, and in the
The New York Herald says ex Secretary Boutpresent
well is talked of as Judge Clifford's successor.
volume they have fairly outdone themselves. The
book is profusely illustrated, and the design of
The resignation of Lieut. F l>. Grant of tho 1th
the cover, which includes pussy willows, cat-tails*
Cavalry has been accepted to take effect Oct. ISth.

presses the opinion of all the journalists in Washington who were observers of (icn. (iariield's Ton-

to eatf”

await him.

State convention at

not to

duty

Washington correspondent’s

one

of to

The Cincinnati Commercial, whose editor in Id
very close relations with President (iartield after
were designated, lie gravitated to the otlice of the
the election, formulates some of tin* reasons which
fer.
If Calais can offer greater facilities Cincinnati Gazette, whose chief correspondent. would make Secretary Blaine's retention in the
Cabinet a wise aud politic act. It says that Blaine
she may control the Aroostook trade ; and Gen. Boynton, as journalist and citizen, enjoys an has done much, as President Arthur knows, to
1
enviable reputation, and who served gallantly
please the business men of the eouulrv, and large
in such an event we should not sit down
under Gen. Thomas in the battle of Chieauiauga.
ly advance the utilities of his Department in g,-.i
eral estimation
He has also a great share of the
and cry about it, but would welcome her Here Gen. G u'field would read the
with
exchanges
public good wiil and alfections aroused by the snf
While
the
will
do
all
Journal
the expedition and discernment of a trained jourprosperity.
ferings of President Gartield, and he twice had in
it can to promote the trade and indus- nalist, and his comments upon their contents and | national Republican conventions a maj >ritv ->f1 tinvotes from Republican districts
The editor does
tries of this locality, it is not actuated by his views on the topics of the day were well worth | not know that Mr Blaine desires to remain Score
attention
Vnother of General Garfield's journal
of State, though other persons are not without
tary
a dog in the manger spirit, ami would
grounds for such a belief, but coincides with the
islic friends was Mr. F. \. Smalley, of tin* New
Herald in thinking that, if the Vdministration
like to see every other city, town and
York Tribune, who certainly bears a strong resem
should let the people see that he was “bounced."
section of Maine rich and prosperous.
bianco to the late ITesidcul, and possesses many of this fact would very likely nominate him tor the
succession
The Commercial advises that Presi
the qualities which characterized the latte;. Mr
A nun who has eaten grasshoppers |
dent Arthur select a lirst-rato cabinet —“with the
SmalicN was clerk of the Committee on Military
understanding that he is in a position ofextraordi
out West says that when boiled tor two
Allans while Geu. Garfield was chairman. Major
nary difficulty, and that it is a part of his duty to
\
opinions and susceptibilities of the
hours, with pepper and salt, they are not Hen I’erley 1‘oorc. who for many ears has enjoy consult the
people." In making such a selection. Mr Halstead
easily distinguishable from beef broth, .*•1 the acquaintance of everybody worth knowing trusts “it will not he forgotten by the President
at the National Capitol. sa\ s m a review ot the
that Mr Blaine is an eligible Secretary of State,
and that when fried in their own oil they
and that he has gained as much in popular estimacareer of the late Fresidont
have a nutty flavor. This reminds us of
tion m the last six months as anybody has lost.
tii’ii ii i! In-id used In take pleasure ill convers
The “anybody" is, of course, Mr Conkling, ami the
an incident in which Gen. Rusk, the Reingwitn liie ‘’old stagi’is" in lIn* icporters gallery reminder
is as just as it is sharp
A national
In his
about the leading statesmen of the past.
publican candidate for Governor of Wis- opinion, otteii expressed the men ot sound jmig leader of a great party, like Mr Lincoln, could
keep Mr Blaine in the Cabinet, and secure the
had made a more enduring
cousin, figures. The Mouse Committee on ment, like Washington,
support or at least the acquiescence, of all factions
impress
upon the charac ter and history of our in
and harmony as an Administration
Agriculture, of which Gen. Rusk was a stitutions than the brilliant men Hamilton, he in toleration
It remains to be seen whether President
policy
was master of a brilliant style, clear aud bold
said,
member, was considering a bill for the in conception : Jelferson was profoundly imbued Arthur is a leader or a follower.
[From the Pittsburg Dispatch J
appointment of a commission to go west with a philosophic spirit : but whether in camp or
in the cabiuot the quality that rose above all the
The rumor o{ Secretary Blaines intended r**sig
and investigate the grasshoppers. One other
great gifts of the period, was the comprehen
nation is probably founded upon facts
That
unerring judgment of Washington, lie Blaine will go out of the Cabinet a
day they had before them Prof. Riley, the sivo and
greater man in
used to express ins regret that there were no esthe
alfections
of
the
people than even when he
well known entomologist, and after the
pecial training schools for statesmanship, as for went into it can hardly he questioned. He now
other great professions, and cite John Quinev
wider even than his own in
something
professor had made a lengthy statement, the
represents
Adams as the only American youth ever trained
—he is the principal living exponent ot
and seated himself, (ten. Rusk, by wav of with special reference to the political service of dividuality
the Administration which, next to that ot Lincoln
the great lield of states
this country.
Entering
and
of
\Y
ashington, is most endeared to he people.
saying something pleasant, remarked: manshift, (icn (iarlitdd endeavored to qualify him
and
its
he
succeeded
for
self
highest honors,
“By the way, Professor, didn’t some
SlIimNt; ITKMS, (’apt. David >Yood. the oldc.-M
The closing sentence of the above paragraph ex

delay than justice requires. The
do not propose to take the law
people
to action in the refunding matter. This
into their own hands, but they will not
is a wise move, and we trust that an
tolerate legal quibbles in this case. The
agreement satisfactory to all may be ar- criminal has confessed and the
gallows
rived
banks and railroad company with

the

in

Freemason just

General trade throughout
bounded ahead last week.

no reason

<

cent,

Harris

can

in

cations

Hanking and Currency Committee. His next pro
motion w as to the chairmanship of the Appropria

beginning
ot the* government, and his success
of the cxpci:.-<
place naturally, on the
railroad will be the signal in this direction, as in others, was
proposed
very marked.
why thee should for the erection here of warehouses and
The speeches with which lie introduced the annual
be any ill feeling on the part of anybody,
the extension of docks so that any amount appropriation bills arc models ot their kind and
j
nor do we believe there will lie.
Attorney of
not only of our own blit of the
freight may be cheaply and expedi- elicited the praise
lleneral MacVeagh's reasons for resigning
'1
he
lanor
was
they represented
tiously handled. \\ ith our present facil- foreign pressF
are certainly very
enormous
hardly need be said that Gen. Gar
proper ones; and if ities
from
is
transferred
directly
freight
Secretary Windom prefers to retire from vessel to car and car to vessel, and large field was fully quipped at every point for defence
o| the measures coming from his Committee.
the Treasury Department with the laurels
of
lime and cement,
It is
doubt.

and there is

Hampden,

risae

changes

the Cabinet in due time there

more

'..iit u

That there will be

rumors.

September.

Mr. Wm. Cary, a well known citizen of East
died Friday night, aged titty-nine years.
Mrs. 1. T. Lowell has been appointed postmaster
at North Bucksport
Mr I) It Coombs, the Lewiston artist, is in Au
gusta, the guest of E. K. Pierce, esq
Before leaving for home Mr. Coombs hopes to enrich his port
folio with sketches of some of Bodwell's cattle
and also of tho horses and cattle at Togus.
.Mr Ervin Johnson, engineer of the steamer Mt.
Desert, who was injured on a recent trip on the
boat, is reported more comfortablo and there are
now hopes of his
recovery
A line view of the White Mountains in New
Hampshire may be had from the top of a moun
tain situated near Dixmont Center.
Hon. Enoch K. Mudge, one of the loading com
mission merchants of Boston, died suddenly at
noon Saturday in
Swampscot, probably of apo
plexy. He was a native of (Jrrington, Me.
Senator Hale and his brother, Clarence Hale,
of Portland, visited their mother in Turner
esq
last week

should these efforts

come

tion that with direct railroad communi-

It is

hospital

best artists and engravers, the most artistic print
ami the most luxurious paper are now availed

qualities

for him the friend

a

Yale College has adopted the revised version
the New Testament.

ers

lu this way lie was k-d on until
he got so fond of Pussyanita'.*; stories and of Puss) anita herself that he installed her as Ins favorite

deprived

(Jen. Gartiold was
than twenty years

In fact, the best writers, the

footed boy. lie began his struggle t< secure an ed
neati;»n. down to the day when the fatal bullet of

is strikinuiv iilus'rated by an anecdote which re
cenlly wcid the rounds of the press An important

any other

today.

story, ami (irimalkum, who had a good deal <»! curiosity made another post ponement of the sentence

trade, is the reward of well
directed enterprize; and the people of debate was to une off in the House, and. at short
the Aroostook valley will naturally derive notice, a Democratic member was called upon to
reply to Garfield. Feeling that lie would be placed
benefit from a rivalry which must give
at a great disadvantage he called upon Garfield and
them better facilities for the shipment
explained in at A- rs to him and the latter, with
Trade is not 1 charaetciisfin courtesy, w at over the whole line
ami sale of their products.
inlluenced by sentimentality, nor by the of his argument t<» the man u ho was to antagonize
d
is rare, hut it was a mat tor of
8uch
aspirations, however laudable, of such course willliberality
Gen. (iartield. and was shown in all
or

The

or

he lor thediseu.-sion of public questions. He never
ceased to he a student from the time when, a bar;

tin* as-uis-iu

of other towns

words he

as

:

compared with the “St. Nicholas” and “Wide
Awake" of

News

Generalities.

Pussyanita

and

Nights. By Mrs. A. M. Diaz The
children of this generation are highly favored, and
particularly so in the publications designed for
their instruction and amusement. Many of 11s can
remember when the yearly almanac was regarded
as a
wonderful picture book: and even the early
magazines for children, “Merry’s Museum" and
“Peter Parley's Magazine' were homely affairs

were,

here

The Aroostook,

and cities in the State.

profuse

Stephens, with att< minted form and corpse like
features -these and many other forms and figures
all

rights

often likened in appearance to a Marshal
: Martin I.
Townsend, with snowy locks

handsome face crowned with

The Times argues from false premises.
('alais has no rights in this matter that

equally

re

and rosy face, the very personification ofgoodna
tine, but who was so peppery and satirical in debate; (Jen X. 1' Banks, w hose tine tigure, aud

rights

not

was

of Franco

Then, again, the time is coming when some
Maine seaport is to be the point of distribution of
the Aroostook products. At that point large cap
ital must be invested for the business: and where
in Maine are greater attractions offered to capital
ists than here
Certainly not in Belfast, so owi
whelmed by debt that some of its citizens talk of
repudiation. In Calais we have no debt worth
mentioning, taxes are light, new industries are be
ing established, and an era of great prosperity is
opening on the community Here is just the place
to do business on a grand scale with Aroostook
county. The prospect ot growth is now' so promis
ing that it is safe to predict that the city will
double in wealth and population in a few years
And, if all other means tail, the time is not tardis
taut when in order to establish with the up countn
the relations iutended by nature, the people of
Calais will build —aud hardly feel the burden a
railroad by the shortest route possible on Maine
We have perfect faith in
soil direct to Houlton.
the future of Calais, and there is no doubt that ul
limately this city cannot be deprived of any «-t its

are

the attention of the observer in the

porters’ gallery. There was Ben Butler, with his
shining bald pate and sardonic visage; Fernando
Wood prim and erect, wearing a military air, and

The

exceptions.

a

period,and then took his scat in the Senate. There
were others on the floor,
who, for various reasons,

To this statement

question.’’

and clean cut utterances, caused him
place far above that occupied by his as-

Jiumalkum

Cat’s Arabian

■

The Worcester, Mass Gazette has a com pi mien
tary mention of Mr. L J. Wheelden, of Bangor,

who has lor the last
served as
member of
<-n musical instruments, at the New
England Fair
Portland's valuation for the current year is, real
estate 'Pb.NSbAi'JO, an increase from last year of
.lbb.100: personal estate $11,008,0*23, an increase
over issd of >,'31.Abb.
The actual increase, it will
therefore a seen, is 83f0.bbb. The rate of taxa
lion is >2 3A on the Cl00, being twenty cents on
the > 11Hi less than last year, and the lowest since
I >■01 when it was $2 U8
The number of Polls re
turned tins year is 8,701. which is *273 more than
last year. The iucrease of the city's property is
estimated at $Ni.0bu, which added to the amount,
to he raised by direct taxation makes the whole
amount required for the city's needs $83*2,430 30.
Thursday afternoon William Sawyer, of Saco,
icli from .i loaded team, the wheels passing over
his head crushing it so that he died the next

port

of Con

proceedings

on tho lloor.
Mr. Hlaine, a tower of
strength in debate, a born leader, and a commanding figure everywhere, tilled the Speaker’s chair
with rare ability during the greater portion of this

Belfast,

as

in tho

sociates

—

grains of allowance. They are in |
authoritative, but are merely
speculative, or rest upon the unsubstantial basis of street gossip. Commenting
sense

winter

hold

to

proceeds to tickle the
by claiming that

we, of course take
Times continues

concern-

many

com-

and in point of propinquity, competition
from any other sources would tie entirely

ing Cabinet changes and the policy of
President Arthur should be taken with
no

good

a

conspicuous part

a

est manner

of its local readers

Calais is “as

Literature.
Kind

the sessions of

gross, and to-day, in the memory of the writer, his
robust manly form, massive head and brow, earn

“the natural outlet of Aroostook county
is through the St. Croix valleythat

returns

The reports from

bore

the Times says—

The Times then

writer, during

sat facing General Garfield—as all called
him then,—ami came in almost daily contact with
him on the floor of tin* House and in the corridors
of the Capitol.
During alUhat time lien, (iarlield

We wonder what locality will next claim to be
the outlet of the Aroostook trade? To grasp, eon
trol, hand e and grow rich, on paper, out of the
vast agricultural productions of the northern
county seems to be a favorite amusement of our
exchanges alt aloDg the coast and river line from
St. John to Boston. It is a perennial subject that
appears to exhiterato editors, and can always be
depended upon to tieklo thu fancy of local readers

fancy

Garfield.

of

Congress,

Dover to

to accrue to Belfast from this direct

|

Congressional distnet there will be practically but
one
party—the Republican.
Considering that
there were never more than JO,000 straight Green

For ten years the

munication with the fertile Aroostook re

1

■

llecoilections

proposed railroad from
Hatton, thence
to Houlton, and from Houlton to l’resque
Tsle.
After quoting the remarks of the
Journal concerning the advantages likely
Dexter, through

Subscription Terms. In advance,$2.00 a year;
within tin* year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (oneinch
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, ami 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
a square charged as a full oue.

threats or intimidations were used ; that the body
was removed from the
pond early ou the evening ; The
are authorized agents for the Jourof the murder, before an alarm was given, and con- j nal : following
coaled between the pond and the place where it I
S. R. Niles, No. 6, Tremont St., Boston.
was found and that the tinder was in collusion with
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & 8, Tremont Temple,
Boston.
those removing it. for the purpose of obtaining the
S. M. Pettkngill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
rewards offered
It suggested that the body was concealed near ; 37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 2(55 Washington St., Boston.
some of the old lime kilns and that the lime causGeo. P. Rowell & Co., 10 Spruce St.. New York.
ed the hair to fall oft’ as lime was among the hair
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
found; it was claimed that at no time between the
disappearance and finding the body was the water
SUBSCRIBERS
or desiring to
in the brook high enought to tloat the body to the have the address ofremitting money must
state tin*
papers changed,
Lrush pile where it was found from a point further Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.
up ; and that there were no marks or bruises that
must have beeu produced by such moving of the
Administrators, Executors and Guardians
body over the bed of the brook : also claimed that
after the disappearance persons were so near whore desiring their Probate advertising published in the
the body was found, that had it then been there it Journal, will please so state to the Court.
must have been discovered.
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
Tliis afternoon has been spent by the jury in
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
charge of the sheriff and accompanied by thecoun is the only
form of receipt now used. For instance,
sel on both sides in examining the scene of the sup- !
15 May 81, means that the subscription is paid to
posed murdei in Rockport, the place where the j that date. When a new payment is made, the date
body was found and other localities connected with ! will he changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBthe case.
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
THE POLITICAL SITUATION IN MAINE.
are requested to forward the sums due.
olou Phase says that hereafter there will bo
o..ly two parties in Maine, Republican and Green
Washington Humors.
back.
from the
from the Second

Trade.

the Journal of the

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.

Rockland, Oct. 4. In the Cain murder trial today. County Attorney Robinson opened the case
for the State, sotting forth clearly the theory of
the prosecution, which is that Willie Cain was
drowned by being pushed from a boat by Richards,
as stated by the
boys in the hrst confessions which,
it is claimed, were made to several persons before

Aroostook

The Calais Times appears to have been
unduly excited by the brief mention in

Cuitv ; Knox, Charles R. Dun ton, Union ; Lincoln, I
BELFAST, THURSDAY,
G, 1881.
B. S Buruheimer, South Waldoboro’; Hancock,;
Captain W. Carver, Lemont; Washington, Joseph
PUBLISHED
EVERY
THURSDAY
MORNING
BY THE
Wiluer, Jr., Pembroke; Piscataquis, A. J. Chase,
Sebec; Penobscot, John White, Levant; Aroos
took. C. F. Whidden, Presque Isle.
A letter was read from Solon Chase, dated Hun
neston, Iowa, expressing sympathy with the con
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
ventiou.
(Business Manager and
r
r
nwii
RLSSELL
G.
DYER,
Local Editor.
THE CAIN MURDER TRIAL.
j
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ft•!lowiny additional parti.ailar- oi the 1
Alie- IIm k, of this city have '.■■< n
e
sine* our last issue -The ship -truck il.ai-i
* mi
I.’oek-, two miles lielow spaiiishtown. at
Tin*

ago M. >r •: i. S *;o..tuber e |ss|.
observed a> a day o! national humiliation,
and
lasting
prayer in accordance with a proclama
tion of President Lincoln
The people were at
that time lunch depressed bv the military mist. r
tunes whicheharaeterizeil the tirst y ear o»r?h war.

Twenty years

of

was

-hip

ute- pa
Id morniny --i
total " reek, and 10 of the

-,*pr. y71h. and be.d

l

men on

ini'

i>»»zir» 1 di'owin

t he -hip had neen leak.ny for two eiv
Queen \ ietoria has added another to tier many
kind, graceful acts since President Gaiiidd wa>
captain signalled fora lug, evident!.. int< ndi
shot. She sent last week, through Minister Low j
put inlo '-•tl lranei-<-o for repair-. <>n M.u.e,.
ell, a message ot condolence and inquiry after the -‘'•111.
poke -team-hip neeam and _*"f .-..ur-e
health of the widow and the mother of t In* deeeas
Mil I ran -:\ p. m
M..i: lav < ipt. Hm
ed statesman accompanied by a ivquesf f, g pho
sen thouyhr. lie wa- about bb mi!.*
-oetliw. -I
tograph of the deceased.
1

■

-leered

northe.a-t

-'hortlv

afi.

iniylit. the skv being elearaml starry, and pi. n
-•‘ "I
a runniny, struck with .m awful era-h
the rocks not over l,boo feet fr.-m a high 1-lutV 1'..
male- an I par! of the • few were
panic ,-u f keu
jumped ov m l.<>ard into the -ea, wliieh wa ;ln- ‘a

The debt statement issued (Kt 1, Mr a •< ti,ed<of the public debt during tin* mouth
S.q>
temher to he $17, isd.t, 11 *.♦. ca h in tin- t r*■ asu
K mu Ml
>N,0Ii,'<(i..,.,7 dj ; gold cerliticah
ver ccrliticatcs,
t dc
$til.I I'.hUll) : ei-ititica!.
*• i-1iti
riit. l ag
posit outstanding, $s.:{|o,Ouu
on*
cates
*»tamli;.
tenders
?-G
legal
GSI ,01G : fractional ctirremu oigst ambng. v'

and tin* iv.-t

«

;

f aiT.tloii.-- and

President Garfield left rich and c..pi-ui.- mate
rials for ail intelligent and appreciative oiographer
in his diaries, scrap hooks and private -.*r s
deuce
Busy as ho was he lmd kept
many yoars. had a I his printed speeches pasted
into scrap hooks, and kept all important Imu-rs
written to him and copies ol many of his replies

• ai

of them. Captain and rest of the mvu win.
life preserve*-, onl\ left the ship .vi: -n tin
w
»"t ••""H-ii ’•! Iut fn -i-breakiuy hull to -p k :
‘some iva
d -h«*re a--i-ted by people tin tin* l>
semi

crease

Aim; o-j

received from the Warnerobsciv..announces the discovery «.r
a new comet located in the constellation of Virgo
11 is a striking coincidence t hat this new and bright
comet appeared at the same hour President Gar
iielil was breathing Ins last.
It was first seen by
E. E Barnard in Nashville. Tenn who has made
claim through Prof Swift for the Warner prize of
$i00 in gold. This makes the tilth comet seen
since May tirst, and ot this number four have ap
peared from almost tin* same spot m the heavens.

Intelligence

tory. Rochester, N V

President

.‘.»th

Garfield’s

Family.

special despatch from Cleveland dated Sept
says: Mr Joseph Rudolph, brother <>t Mrs.

Garfield,

Cleveland to-day for the first
time in many days. Mr .1 Stanley Brown, private
secretary to the late President, also eamo. but re
came

to

turned this evening
He will remain at Mentor
a few days to settle numerous private business

tor

picked up b\

>t> anier

'-a

picked up after being i. tl:
"'aler nine hour-, supported by iw>• iii.
pre-ma .*i
The top.,winy were lost
llurlburt Berry. !ii
wa-

nut!., i)

Tim matter ot the final intcrumi.? of the late
President (iartield's remains at Mentor.
Slier
man. having been agitated m ids old disirh t
Hr
Robinson lias talked with the widow. Mrs (iar
field said if the trustees had not olVercd a lot she
should have purchased one m Lake View (Vino
tery, as if alive tin* late President would nave so
decided, she thought it was his wish to be buried
there. She added that the question of burial is no
longer open and will u it be opened.

A

were

Iimmiuysi-u

apt.

•
rocker, second male; t..o Parker, !.
lilaek, ( iiarh*- Realm, Patrick W elch an
John Himnisoii, seamen, and tw*» t hiiiamen eo.n
and -teward
The mate, Mr. llurlburt l»m*i ., vv
a son o| 1)av id
llerrv, of '■d.oekton, a voting o
promising -»*aman, about db year- oi a^e lie i<-.. •..
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of Lineolnville, i«*• »k lir-t premium
-lock. I si on stock cow, l-t on Miree \.m:
old bulls, Hereford, 2d "ii f!ire«-ar- >!d -to a •,
farm

yearling
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'•>

IVe-.

1

>.

*>n

same, and
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1111

■.

un

2d on Jersey heifers, two
year- ■•Id.
Jer-ey yearling heifer-. 1st on .La-,", an"

‘•"W-,
mi

and 2d

••!.

l-t

oxen

*>n

two

xen

"earsport. l
-ame on

tw

on

swim*,

D.

(

\\

m.

-l

V ll.i !. Belt;-

"O

Jer.-e\ heifei

Itrigadiei- Mae
<’ii I >urham bulls three u-nr- ..Id an
ear- old.
Dr. < lough, of Liberty, i

old.

years

and -leer.-.

and -leers and ,-t
David

o

\

(

has. A.

>ear>,

I'iper,

of

Toothaker, Belfast, 2d

Belfast, 1st
m

s!ieej>

<m

she.

On .Ir.,

hor-e-, double team l-l in lirsl -la--, \bun I
tlelield, Belfast, l-t in -croud of -aim to I-:
Bowen, Belfa.-t. Single draft horse-, i-t. t
Shuman, Belfast, 2d, 1-aae Bowen, Belfast. I t
second class ,.t same, \bner Littlefield. Be I fa
Agricultural implements. 1-r, Samuel Miller.'-ear
mont. agent Meadow king Mower. 2d, L M. Bu
agent Warrior M over. D. L. Pitcher, Bella-t, l-i

when he will return to Washington Gen
Swaim and Col Rockwell left on Wednesday for
the capital. Col. Rockwell's wife remains with
Mrs. Garfield for the present, and perhaps for the
Gen Garfield's mother will make
rest ot her life.
on Jersi*y cow-.
Uobt. Waterman, Belfast, l-t
her home at the farm, paying occasional visits to
yearling Jer- heifer-*. Albert Mali, Freedom, :
her daughters. Mrs. Larrabee and Mrs Trowbridge,
on Durham hulls three years old.
\ B. (ill,
Mrs Garfield’s rather and brother and
at Solon
the latter’s wife will also reside at the farm-house.
Waldo, l-t on three years old -tcor-. F. M. Bu
The boys. Harry and James, will start for Williams
Lineolnville, 1-; on poultry.
College Saturday to resume their studies, aul Miss
The Brackett prize.-awarded at the
County Fail
Mollie will probably return to her private school
here last week, to girls lb years and under, were
It has been thought by some that
in this city.
For September butter, Miss F.mma B. Pitcher: I*m
Mrs Garfield would leave the farm and move to
some place where she and the children could all
o| white bread, Miss Idelle Iiabbidge;
spceimri
live quietly together while the latter were being
of fancy work, Miss Lillie Bobbins. The
prize
educated, but she is said to have stated that she each
ease i> a volume of Floras Bouquet.
In a
would never leave Mentor: that it was there the
family had spent so many happy days together : swer to inquiries w < are requested to state that tie
that it was in the true sense their home—the home
premiums oflVred to the boys and girls by Mi
Gen Garfield had provided for them, and which
list of which we gave a few weekBrackett,
he loved so well, anil she would live there tho rest
-inee. are <’| ii to competition at any fair, count
of her life The noble woman still bears up brave
town or grai ge held in Waldo county, this autunm
ly. though tho return to Mentor was one of the so
The managers of the Wahlo County Agrimltm
verest trials of her long ordeal Those who feared 1
she would bo compelled to succumb at last when
Fair sa\ they are prepared to pay the premiumtho reaction set in feel encouraged by her continottered at the baby show and the monies trotted (*•'
ued fortitude.
Premiums on stock ami other articles will he pam
next winter, when the State money is received.
The Mobile Register says that ITesi
Those entitled to premiums at the baby show w
dent Arthur’s inaugural is the words of receive them
by calling on ( apt. Charles Baker“a man of sense and feeling.”
Belfast.
matters,
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Tlit *iut rtion ul iiiciitutiim a lodge of the Inde
ot < >< Id F el low at Belmont corner Is

Montvilie Centre will he held on
as before announced.
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Vnother large drove f cattle were
shipped from
this city to Boston on Monday, by steamer.
They
were owned
by Backliffe of l nily.

keen of this city, has chartered
i '-range l»-*\ shooks at Bangor, f.»r the >t.
I'-lm- ri\ er in Florida.
Vnnii* 1.

M.

Mackerel have again entered
are rather -mail.
On >unday

Ml th"-e wishing to receive lessons in‘Arman
nati\c
t< her. are
requested to meet at the
Fri

buy,

On

ob.ieet to purchasing new hay pressed
iir>t. They -ay that new hay heats
This i- something that farmers should

-k after.
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V-.t l aun-f, reported last week as sick in
»n,l»a- returned home, accompanied by hiason,
Mi. " ill A. Faunee, of Toledo, Ohio. Mr. Faunce
in-, u hat improved in health.
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Burnham, to l-a:i<- < Libby. Abigail <«.
rthport,
Kmily A Pendleton, same
*•
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Iiitlier, Cnity, to Rufus B. Hither,
!"vvn
1
-ena M < lark, Pro-peet, to Daniel
Hr- \vn, Itoeklaml. Mary d. Davis and
others,
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t>» dan.e- W.

dime-. Brook-. Orlando A.
Nortliport, to Fred >. Walls, Vinalhaven.
M
Fuller, s.miei'ille, Ma-s., to Reuel W.
Belfa-t. Hiram and Olive Hi’lman, Troy,
Millions.' Dyer, -aim* town. Win.
Knight,
In wile, to David Peirce, >euri*imuil.
\riel H.
o

Knight,

>car-inont. to dolm M. Wiley, same town.
F- wi- A. Know ton to Viola d.
Patterson, Belfast.
d.ir\ R. Mathew-. Liueolnville. to Win. H.

Cates,

ame

town.

David

Peirce,

searsmont. to Win. S.

Knight, Lim oiuv ill.

Maria R*»bert-, Watorville,
-dame- \\ done-, Brook-.
Wirtslow Robert's e-tie. \\ al'T\ ille, to dames W. Jones, Brooks. Remd
^
Rogers, Belfa-t, to L. A. Knowlton & al Belt-t.
Doininicu-d. Ilaeklifle, Searsp«»rt, t«- Samuel
N.

Raeklitl'e,

town. Kliza A., dolm W. and
White estate, Belfast, to d V.
1
"Itrell, Belfast.
Nathaniel Wiggin, Salem, to
v niie
R. Atwood, Winter port. (ieo. R. Young,
Lin' olnville, to Seth M.
Young, same town.
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Tin it. The shower on Wednesday afternoon
* ‘-t week broke up the race* at the
fairgrounds
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ot dames P.
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one or
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heats had been trotted in the

Everything

races.

There

ternoon.

pstakc

was a

was

postponed

to

seve*

Saturday

good deal of interest in the

the two heats Wednesday had
b"W» some line stepping between ><»rrill Fred,
ovi.cd by II. I. Tibbetts, of Camden, and Black
Arthur, of Portland. Each horse had won a heat,
Trill Fred the first in 2.34, and Black Arthur the
ond in •>.30. Sorrill Fred is the horse
recently
"1 I by 1*. M.
Moody, of this city, and the time
lo, 2.34. is t he fastest ever recorded on the Belfast
rack. Saturday afternoon there was a large crowd
present and all were anxious to see the fun coni:,icikv. Tlic third horse in the race was Jim, a
good
animal owned by Deo. AN'. Young, of Lincolnville.
1 Im ikird heat was hotly contested, Sorrill Fred and
Bla« k Arthur passing the wire head and head in
*•••
It was declared a dead heat. In the next heat
''"rrill Fred broke badly, Black Arthur
winning in
-Black Arthur won the next heat and race in
2 40.
.so
long as Sorrill Fred kept hi* feet lie outb pped his
opponent, but lost in breaking up. The
purse was $150. First $00, second $40, third $30,
fourth, $20. The county sweepstakes was $25 to
tir-t, $20 to second, &c. It was trotted for by Jim,
owned by (ieo. W. Young, of Lincolnville and Nellie, owned by David Lancaster, of Belfast, .rim
'von in three straight heats. Best time 2.50'4. In the
raci* i.f five years olds the starters were Mertie,
owned by Benson Hall, of Lincolnville, Farmer
Bov, owned by F. N. Patten, Lincolnville, Kittie,
owned by J. L. A. Spaulding, Waldo. It was best
two in three half mile. Mertie won in two straight
heals. Time 1.41. The horses that trotted Wednesday in the two, three and four year old classes did
wi
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road
ed

collected for the present year,
.sTi,r,nn.no; that in* had paid the state tax in full
$11,101.-1, the comity tax in full. $l,PTJ.'.#'>, paid to
city treasurer
j.-uu.on, and had on hand
.Alderman (
A. Mureh and councilman C. F.
Cinn were appointed a committee to meet in confer-

Journal has before briefly mentioned tin*
contemplated railroad from Dexter direct to lloulton and Pres.pic Die in A ro. .stunk county, and tin*
advantage- Belfast i> likely to derive from tliesame.
Tin*

Central eompany is making a survey of
the route, the result
f which will he awaited with
interest. In a letter on the outside of to-day’s paper, written from Jloulton by the Kev. Theodore
«

The

to

launch,

is not

will he

steamer

line,

and

named the Penobscot.

to our waters. June 2(1, 1S4.‘»
Penobscot arrived here for the
first time ami for a number of years ran between
Boston and Bangor. The boat afterward was called
the Norfolk, and ran between Norfolk and Phila-

the

name

new

delphia.
1801

<

new

steamer

She

was

lost

P. Carter *V Co.

September is.">7. Nov. 11*,
launched from their yard in

this city, the steamer Penobscot, .ViO tons, built for
the Cni ted States govern men t fora gunboat. The
Penobscot did good service during the rebellion.
In December 1 si;-2 she captured tin* English blockade
Antonica while attempting to run into
Mobile with a cargo of powder. After the war the
Penobscot was sold at auction and transformed into
a barken tine-The
attempt to free the steamer
City of Richmond of water proved fruitless last
week, and an examination disclosed two holes in
her bottom heretofore unnoticed. These have been
stopped. When the steamer is raised she will be
taken out on the railway at Rockland for temporary
repairs, when she will lie taken to Portland and
runner

thoroughly repaired
ness_Beginning Oct. 3d,
in

season

for next years busi-

the steamers

Cambridge

Katahdin. of the Sanford line, will make eight
grand excursions to Boston and return, to give
those desiring it an opportunity to visit the Mechanics and Institute Fairs now in full operation.
Tickets good for six days, from Bangor, Hampden,
Winterportor Bucksport to Boston and return, will
be issued,for $4.00 From Belfast $3.50. steamers
will leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at II
m., returning Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5 r. m—The free
list will he suspended on the Boston steamers dining the excursions to Boston.

and
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Our Stock of Miiliuery Goods is Complete.
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speciality
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Apples

p bush,
dried, P tb

Weekly for

Temple.

Geo.

PRICES

PAID l'ROltl't

2ly4n HavPton,

Mary Cleveland, aged Si) years, lf> yards knit lace :
Mrs. P. J. Carleton,silk embroidered panel: Belle
G. Salford, oil painting—May flowers; Mrs. B. <J.
Adams, table cover and eider down comforter;
Miss Lottie Amesbury, crochet hood; Miss A. !..
Five, millinery; Miss Mary Morse, curtain bands;
Mrs. F. M. Shaw, samples of applique and point
lace; Mrs. Kate Harding, point lace: Klta d. Fer*
nald, knit edging; Mrs. M. K. Sherman, crewel
work; Rosa Belle Harrington, 5 years old, patch
work Mrs. J. R. Washburn, shells; Carrie K. Bayson,bow and arrows; Hon. Moses Webster, of Vi
nulhaven, exhibited a case of prepared birds, lishiug tackle and gun, and Webster & Walker, of the
same place polished stones and other articles entered too late for notice; Lane A Libby of Vinalhaven
exhibited boneless lish. The following are Rockland entries: Levi Cummings, bees wax ; K. K. rimer, bees wax; Rockland Gazette, samples of
printing; Capt. K. Havener,Capt. Kidd’s quadrant;
\V. F. Xoroross & Co., case of druggist's goods:
Mrs. C. A. Wentworth, pillow shams and needle

large number of articles are too impel
fertly labelled to note. In the gallery there is a
large display of mats, quilts and a variety of articles not easily accessible. The indications are that
there will be a tine exhibit of stock Wednesday, of
A

which mention will be made next week.

-iylish -hade-.

It: ail the

An

elegant line id'

BLACK VELVETSl

Trimmings, Fringes. Gimps, Girdles,
AMI

We

<

AMENTS

MiS

»]'

E\

Hli\

DOMESTIC

KUS.

I »ES( nil-1 ION

prepared to otter (.» the people
Comity, the he.-t bargains in

are

i*e

Waldo

of

tiOODS

found in the state, and would rail-.preial attention to a large lot of

$lO.A0<i 14.0o

Remnants of

Cotton Flannels.

Boston

stock. 2 4c.
Bean?—V

MARRIED.
In this city. Oct. 1-t. by Ucv. s. Hoodenough, at
the residence <d tin* bride’s father, Horatio II. Johnson, M. D.. and Martha E. Bradbury, both of Belfast.
In Bangor, (Jet. 2d, b\ Rev.
\Y. Field, (..’apt.
James R. llerriman of >earsport, and Miss Mary
E. C’ouillard of Bangor.
1 n Troy, Sept, isth, Willard A. Parsons and Laura
<i Higgins.
In Trov, sept. IStii, Alonzo S. McAllister"!' Burnham, ami Aelisah s. Nason.
In Frankfort, sept, istli, Mr. t.eorge F West of
Frankfort, and Miss Mabel Pendleton of Prospect.
In Thorndike, Sept. 17th, Mr. Albert O. Bowler of
Rockland, and Miss Mary L. Hodgman of Thorn-

dike.
In Columbia Falls, Sept. 28th, by Rev. W. H. Crawford, Mr. Vlhcrt R. Wallace and Miss Prissie M.
Small, both of Mil’.hridge.
In Rockland, Sept. 24th, Mr. HeorgcW. Ames and
Mis- Maria Furlong, both of Rockland.
In Vicksburg, Michigan, Aug. 8th, J. N. Wallace
of California, and Miss Ellen Beale of Brady, Mich.
DIED.

In this city, sept, doth, Mr. RossellO. Lewis,aged
:>1 years. 7 months and 1 days.
In this city, Sept, doth, Mr. Andrew Bates, a native of Ireland, aged si! year-.
In this city, <)et. .‘id, Edwin Brier, aged Ml year.-,
5 months and I l days.
in Northport, Oet. 2d, Oscar, sou of Albert and
Annie It. Has.-on, aged I years.
In Stockton, Sept. 28th, Mrs. Margaret Ann
Hcveraux. aged s’4 years and 22 days.
In Chelsea, Mass., Sept. 28th, (.’apt. Charles ('.
( arver, of Searsport, aged 5:1 years.
In Searsport, Oct. 2d, Isabella Towle, aged 91
years and .'> months.
In Stockton, Sept. 19th, Edgar <L, son of Thomas
F. and Sarah A. Cummins, aged 1 year, 7 months
and 2d days.
In Liberty, Sept. 25th, Mr. Ebenczer Crie,aged91
years, 8 months and 2d days.
In Rockland, Sept. 28th, Orinda F., wife of Harrison Farrand, aged bb years, 9 months and 5 days.
In Rockland, Sept. 28th, Phillip A. Mulligan,aged
25 years. 11 months and Id days.
In Rockland, Sept. 25th, Josie E.,daughter of the
late Joseph R. and Susan T. Walker, aged lb years.
In Rockland. Sept.21st, Mr. Frank St. Clair,aged
40 years.
In Rockland, s. pt. 2dd, Willie, twin son of Frank
C- and Jennie Knight, aged 10 months and lb days.
In Rockland, sept. 25th, Bertie, infant son of Win.

and Ella Heminway.

In Rockland, Sept.20th, Herald A., aged 4 months
and 9 days; Sept. 2bth,-, aged 4 months
and 15 days, twin children of (,►. A. I Minton.
In south Warren, Sept. 20th, Fred,son of Charles
and Josephine Over, aged 2 years.
In Thomaston, Sept.25th, Henry II.O’Brien, aged
4b years, 9 months and 11 days.
In Ellsworth, sept. 11th, James II., sou of Purlin
II and Annie P. Bon/ev, aged 1 vear.b mouths and
19

days.

>
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SILKS, SATINS.

of all sorts

and prices.

thank our friends and 'U.-t<>iner> for their
patronage in the paM and hope to deserve a continuance of their favoi
ihe future.
totf
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LIFE AND DEATH OF CARFIELD.

inn,
It portrays the
hr-,
wonders, marvels, mysteries,
secret doings, etc., of the
apital, **us a woman secs t/uin.
gives sketches of The* J.udle* of the White Hou*e, and is
the h.<t selling book out. It includes 4H jmr {.'lustrations with
■
fruits of Prrsu lent and Mrs. (airraid.
Sind for circulars,
with Extra Terms to Agents. A grand chance to make money.
Address, The Hartford Publishlug ». o-, Hartford, oan.

Iw4<»*

BOOK

AGF.XTS!

SUNLIGHT AND SHADOW
By John B. Gough

r-

Th:s
the
<t book to male moncu on ever offen'd to you.
It is .ej y-ted si ’luri Iwx.k ever published. For Pathos, Si icy
lbim
ami Thrilling Interest i. is witlu uta peer. Mim-m r's
dot
say
Si", I
Every ore laugh? and erv- over it.
Tens of Thousands arc now wait.ng for it. * It i- t)n:“boomim;"
hook for Agent', f '4.'>th thousand in )rc«s. 1000 Agen‘s
wnnvd. men and women. Now is the harvest time.* P.rrTusi'
tor
and S/itx'tal Terms go■ u. C Jr* S nd /'or Circulars to
T
V. OliTIUM.TOS A CO., Hartford, Conn.
A.
EUv40*
»

OVERCOAT LOST.
M'SDW, OCT. >(1,011 till- road between
Poor’s Mills and the Morrill woods, a reverj
sal^* overcoat, dark gray on the outside and blue
checked inside. A suitable reward will be paid if
the coat is returned to
2w40*
FKEl) i.. CARTER, Belfast.

InsT,

NOTICE.
•!. M. (ilLKEY, inform." friends and
patrons that she has just returned from New
York with one of the finest stocks of hats, bonnets
and millinery goods ever offered here
searsport, Oct. •*», issi.—40

"]V/¥’RS.

K

INI IK

following

We shall

si p. SC III )< H. COM

LOST.
the road between Vinal Hills and llow

ard Murphy’s, a TRIPni) belonging to a surveyor’s compass* The tinder will be paid for his
trouble bv leaving it with the
CLERK OF COl'RTs, Belfast.
1881.—tot f

AND APPE.
E<YI AL.

W. T.

HOWARD,
Manufacturer and dealer in

MONUMENTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES,
MAUHLE

Italian and American marlde
CHURCH STREET., BE /.FAST.
:*>stf
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in very omvivablc style and oiialitv.
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T. WELLS’.

REDUCING STOCK!
We offer our large slock of
Hardware, Nalls, mass, Locks, knobs. Iron, Steel
Hubs, Spokes, Itlms. Shafts, Horse Shoes
and Nalls at extremely low prices.
JOS LOT OF 300 SETS TABLE CUTLERY
at 25 per cent under price.
Shovels, Picks, Lanterns, Traps, Cow Ties, Powder,
Shot, Cartridges, (tun Caps, Wrapping and
Sheathing Papers, Paper Hags and Twine.
Wholesale and retail. Special prices to large buyers.
E. J. MORISON & CO., 52 Main St.

AND

Ulster Cloths!
KID GLOVES.

And at shot t Hot ire

V tdill line
t the eelcoratcd Ko-ter Ki-:
hand; I l’utt**n Kid- at onl\ si.-■"•.every pair

style

LACES!
■■

h

■

Dress

or

rent.

39

-1 Nthe Ladi*--,’ \Y>i- we sell at "lily '»ne., a
ba.arain, worth 7-'»e. A full line of all yradcon hand both in brown and .scarlet.

Look at
rare

Flannels & Cassimeres.
.slock of All-Wool ami l »»it• >i* f lannels,
hand, g As the department i- one of mr specialties the tr.ml*' will obtain -ome rare bargain-

WANTED.
10,000 Hush, Baldu'in, Greening,•
Husset <f'
c

Cooking Apples.

s. McFarland, Moutviiic, ue,
Muntville, Si'pt. ill, IssI

••win

and all

styles

of beaded ornaments. Ac.

In addition to

'-plendid

A
on

Carptiis, Oil Olotlis, &c.
J u-L received. our Fall >toek -elliny at
that defy competition.

to double
and the

our

only

j

way to

at

as

which will be sold

now

ou’er

fitters, we

Sl’iX'l A I. HAUti AIN’S

former years,
accomplish this re-

150 Pair Blankets,
slightly damaged,do

prices
being at-

per cent, under

price.

2000 YARDS

over

the store that cannot fail of

goods

i: km a UK a in a

prieo

We shall also make

assortment.
at

sales

our

IMMENSE STOCK
of well selected

Mixed Flannels

Gray

slightly imperfect, db per cent.
than regular goods

less

tractive and

satisfactory to the customer.
only to see a customer once
to secure her patronage regularly,
we know the only way to
accomplish
result is to move our goods ipiickly
small margain of profit.

We desire not
but

j and

RETAIL PROFITS SAVED.
11 Agents wanted for Life of PresiTn ll T I R I 11 lidentGarlic Id. A complete,faithLlXllli IXlUJLii ul history from cradle to grave,
by the eminent biographer, Col. ( on well. Hooks all
ready for delivery. An elegantly illustrated volume. Endorsed edition. Liberal terms. Agents take
orders for from 20 to .j0 copies daily. < )utsells any
other book ten to one. Agents never made money
so fast. The book sells itself. Experience not necessary. Failure unknown. All make immense profits.
Private terms free. GKouiiK Stinson a Co., Port4w40
land, Maine.

Passamenteries, Fringes, Laces,
BUTTONS, GIRDLES. CORD

this

rPllUKi: AND ONK-HAI.F C ENTS PE It POIND
X for all common eastings, such aisled shoes,
wagon bridle shoes, hub boxes, etc., at Belfast
4w39
C. J. HALL, Lessee.
Foundry.

MAGNIFICENT LINE UF

UNDERWEAR !

CARRIAGES AT BARGAINS.

for sale

i best value.

411s

Trimmings!

I’assamenteries. fin.ye-. Ornament-, (.ird!*-.
( >*nls, suralss. Velvets,
itii.-. A

sult is to present the trade, not only with
nice goods but with a large and varied

West searsport.
presses in the countv

Woolen Shawls
I'hc clioirest 1<

H. F. THAYER & CO.,
13 Temple Place.
Boston, Mass

ox

an
a,

AND

Russian. J.anirned'.e, Spanish, Krem,h. Ur-t
Ulonds. Kieluis, ( ollar>, 15ih-, and an *mdle-ty <*t' Laee (.nods iu-t received.

IV Wo open the Tull campaign ot Dry
Goods and Carpetings, with a resolution

One of the best

gel up
neat i

Idled with

wav

I lave proven a boon l<> lliou
sands of offering women
They arc prepared expressly for, and if used asdi
reefed,never fail to cure the most obstinate Misplace
meats, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses*
so common to tin* best of tin1 sex.
Ml letters are
answered by a skilful Female Physician. Pills sold
by druggists, or mailed upon receipt of price, $1.00
l»er box; six boxes, $f>.00. Send for pamphlet ami
list of cured. Address
]ycow24

his -lock of
at
to
close out.
Now is your
to buy a first-class
carriage at a trade. Terms to suit. Cash, stock or
E. F. HANSON,
good paper taken.

ail

depart

ranted.

TONIC PILLS.

Offers the remaining part of
The srBSCIHBElt
carriages
great bargains,
time

v.c

This

garment.

«

Mine, Augusta Healy’s

N. 11.

—

li-t

at a

Bought Direct from the

Mills

many large lots of

Underwear

Hosiery

j

In 2nds.
Agent

for the Celebrated

The

imperfection is hardly perceptible
price .‘id per cent, less than the
regular price.

and the

P A DIjTIjT

B.

Aok through

A

sol,.

this well lighted room can be
choice line of

acre-:
lax on land, 7>e.; delsT'd, 30e. : value, $30.on; tax,
$1.08.
Oliver Hall estate, Id acre- value, $do.oo; tax,
$1.30.
Walter Hcllier lot, cottage: value, $13o.ik); tax,
$3.38.
John Harkness, ln*nie.-tead farm at Reeel: Hill:
value, $220.(Hi; tax. $.'>.72.
Abram Norwood, 2d acre-: value, $1 ld.no; tax.
$2.Pb.
Cha.-. l’iper, undivided half of granite ipiarrv on
Frank Klwell; value, $:»o.(Hi; tax, 7Se.
Roberts, of Belfast, lot and e ttage; value, slOn;
dt *11 N s. nil.I.,
tax, $2.bo.
Treasurer of Northport.
Northport, Sept. 13, 1881.—3w 40

SHELVES,

of the host

In.

-plendid

Morri- m’- lle-t, <.ermant'-w n, >*•«>t* :l, (
\
\m:alu-ia ami all the popular make-

tax, 78c.
Nilas Fuller, lot 71.
ficient higiiwav for

!

In Lanyworthy lini/diny.

AM)

hale-

Woolen "STarxis!

VEGETABLE

Saturday, net. *22d and Saturday, Nov. 12th, at
o’clock P. M., for the purpose of examining toachTeachers for the winter schools mimt not expect to be examined at anv other time. Per order.

Shop

.Stocked with all the novelties of’ the

M« MAIN.

noon :

cr>.

New Marble

;

‘pen

iiy!

A. d. Cilley, 2d acre- land : lax on land, $ 1.17 : de
licient higiiwav lor DT'd, bur. ;> value d5.oo; tax,
$1.17.
Cha>. Carver, b acres land; value, $do; tax, 7Sr.
doshua Klwell, lot 84 acres adjoining E. IK Cunningham on the north and extending from Penobscot bay to the road leading bv dolm M. Wood'-;
value, $1800.00; tax. $lb.S0.
do-hua Klwell. mill lot, d acre- on Kittle River,
joins Hammond on the north; value, ClId.00; tax.
$2.:i!'.
acre; value, $.d.».ou; tax, $1.1.;.
Fogg Jfc Cowen,
A. L. Frohoek estate, to acres: value, $3o.0o;

on

Sept.

of

bargain, als.* llrmleric Pres- <ioo.p. -li^lniy dan.
1
w
Two rases l oehoeo Print medium

of taxi
on real estate of
A. non -resident owners in tin- town ol Northport,
for is,so, in bills eonniiitted t" VI N A I. HIKES, I'olleetor of taxe- of -aid town »n the. second day of
duly, issu. has been returned by him t-* me a- unpaid on the 2sth day of dune, l>si, b\ lii> ivrtilicate of that date, and now remains unpaid. V>tiee is hereby given that if the said taxes and in
terest and charges are not paid into the trea-ury of
said town within eighteen months from the day of
commitment of said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will bo sullieient to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and charge-, will
without further notice he sold at public auction, at
the hoii-e of d. s. Hill, in said town, on the eighth
day of February. tsS2, at two o’clock in the after-

•2

on

Surpasses anything ever
fered in this city.

Iii the Townof Northport, in the Count} ot Waldo,
for the year 18so.

Superintending School Committee will he
in session in the High School Room in Belfast,
TUI-

Lost

that

herself >>f this grand opportunity of sc
curing a garment for herself and child.

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

SCHOOL NOTICE.

*2 wil'd

quality

!

■

AGENTS WANTED fur MAllT CLE5IMEU’S
Ten \ cui*s In Washington,” including a history of

ACEXTS!

lit every shade and

a ire*

Non-Resident Taxes

e

%f

Velvets & Plushes,

Cottons & Prints!

w. klTTHEDC-E, AOENT,
ROCK LAN D, NI AIN E
lyrJO
tfrAI.I. DRl’llGlsTS SELL IT.

ORNAMENTS, EAR JEWELS,
wares

at

i'Kii

J.

Lace?, Ties, Silk lldkfs., Collars, Back Combs,
and small

ehoicost goods

■

HOISERY !

are -wiling at before unheard of
Among our Famv <...... 1 suttiee it
to say that there N ev ery novelty in

AV

st.e..

out

JUST OPENED A

will

we

price**.

HAIR

with

season

.making

avov

i IA I >K> AND l’Kh 1>

Dead

Silisias, Prints, Cheap Dress Goods, etc.

*•

1 si.
Put a toe?—Northern stork, 70y71c; eastern, so*
sic p bush sweets, $3 21y3 lo P bbl.
A I’IM.ks—( hoiee stock is held at $2 71y3 71 P'bbl;
choice selections are held higher; common, $1 loy
2 oop bbl; ordinary to poor, 71e.il 21 P bbl.
Hay \m» stkaw—Choice timothy, $22 P ton;
fair t" good. $20y.21 ; line hav, $17y is'; medium, $11
y 10; ordinary, $12y 14; swale. II yl 1 Kb straw, rye,
$20y22 P ton ; oat straw, $10.

AN

ONE

**

v-.

\LL

"t ripe.! ami Killed < eniiv
as inner,
"haw 1-. h..n.
I .-my ami "•plan* Woolen
aw l-. Mmirniny "ii <w':u-r reeeived.

and One Bottle Cured Him.
Wkstki!;!.]>, Mass, March 28, lssl.
d. W. KntkkD'.i;, Agent Klixir of Life Knot
Dear sirHaving suffered intensely for f u
years with disease of the Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief. 1 was induced to try a bottle <d
your KLIXllt OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it completely
cured me. I recommend it as the only \aluable
and certain cure f<>r kidney troubles i have cwr
I would add that before taking your medi-ecu.
cine I had become so weak that 1 wa- about to -Five
work.
up
Hoping that others who haw suffered
like mv,self may be so fortunate as to in your
valuable medicine. Trulv vours,

Sheetings, Cambrics,
Which

We start oil' this

beginning.

profits."

aie- steadilv from the

o.u

SHAWLS !

1,000 Bottles.
April 2d. ls-i.

K.

ties, small

<

OUR COMMODIOUS

Ml...

T.

RETAIL MARKET.

j

has increased

k

;

We shall open ."aiurdav, oet. 1-t, sluou v .it!
id rea*l> made garmentTin y w ill he li-p'.a}
.• I
upon our Hues and easterners an make
y">'I -election l’rom the laryo assortment as t
pi Y1.1TY \M> l'Kh 1

I haw sold over one thousand !>• ttle- -d Klixir
nt' Kite Knot, and have never found a ease where
it tailed t<» give satisfaction.
\VM. h. kittkkdce.

Nearly

A full assortment •>!'

Ve.are satislied that

cheapest.

[Complete Assortment

Cloaks & Dolmans!

DROPSY. HRAVEL, DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OF
THE BLADDER, BRICK OUST DEPOSIT, RHK.lMATISM, DYSPEPSIA, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE lBINARY OROANS.

Rocklani*,

iicreasiug

Satins & Plushes!

BANNER

A Druggist has Sold over

The SURAH SILKS,

t"

Beef, Corned, i lb,
ay,'.I Out Meal P tt),
ay
20 Onions P !b,
Butter, Salt, P box,
3A(j4
00 Oil, Kerosene Pgal.,l4y 21
Corn P bush,
no Pollock P tt.,
3fi 3 a
Corn Meal P bush,
1 3y Id Pork P tb,
Cheese p lb,
12yl3
Codlish, dry, P tb,
lyO Plaster P l)ld.,
$1.00
4
Cranberries P «it.,
Rye Meal, P tt.,
Clover Seed, p It),
12y21 shorts P
$1.40
Flour P bbl., $7.7.'»y lo.no sugar P tt),
11
H. CL Seed p bush, $.3.2.') Salt, T. L, P bush,
4o
14 A y 1C S. Potatoes P tb,
Lard P tb,
4y t a
Liuie P bbl.,
noy Loo Wheat Meal, P tb,
4a4:a

1

our

-O F-

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases arisingtherefrom, such as

Xmiltiis in I'/aids ami Strijics.

Bird,

Bramhall, oil paintings; N. llosmer, clock: F.
H.
Young, clock; E. G. S. Ingraham. New
Home sewing machine;
Fmiline Harrington,
ancient pewter plate; Julia M. Withington, mil
linery goods; F. C. Daniels, ease of ladies’ dre-.trimmings; Mrs. C. M. Barstow, sofa pillow and
foldingchair; Mrs. A. Howe,ottoman; C. M. Glover,
chair. Miss A. P, Babb,, scale rug; Mrs. II. L.
Shepard, ottoman; Mrs. V. Murch, chair cushion
and cut flowers; B. F. Adams, ease of shoes; I)r.
11. M. Barrett, samples of dental work and dental
chair; Fddie Knight, carved easel, stuffed alligator
and bird; Win. B. Dunton, pen work ; P. P. Hunter,
knit gloves; Sadie F. Wetherbec,embroidered tidy;
Mrs. T. G. Hunt, white knit tidv; Mrs. I. W. slierman, pillow shams; Mrs. C. F. Burgess, crazy
cushion; Mrs. D. F. Wardsworth, worsted tidy,
worsted mat and knit edging; Mrs. Win. Pitcher,
woolen hose, sheets, linen and yarn; Miss Addie
Alden, embroidered towels, embroidered tidy and
toilet set; Miss Addie Fletcher, thread ho>e; Mrs.

work.

from New York and
Ib'-ton, where we have selected many new
choice goods, we are prepared to oiler special
bargain* to customers m ;iu department* of our
trade, both in quality and prices. Our *b*rk was
never before so complete and varied.
It is useless
to emim-rate all tie- dillerent good* to he found
up
"ii our counter-, but among them we have a nice
line of

H
and

•’

boots and shoes; L. P. Harwood, case of
edged tools and blacksmiths goods: F. F. Leach,
sewing machines; W. F. IJi.-bee, pen work: K/ra

motto "d

only Si.oopt.i-

READY MADE

just returned

AVISO

the Journal.

4 yl Hides P tt»,
0y7
2.10n 1.71 Lamb p tt»,
7ys
Medium $2.10y2.21 Lamb Skin>,
71 a no
7yS
Yellow-eyes 1 noy2.10 Mutton P lb,
Butler p lb,
41 ylo
Is'y2m hits P busb,
Beef P It),
7«n Potatoes,
70y7.’>
luyOo Round Hog P tt>
OyO
Barley P bush,
in a 12 straw P ton,
Cheese p lb,
$O.OOyS.OO
Chicken P tt»,
12.114 Turkov P tt>,
ooyOo
Calf Skin*; P !b,
12 A. Veal P tb,
0y0‘a
Duck P tb,
33
OyO Wool, washed, P tb,
22 Wool, unwashed. P tb, 27
Kggspdo/.,
Fowl P tb,
lOyl2 Wood, hard,
$!.UOya.oO
liec-e P tt),
OyO Woo* 1, soft,
$2.lOy3.0O

ca.-e

the

our

pnr'yar-1.

Blank an-! < I- -re-1 silks fr-mi T.'« •. u-sj -a p, r
<»’li*ii«li-l Oarirair.-j in tl
''.'•nartuirrA.

IN

Be’.-'pea,bush

druggists good-; .Mrs.
H. Walden, wool and

gentleman’s furnishing goods;

Tr
Root!

jLife

liave been convinc-

,■

ed purpose
headquarters for tl.

BILjBLB z

L IX

17

Bookstore.

v

>w

doubt, by

a

buy

the

33

THE

CURRENT-

II. svRdKM’, No. s, Main street.

I’KUDIVH MAKKKI.

m*1! at
t»> si.'-o

wv

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

SOUTHWORTH,

■

mem-

Blank \ chri

our

yar*l, run^inp; in «paalit>

II MAIN STREET,

Masonic

u;!-selves

si

VELVETS I

Just Received at

BERRY,

Caldwell's

■

fail and winter,

the 1.(>WF> 1

hopes to please all
to
patronage.

over

Mripi-'l N<>\Troi-.-t-j. A.

tir-t-

in the trimming department, she
who may favor her with their

Rooms

a'-wimt-nt

hat.

or

BOSTON & NEW YORK,
-electing her good* with greatest arc and edueating herself in all the new idea- of trimming. And
with a long experience in millinery and with her
-tyli-h and popular milliner,,

F.

■!. 1

\wll a of ■!".Ur--i'
All-Wool ('or.i‘‘ri*tfe», Bro
as

inanufantun
vi/
na<l<--. >h"«*»lal-s. lilimiinato-l 4
rltiv
Tartan Phi<ls < Toim* Oonh,
\r
vr ta»nv n;n r>.

lias -pent tin pa*t week visiting the
wholesale and retail stores of

A.

~phn

a

Fancy Ribbons.

•*!ass bonnet

MISS

Oopartintoit w «• haw
all 11 s«* Pari-ian Fahrif-,

In tin-

FEATHERS,

Plushes &

goven

sixpence is
shilling, and shall
.oxi>rdingly daring the

a

business the past year, that tUc public
will leave their money where they ran

DRESS GOODS!
<>t

that; nimble

bi tier than

"

ed beyond

-NEW-

PLUMES !

FALL & WINTER DRESS GOODS.

Better.”

■

Kimball, yarn; Mrs.
yarn; Mrs. James Blood, knit mittens and stockings; Mrs. Geo. Lamb, carpet rug; A. II. Knight,

[

of

A pat'em in Michigan, who reports a gain of
thirteen and tinoe-quarter pounds in two weeks,
1 c nigh about once where l did ten times
say*
//<< „m.••!.*/,•»//,/
before, and J ,{,,t »•«,’.« i>,>>
i.
/
■/. My pulse has gone down from
I'.'b to sd
My digeston is very much improved,
a:n 1 the stomach retains the food.
In short. /
r, ,,„t hdtrr tla, / "-a,- the-*
/.-). and l give all the praise and credit to the use
of Compound Oxygen
The expressions of my
W >i ilc-i t i:l! Astonishing!' Almost
friends arc
miraculou.N
Our Treatise on Compound Oxygen,
containing large reports of eases,and full informa
tio!i.
l»rs Starkey A Pakkn, I loo and
Mil (lirarn street. Philadelphia. Pa

extended i\>rcntric- until

and

Mattings, Bookings, &c.

H. JOHNSON & CO.

H

WE bdievt

j

-AND-

■

rthern hand-picked pea, $3 71y4, and
perhaps higher; mediums, $:', lOy.i K); yellow eyes
improved, $2 71.. 3; red kidneys, $2 40y2 10 P bush.
Pi;as—Canada choice, $1 yl 10; common, 71 yS.lc;
northern green peas, $1 21yl 4o; western do, 1 7!y

Bros., perfumery

DOLMANS, JACKETS,

OSTRICH TIPS

'Mused a demand for goods unprecedentthe Northwest.

:,A

Agricultural Fair opem-d
Tuesday, 4th inst. On account
was

Beaver

large stock of

qualify and price.
shapes in

LONC

Felt

that the ex-

been seen in Knox county. The follow-

ever

C. M.

gencies. Messrs. W.
Houston and A. K. Pierce have*purchased from F.
W. Kerry the Beni- Brown estate, in the neighbor
hood of the Maine Central property, which in the
event of increased business over the railroad will
be valuable.
new

e ones

ingC’amden entries we re noted—Joshua Adams, oil
painting of brig Perfect and driving whip: Knox
Woolen Co., woolen goods, raw wool from New
Zealand, Cape of Good Hope, Australia, Texas and

Bose

already preparing for continB. Swan, A. C. Sibley, X. F.

that the

her

■

BEAVERS & FRENCH FRAMES.
«treat

CloaKs,

OF

Northern Pacific and other rail

averted the fata! result

Maine; W. (
Benson, canned fruit, 10 varietic-:
Wm. Powers, canned fruit; Mrs. Fannie Clark,
bread and 10 varieties ol canned fruit: Camden
Bakery has bread and crackers; II. L. Alden,honey;

Cierrish, of Bueksport, mention is made of the large
amount of pro.luce yearly exported from Aroostook
county and of which our Provincial neighbors are
reaping the henelit. Mr. Cerrish says the natural
outlet for Aroostook county is down the Penobscot
valley. Tin* contemplated road will take this direction, and the Maine Central i.s quick to see the advantage of this route. While it is for the interest of
tin.- Maine ( entral to run freight <»ver its entire line,
yet a railroad running into the heart of Aroostook
county, connected with Belfast, must he of more or
h— henelit to our city.
In the winter, especial
ly. Belfast, with its excellent open harbor, is the
natural outlet for Penobscot Bay.
Some of our en-

It is said

hax

Paid word

S*

..

MarKet.
Monda\, Oet. 1.
l’.i ri kk-( reamery, 32y33r to 34c for very line
grade-; fail to good, 27y3*lc; slimmer produciiun,
21y27; Franklin county, \'t., 20y3l ; Vermont and
New York, 27y30e; fair t«» good, 23 y 20c; western
creamery, fre-h, 32y33c; fair togood, 2Sy31e; dairy
packed, 21 y2»lc ; lair !o good. My23e; ladle-packed,
lo d20c for choice; fair to gooil, 17 rt ISc*; nunmon,
13 yl.lc.
C iiki>k—Market lirm and line factory sells at 12
n 12 Ac; half skim, 7 aOc;
y 13'; c ; fair to good, 11
full do, 3y 1c.
Foes—-The market continues lirm for good stock ;
eastern, 22«23; New York and \ ormont, 22 y22 Ac ;
Canada, 21 y22c, p. F. Island, 20<y22c; near-by fresh

that has

The Maine

K;i-1 Boston lor tin* Sanford

every

LINE

before, and that stocks

The otlieia. report
tin* ant-.p.-y
(iartield’s
It attributes his death t<- a
puui shed
hemorrhage proceeding from a rent in the main
trunk <>! the -picnic artery
The Medical News,
remarking upon th-* autopsy. says, -We now know
e that no
a
•ion
human skill could have
beyond

bage, sunflowers, pumpkin-, squa-hes, corn, cucumbers, bean.-, onions, beets and plum-. The
Lincolnville cntiies were .is follows—T. 15. Fernald,
3 varieties of apples, 2 of pears, butter; L. II. Fernald, •’> varieties of apples. The entries wen* not
completed when this was written. In the main hall
were many works of art, and the linest floral display

a committee
from the Belfast Savings Bank,
Belfast National Bank, and the railroad compawith a view t<> refunding tlu* Belfa.-t city debt.

Steamer Notes.

ever

body

Tollman, 23 varieties of apple-, pumpkin-, tomatoes, 4 varieties of pears and 2 of grapes; Levi
Cummings, •'» varieties of apples, cauliflower-, cab-

ence

building at
about ready

HATS &

catch of mackerel

oi

The Kuox

this place on
the weather the time

in

tax**-

are

an!

tensions *>f t:i

*•

citizens

than

SATINS, PLUSHES,

are being sold at advanced prices.
Increased orders fr-uu Pm > 111: an 1 West are reported at Haiti

■ <

terprising

larger

Silks, Velvets,

k Woolen Shawls,
Flowers,Plains Shaded Plumes Paisley
RICH OSTRICH FEftTHERS.
CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS,
BONNETS,

invite* attention t

Comprising

Goods,

HATS k BONNETS!

Informs her friends that she has re-opened her
r*-un*. which have been eniaiged and returnislied to suit an increasing trade, and which
are now tilled w ith a stork of

to the close of September is
barrels more than for the same time last

business is

Wednesday Tuesday evening, however, there was
u goodly sh«»w of exhibits in the hall, and the artioi
cle-. entered for premium-were gem rally of tine
people, w ho ha' rea-ons to mourn hi- early death.
quality. In the lower hall were tlie following Cam
He :> tiie j.t-i of hi- tatliei
lninilv. Allure gone—
den town entries -W. \V. Perry, sweet corn; John
lather, mother and brother-. Mr. Lewis married
Wooster, l*j varieties of apples and potatoes, beans,
Mis.* 1*\ i. daughter
the iaiet ha-. It. Tlimnliy of
beet-, onions, squashes, Ac,; Joseph All inwud.
who
with
two
children
-unive
him.,
lie
thi-city,
apple-, turnips, eorn and beets; Abner T. Knight,
w airied >i -da; noon under Masonic honor-by
F. M. Richards, apples, fl varieties; Alden
apples
l’biioi hy t ha-« l odge of which he wa-a member.
Miller, Jr., apples and corn; o. i». Power.-, pota# V I. UN M KNT
CITY
MkKIINo.
The •» tober
toes, is varieties, rye, carrots, parsnips, apples and
meeting of tin-eity government wa- held <-n Mon- I* other varieties of fruit and
vegetables; ( .sinner,
The September roll ot acday evening last.
11 varieties of apples: W. II. Powers, wheat and
count?* wa- p,a--ed-Committee' on nuance and
apple-: Orri- P. Moseman, pears, cucumbers, p,»claims was authorized to confer with tiie tavn>lle<tatoes, pumpkins nndcorn: Aldo Man-lield, I varietor for the year i*7" with a view Jo a settlement_
ties of apple-; K. M. Uus-, corn and potatoc-: M.
Committee ..n <i leualk and bridge was instructed
(
Whitmore, squashes; W. 11. Hemmingway.eorn
to examine noose river bridge and make suelt reand squashes: Wm. Bussell, turnips, potator-,
anonan*
pair-ary-The eity treasurer was wheat, 24 varieties
apples, peaches, pears and sevinstructed t" pay the I.eander J. Iiateh execution
eral <»tht?r articles; E. 1*. Jordan, potatoeOsgood
out of tiie funds now in the treasury_The comFuller, pears; C. A. (Jarleton, corn and beets: B. S.
mittee on eincteric* was empowered to make .-ucii ;
Plaekington, beans and onions; I.. 1*. Harwood,
change- m the construction of the licarse a- seem
pears and peaches; L. M. Kenniston, pear- and
nece--ar\
Tw -iity-five per cent, discount i- allowj plums; ( apt. I. Coombs, plums; Fred Lewis,
"i; aP highway taxe.- for issj which shall be
paid j grapes; 1). P. Withington, 3 varieties of grape-,
i" cash on oi before lan. 1st, ]ss_>.. .The
surveyor (L F.
Burgess, pears; C harles Hutchings, squa-hes ;
for central dist i»*t was Authorized to
complete the ! G. L. Brewster, pumpkins. The following are
-idewalk on Phcnix lfo\v....F. A. Carle reported
Bockland entries—F. W. Smith, corn; Jeremiah

ny

Successor to Richards A Southworth,

year, au.l aearlv mo.OOo barrels ahead of two years
ago. the totals being ■yd.*-1 barrels tor 1 ssi_
Port!,m !
1 Boston advices are that the lisliing

particularly eompaui maMe when with the rod
Ife bad many friend- among the young
gun

tiie amount oi

an

FULL,

Miss A. F. Southworth Straw,

be built at Aina-The Fniou

to

Factory-The

Sardine

mi

overturned i-\

few words*.!' advice and encouragement to the
bers, at the close of the dedication -erviee.

wa-

go,»d edueation, and po—es-e-i -lualilica
lion- w hieh eminently fitted iiim for busine.but
lii- health debarred him from active labors.
Mr.
I ewis was a great lover of -port- of all kind-, and

a

are

ur

Dress

AND

MILLINERY!

by the shore licet up

repaired to the Lodge Hall, lately ; i.r
chase* 1 by the society, wliieli M:x Simon ton publi* h
dedicated to i!u- cause of temperance, -peaking a

eonimi.-sion hou-e of
fraud •*. and ha- vi-ited

number

...

company

near

i.i;-:.--

-an

eoa-t a

In

P. Pole, went into
-fleet Under the Ii mi name
After the death of hi- father

employed in the

•L W. (.rai-e A
’lie

by the
-ettling.

aged

it h.<ut

ature

washout on the Somerville road and him*u!f, wife
and child throw n out and injured. The )i«*r*c took
flight and ran, making almost a total wreck of a
tine new top carriage which Mr. >. nad lately pur
chased.... By request of the Branch Mills Lodge i.
< >. of
W. c. T
<T., Hon. T. U. simonton, <
<d
Camden, delivered a lecture entitled "Past >u<co-and Future Work,” at the Union church Saturday
eve.
The lecture was well attended and eip-• > *-d.
Mr. -imonton i- a very pleasant spe iker and < lo,e
attention wa* paid throughout. At the do-.- Uu*

<...>

former’s

in-,

and

v,

Lewi

>.

unity.

::,

«

K '-sell entered tin
i-

bo;,-

the

died at hi.- home in thi- eity
-gering consumption, aged; ,\
and four day-. Mr. Lewis

this vi

n

I.n

wa-

-*.

th

fishermen have

exhibit of their goodin the .Mechanics' Fair of Boston, a!- their Mini-

a

I.ewi-

u.

known

bm-iiff1-

i.

of the into-.

-on

n

well

.Mi.

many lei

Friday la-t,

■n

paid.

wa-

Friendship

-.

FALL & WINTER

Silks, Erst Stain Waiersi,

Orion, White, Lvnn; Marv Faldo: Henry, Wood-. Bangor.

...

o

a

th

on

-Fishways

-■■

keep a 1110-t re.-peeUible I .;*?-«]i:house,
would not tolerat- ->:eh di-gra-a :d eondin t and
had the man am?-ted.
Abbott ph-aded guilty to
tie ebarge, wa- !i.;•*»!
and ‘-oM-o amounting to
hi*

day*

n«

f isti Co., of Camden, have

a

PLUSHES,VELVETS,
Black k Colored Satins,

i-t, schr. Hannon.i, Pat crshall, Bangor.
1th. schr. Henry, Woods, Boston.

>ue

Line

Magnificent
-O F-

FANCY RIBBONS!

|

usual herring trips....News
gone
from the Arctic whaling fleets show general success
west,

1

'■

w

few

Prospect.

Fisit a\*i> Fisin

good fellow and lives

ago shot a large red fox
dance at Northrups Hall, Tliur- my
night, gotten up by (Hi-. Cross and Frank Tob.-v
....The village seems of much more importance
-ima* w e are to have a telegraph line pa-- through
it.
Mr. ( lark, who i- engaged in putting up the
pole- and wire for the Mutual Union Telegraph < >.
between Portland and \ugn.-ta, Angu-ta and Pel
fast,and Belfast and Bangor, wa* i s town M
day.
and contracted with Mr. T. A. Wonhin_ to haul the
poles out from Belfast on the -t ig» ■»i« 1 forth'- •::*lance of twenty-die mile-.
Mr. Wonhing i- n
P» drill and blast all the holes required in leilgc- be
tween Poitlaud and Bangor, about Phi in all
While returning from Whiteiicid Snnda\ owning
a

There i- to be

Judge Bo.irdm m la-l wc. k.
Abbott
came up to attend tin- Agricultural
fair, and went on a lark. The crowd went to San
'it>'- for dinner, and while at the table were
drunk
n
-i->. disturbing the w hole house.
While at the table Abuott drank whi-key from a
bottle ami pa.—..: it to hi- friend.*. Mr. Sanborn,

$17.0",

a

—

with friomi.-

tran-adion,

as

Mr. Ja*. c. Drake died tjiiiit -mldvii
ly at hi- residence on Friday last, and it i- *uppos
cd of heart disease, lie had bum unwell for a
number of month*
Mr. E. L. Worthing while
it

be’oiv

wa-

Oct.

inti:ki’oim

out- in

Pai.ekmo.

Mori-m,

■:

has lost

not

e

Pou.-l. Non

r

it to

mentioned linn, ha- another lora
lion on the freight mad Lriu -m Martinsdah* and
Fort Renton at the e'-os-iug .-1 he Judith river.
He prop<.-es :■» take up -P
r
Mr Mori-on
.-ays he freeuentiy rides h--r-e.ba<*k from hi- place
t Fort T»e:.a -ii-ia::
of eightv miles.
ot ti.

one

of bees

a eolt within a few days and he supposes
have been stolen... .Miss Kmuia Whitaker left
town about two week- ago with a Paine, and ha*

<

that large
tra- l_ra-- lain- have been burned over, the
tire ..iv ing been -••?
Indian.-. Clifford. Morison
A Mary. Wt!d<» c mnty met., w cr« -ufferer- bv the
tir
T'\ * -tack- ot hux containing fifty ton- were
de-troved.
Tlie lire got Pgreen grass and by
M

m

one -warm

the time his buildings were burned la*t *priug,
had most of the honey stolen-Mr. Beniamin Mix

-•piail-.
fr,

who saved but

at

\

\dviei

wh<<

—

l■ >:b»\\ cd b\ deal

was

of thi- town,

At the annual meeting on >at
<h‘orge Meservey
urday evening of (Juantebamok Lodge of Ma on*,
d <• follow ing oili » r- were elected for the
ei.-uing
.John K Woodcock, W. M.. W. s. (’o\, s. \\\.
year
B-'hie Meservey. J. W.; 1*. s. Wing, Treas.: Otis
I >. \\ ilson, secy.; L. \.
Dyer. 2d.'S. D.. Ambro*r
Thompson, J. D : Robert Keene, s. s. A. It. Riplcy,.J.>., (ieorge B. Dyer, Tyler. Installation »u
1 hursday evening of this week, which is to be
pub
lie
There are in this neighborhood -ome sneaking night thieves who are getting to be \ery bold in
their thefts of apple*, potatoe*. and garden product.

C -a!

at

Moody

lias been running the accommodation i<> Belfast,
has sold his team and transferred the business to

be hauled

1

the

The following
ihe transfer? in iv;i! e-tate, in Waldo county.
tin week ending < >< •. 4th
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Tne launch will
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ing weaiiic- in tie- aiicrno-m and a strong northerly wind, w iden m nigh: increased to a gale and was
C
-»inpanied i a .-mi Sen !.ill ol tempera!arc. Tin:
ground wa- fro/ -i pr;- ard during the night, all
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Farmers say the potato crop i-

uahon, i.f tin- l >*. '< -1 -uiM-y
at tin- port on Thursday of last

harm-

pi"med 11
hme daily.

an

them to deride at their
full aitendruing, and
-t in: annual
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No.
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her prove- f.-.tine.
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! >rmei

piv-. up
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(.corgc Parker, the hoy lost on
the ship V ice Buck, belonged in Winterporf. Il«
was fourteen years "11, and son ot
Cu-orgc F. Park
*-i-f apt. I.e-uin launched hi- >acht "Ma>' ••n the
27th ult. >hc is a perfect beauty in model and lini-h
Plum thieves have been caught in a certain 01
‘■hard Imre. Bui l'atri k promised not to tell winif they would mu do -o again... It hathey \s
heei: -aid -0 William of (‘range, "As long as he
live-I he was the guiding star of a whole brave na
ti »n and wiien he -lied the little children cried in
the streets."
1 was reminded of this on the Pun of
>eptcmber, when the new- reached lien that I’rcsi
dent (lani'dd was dead.
The children were
affected that one of the teacher- thought she would
be obliged to elo-c her school.... Rev. Mr. Blanchard
is away \ i siting friends, and we learn that his son,
little Bel
; win* i- with him, an interesting lad
of seme
years, is dangerously sick. They are at
the lion
f Rev. Mr. I» -dge in Lebanon, N. II.
R«*\ M. W. Prince, principal of the L. M. ( >cmi
nan
wa- in our village last >atur-lay as tin* guest
‘'filon. Fred \twood. Kdmnnds. Atwood, Hubert
Hall, and (reorge < arlion, of our village, are -tudent- at ’In Seminary-Rex. Mr. Pratt was reuue-tc 1 t-> deliver hi- memorial sermon at Filing*
woods Corner last '■ut I-bath afternoon. The people
there had heard it spoken of in such high terms that
they desired very much to hear it-< >ur meehanieaiv busy, and no one need be idle. There is rebuilding and repairing going oil in every direction, and
skilled and unskilled labor is in goo-1 demand,
'-wett and Bclaim are building a house for the

and
Sweepstake pur-e—$s:., $:>»*,
$lo—open t" all horse-. Entries nia*le i<> Secretary
with 10 per cent of purse....Thompson A (.all have
brought several droves of cattle from \roo.-took
this season. A large number of cattle have pa—ed
through this town en route for Ma-saclm-i tt-_
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MARKET

NEW FALL GOODS

ARRIVED.

and wa- -everely bruised... .Mr. J. A. Clement and
party returned from Gon-e Fond Friday, having
capture l IT nice trout aggregating •'><) lbs., an
lbs each.
Mr. Clement took 11
average of early
•oil of 17....Mr-. J. M. Gilkey has just returned
from New Ymk with a large stork of Fall style hats,
bonnet- and millinery good-.
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on Sunday, Oct.
Methodist •'luuvii, in this city, at 7 o’clock
Rev. Mr. Libbv will deliver the address.
p. m.
The public arc in\ it* i
.TI
-it'orci ol Rev. Mr
R
sundax morning s rnon at lb \ »rtii church

ear.--

dir«•*’ii<*!i of the
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1-ugland
Rimouski, Canada, wa- acoinI'li-hed in six day-, sixteen hours and forty min
ute-. lie 'pinkest tran-atlani:*- mail trip e' er made.

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

POUT OF BELFAST.

had been unwell for some time and was in lb
ton under medical treatment_W. B. Sawyer fell
from the roof < f Mr. G. F. Smith’- house last week

u

G.W.BURKETT

years.

SHIP NEWS.

skauspokt.
A large -hark \va> observed leisurely swimming out past the steamboat wharf
Wednesday p. in. a short time before arrival of the
steamer Katalidiu....capt. Cha.-. >. Carver died sud
denly in Boston Wednesday evening. Capt. Carver

—

to

coni

Iteiniek, aged J1

be built.

soon

hi-

loyal Mail steamship Parisian, of tin- \!l**i.
it in', advertised in the Journal, has recently made a
remarkable trip across the Atlantic. The pa-sage
ne

it;

mm

A.

ni.

In Orland, Oct. j.i, Timothv A. Saunders, aged
years amimonth-.
In \ inalhaven, Sunday,
^cpt. Dili, Bertie W., son
«*f Mr. .1. He rbert and Mr-. V. M.
Sanborn, aged '•
years and •> month-.
Bertie was a worthy boy, of an excellent disposition, very chaste in ail his words, and sweetly mod
dost in lus child life, strict conscientiousness and
parental love and obedience were special developments in bis young life,
in his removal by death a
'lark -Jiadow now dwells in the cottage home of
these dear parents who deeply mourn the early deof one so worthy of their love. May they
parture
be
truly consoled by the Christian faith, feeling that
the All-wise Father in heaven lias taken this dear
child to dwell with him in glory.
“Dearest Bertie thou hast left us,
We thy loss do deeply feel,
But ’tis God that hath bereft us,
He can all our sorrows heal.”

—

G. J.

Shaw, of Hartland, will exhibit
alii m «.< u. Withers at the North Waldo Aar:
■•nltr-al fair, <>ot. 12th and 13th.
The stallion iOne fare tickets will be iLexington, ivy
-ned from all stations on the Belfast railroad daring the fair at t hi town, on the 12th and 13th_
Tin following purses will be trotted for mi the see.
"in day of the fair—For three year old- $1»;, $>, $:>
and $3.
For four year olds—$2o, $10, $7 and
These race- are open to all hor-**> of those age- in

unity fair.

t.m-

Wetherbee h >use, Church street.

the mourning decorations
Inst week, the Journal omitted Mr. A. B. Mathews,
whose place of business w a- neatly trimmed in-ide
with a large picture of Hen. Garfield in the window.
Mr. Geo. K. Brackett also hung out a mourning
Hag which was credited to another.

<

a

in the

In our

brought l" lili- t
Mark raspbern hush

Tittle also raised

,r‘-

‘tied at

V

rit;.

:i
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.1-

til!-,

-!*•»• *; .»i a
-eveuteen and

M
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•'

succumbed last week and took to himself a
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson have gone to house-

mony,
wife.

requested to report to (,eo. K. lira- k
number * t days they run, pounds
a-, and
numher of cows furnishing

arc

mo-t

'*

_

small insurance.

They were all gentlemen, and though gay were
gentlemanly. The Winthrop Band accompanied
them, and gave some line music_Lev. Mr. Gcrrish
of Bueksport, delivered the third lecture of the
course, on Wednesday evening of lu.-t w eek, subLumber from
ject, “Three years at the front.*’
Bangor lias latelv been lauded at the Head, of
which a boar*ling-house and several cottages will

Morrill. About one hundred and fifty of the
relatives and friends of Air. Alfred s. Jack-on and
wife, assembled at the Grange Hall last Wednesday
evening, to celebrate the “silver wedding” <*f the
couple. J. It. Mears, E-.p performed the marriage
ceremony, after which the company partook of a
rh.h treat prepared for the occasion. Gracie Bowen
delivered a short and witty original poem, after
which the evening passed in listening to speeches
from many of the friends present. And all “went
merry as a marriage bell.” Most of the pivsentmade were rich and of practical value_Ladies
-owing circle met last week with Mr-. 1. E. Hatch.
Vbout fifty present—T. it. slmonton delivered a
temperance lecture to a full hou-e Sunday night_
< all!»• Show and l air next
Saturday.

Johnson, Jr. acknowledged to be one of
prepossessing young bachelors of this
city, and who has long evaded the wile- of matri
tlic

lm

The Acadian House i- dosed for the
season... .Coal ia ljcing discharged from sell. Abby
E. Willard, by the Ca-tine Coal ('«*_The party
consisting of Knights Templar and others from
Augusta, had a good time at the Head last week.

Albert Herriman. Each and every one of those
have won distinction as ship master-. One
daughter, Mrs. Havener, live- in Wiutcrport.

Hr. H. II

magniii.vnt, but the eireu- was not
the ridinu being
particularly poor.

:-«.‘s wnv

w a- a

Iii EH north. Sent. J:«l. Mr Peter M. Clark, for
rly t Levant, a a
years.
In Bueksport, s pt. 17th, Grace B. Ward well,
age hi j eai r,.
In Bueksport,
Sept. 24th, Jennie Holt, wife of

am,

t'.wn.Ni:.

men

road.

Bllmon'i. The hou.Belmont corner, wer

upon which there

Horace, Hezekiah, James, Ferdinand, Horatio and

Augusta, October 13, 11 and 1A Mi-- S. C. Starrett,
the Belfast High school i< one of the Advisory
Board. One fare for the round trip over the rail-

u-

Ivv"

Mrs. Margaret A. Devereux, who died in >tockton
last week, was the venerable mother of Capts.

ape

"f

that arrived here Tue-dav came on
cars.
The street procession was tine,

h*'

1,11

artist of considerable merit.

t

The Maine Pedagogical society will hold its second
annual meeting at the Cony High <chool building,

'Ii.

i>

schools

numerous

d'.'liison, ‘“toehton, Wediu-.-day morning,
there \va* an inch of snow and the
mercury stood
;,t
I'-1' farmed in this
vicinity Tuesday night
from half an inch to three quarters of an inch in
thickness.

ict-'bn-

<

bay. but they

our

barn ol Geo. W. 11 vl,
totally Iestroyed l»y ire
on Sunday morning.
V *e fr id’.,
a’* rt, h
ing gone on a visit the day before. Everything in
the house and barn were destroyed. Losat

In the art department of the Old Mechanic* fair in
Boston, there are on exhibition 321* oil painting-,
and 103 water colors and crayons. But three picturefrom Maine artists were accepted, one being from
Miss Emily E. Perry of this city. Mi-- Perry is an

observed in the harbor.

were

at 7.30 o’clock,

iv e\ cuing

At the State Greenback convention at Lewiston
last week, Peter Moulton, of I'nity, was : ppointed
on the state committee for Waldo
county.

pendent Order
agitated.
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T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
BLUE STORE.
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Special jobs

promptly executed.

for wholesale dealers.
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To

My Dor “Blanco.”
BY J. (i. HOLLANl>.

My dear, dumb friend, low lying there.
A willing vassal at my feet,
Glad partner of my home and fare.

My

shadow in the street.

1 look into your great brown eyes.
Where love and loval homage shine.
And wonder where the difference lies
Between your soul and mine !
For all of good ihat 1 have found
Within myself or human kind,
Hath royally informed and crowned
Your gentle heart aud mind.
1 scan the whole broad earth around
For that one heart which, leal and true,
Hears friendship without end or bound,
And find the prize in you

-DlGrsTio^
DR.

NOT A TAD,

18
an

As patient under injury
A8 any Christian saint of old,
As gentle as a lamb with me,
Hut with your brothers bold :

LIVER-AID

GROSVENOR'S

But

1 trust you as 1 trust the stars :
Nor cruel loss, nor scotf of pride.
Nor beggary, nor dungeon-bars
Can move you from my side

Internal

for

Remedy
Complaints,
Sur'n

a-

1

clasp your head upon my breast—
The while you whine and lick my hand
And thus our friendship is confessed,
And thus we understand !

Poor A 1*11:i itk, 1ndh;i>i]on,
Di sii.ksi \, Imz/ini:ss. Pit.is, Hoii.s, j w n
DICK, 111 AllTIU li N, >•>! K STOMACH,
sskss,

lima

vri>m, \i:i kaloiv.
i.oi s souks, Flmaia;

Kid moss, scuon

m

Complaints,

im

Ah, Blanco! did 1 worship God
As truly as you worship me,

ITKITIhS AND S W. V RilKl M.
fhe Liver i- the Largest Organ of the Human
lhnty. It is the largest because it has the most t
do. it is intimately connected with the digestive
ami nervous systems, consequently, any derange
meiit
tin Liver produce- Constipation ami a
hundred e\ils in its train, and also occasions nervous di~cnses with* ut numher;
resulting', if unchecked. in paraly- -, insanity or death. I)r. < .r<»veimr’- Liver-Ai«l i a wonderful medi- im* for imme*iiate aeti*m upon the Liver, am! thousand- of
testimonial- have Keen received a- to the benelit it
lias given.

>

Liver- \id 11a< been a hles-in-- t<* my poor, allliete«l mother, sin* trie** 1 many, many things for her
-iek headache, hut nc\«r found any relief until .-lie
took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed’, he- n invaluable
t * her. She
now using her fourth holtl**.
1 told
our druggist h**\\ e\eell*'nt ii w as, aml as-uivd him
that lie might -afelv ...
it as tin* In -.; known
adverremedy Lo sick he el iche. i!* -ays it :
tised halt enoimli.
\- u
I h
will let ii become
t ettev know n.
Ml:- M. A. SHIYLHIL
ti W. 22 I >(., \* w York.
for sale hv
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DY FOR WASTING AND NERVOUS DISEASE.

N.-urniyia.
>> I>ilitv.
Wlmoien:r ( ouirii.
< omre-tinn of the I amirs,
Palpitation **t th* Heart.

Nervous I

Melaneiu :
Mental *! >epre

Malaria,
Nr.
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ou.-nes-
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l-tailipuo-plih e- and the other lit*
lnii1 prim iple- ompo-dn^' IVliow-’ llypopho-phites
an* so earel'ully proportioned ar.d
iudieiously
rile -"1II hh

<

-**

mim;led, that tie ir a<*ii'-n upon the nerve-, nui-eleaud membrane- in imparting \ it;iIiM -tieiiirth and
healthy aetimi is -enetaily appareai within twentvtour hour-, and tue yood «--V.* *t e\peri •:,*•*-*i a. a bf
permanent eh.*,r u ter.
lyrtT
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LYDIA E. RMKHABrTS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

a

Posit ~,V''

':.•

•■

Comfdulnt* ami V» eokiicM-c*
bent 1‘emule population.
the
worst form ol' I m:.le‘ 'oinentirely
Inflammation nml Vleer.t
all
ovarian
troubles.
plulnts,
lion, Falling and Displacements, und the
equent
hpinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
it will dissolve and expel turn >rs from the utenis in
an early stage of development.
Thi-t* luiencv t<» cancerous humors then* is eh* ek*'! very spa-eddy by it use.
It removes faintness, flat
ncy. li.-.-ti -ysall eraving
for stimulants, ami reli-*v«:s weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Ueadaohes, Nervous l
e.: ration
tieneral lability Sleeplessness Depression und Indifor

all those Painful
KtM ommon

It will

to our

cure

<•

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing jiain. weight
ami backache, is always permanently eun-d by t .u
It w ill at all times and under all ircem- tnr
uet in
harmony with the laws that g ,.j a tin- fen- i<- system.
I .r the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA K. I'lNkllAM'S YLCFTAKLi: COMPOUND is prepared at ‘£13 and ":;A W. st. rn Avenue,
Seat by mail
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottlesf
in the form of pill?-. also in the form of lozenges, oil
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters -f inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
-.

*.

No family should l*-without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’H
LfVF.it PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousnec.aud torpidity of tin- liver. *A. cents per box.
tier Sold by all Druggists, ‘utt

lyrM

n-sr
_,

Z

Ti

m

p
3E>i
m

e-ge.
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“H

follow wheic my Master trod
With \ our humility,

I Mil 1 sit

fondly at 11 is feet,
you, dear Blanco, sit at mine.
And watch Him with a love as sweet.
My life would grow diviue ! |Seribuer
As

The

Nunsery ot American

J
I

sql

n
i

i
i
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PERRY DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER
IB A

rURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY
For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.

speedy

cure

for Sore

Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria,
till ills, Diarrhea,
Dysentery,Cramps,
Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick

Headache,Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
Kruises, Cuts, Sprains, etc.
Perfectly rafe to use ildt malty or rrrterndUy,ami

to afford relief. No family can afford to
U- without it. Sold by all
druggists at Hoe.,
a bottle.
PERRY DAVIS A SON,Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

certain

60<-., and St

Iyr25

SEAMEN WANTED.
HUNDRED SEA
ONEland
coasting.
JOHN
for

S.

MEN

WANTED IN Rot K-

Apply to
KANLETT, Shipping Agent.

Rockland, Aug. 30, 1881.—3(i

Seamen.

Capl. Jenuiug,
professes to give

It is said that all the fashionable saddle horses
at Newport have their tails banged
The unfashionable mules have their ribs banged.
‘•Elixir or- Life Kuol" is an infalhblo remedv
tor Kidney aud Liver complaints.
One trial
proves it. It is a purely vegetable compound aud
perfectly safe.
While dressing for a wedding a Kentucky girl
was struck and killed
by lightning. All the old
bachelors in the vicinity are calling the prospect
ive husband a lucky dog.

The subscribers

beg leave to inform
vicinity that
they have purchased the

Millinery

every description.
We

-O F-

Mrs. H. H.
at the

MeDONALI),

Styles

(Ini’ Prices

average country town il is considered tIntor a mail whoso property has been
burned down to formally thank the lire company
for saving the grounds

Compound

A. A. Dlthi V.

re

vives the drooping spirits ; invigorates anil harnio
nizes the organic functions; gives elasticity and
tirinncss to the step, restores the natural lustre to
the eye. and plants on Iho pale cheek of beautx the
fresh roses ol life's spring and early summer time.
At Saratoga the little dogs ‘-have lrosh ribbons
twice a day, four meals, three naps, four baths mid
a little nurse girl for a dollar a week cures for
them."
1 ersons liviug in Malarious district.-' may protect
themselves from attacks of Fevers by using Fel
lows' Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites its el
feet in ronmg up the system’enables us to wuid oil'
coutugious disorders and successfully combat dis

M'c also

keep

Ini! line of

a

Ladies Underwear, Hosier?,
CORSETS, TIES, &c.
pleased to welcome all the
old friends of the establishment and as
many new ones as will I'avot us with their
We shall

patronage.

Sore Throat, Hr Crave- Balsam
Wild Cherr\
and Tar : Composed, as it is. of two of tlie best
and most simple ingredients in nature, it cannot
tail of relieving you
Wild Cherry and Tar are
universally admitted by e,.ryone at all acquaint
ed with medicine, as sure remedies, and tin* best
for Coughs. Colds. Sue Throat. Bronchitis, Whoop
ing Cough, Hoars nes-\ and all other disease- «.t
the pulmonary organs
Mail} having used Dr
Craves' Balsam speak highly in its pmi.se If. when
you are alllicted. you will give this really valuable
remedy a trial, you will not »>■• Lsappointed in its
effects. Sample, lOets : generous size, bn cts
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation. <1
Liver Complaint, use Ini;* >ved Family atlianie
Bills, made by Dr Craverice. •Jbcent.- per box
For sale by Win 0 Boor A Son Belfast
!w:T
■

butter, beans, potatoes, coffee, tea, molasses, sugar, and puddings or pies,
lie lives

well

he does at home. The
on the other hand, is
fed on the fish he catches, and sea biscuit and coffee and tea. To build and lit
a good fishing schoonci costs less in the
provinces than here there *4. of hi, here
* I * fiMMi.
A large proportion of the Canadian fish is taken by men in boats hired
by capitalists, who ow n a store and pay
tor ihe fish hall in goods at high
prices
and half in money at low prices. These
storekeepers have from fifteen to tw entylive floats at work for them.
So much
cheaper is the business conducted in the
provinces than here, by reason of the
ingrained differences in the character
and habits of the two people that the
colonial lish free of duty in our ports
have '-’o per cent, advantage. The Canadians inevitably can follow tiie market
price down on us and drive us out of the
business whenever they choose to do so.
M Ia n they have got a
monopoly of our
market, of course, they will put the price
up on us. It is now so much cheaper to fish
in the provinces with Canadians than here
w ith
Americans, that one of the large
houses in Boston keeps an agent at Tracadia, in Prince Kdward Island, in charge
of those enormous seines. Xo American
vessel can compete with that seine. Yes,
sir. it is a bad business. The loss of our
fishing industry will be a national misforas

as

province fisherman,

tune.
Marine

Hospital

Service.

1 lie annual report of the Supervising
Surgeon (Jencral ol the Marine Hospital
! Ser. ice lor the fiscal year ended June dll,
I'-l, has just been delivered to the printer.
The work done by the medical oliij ■ers is shown to be steadily increasing
and a larger number of sailors receive the
-er ice year
by year. During the year
just closed Jfci.cm sailors received relief
u the dill'ercnt
hospitals and dispensarics, ami 17 incurables received transportation to their own homes. An in■I'casc in the number of
patients is shown
n er last year of 7,7.">0.
In addition to
Hie relief furnished do."i seamen of the
[••venue marine service have been examined preliminary to shipment, 4J184 pilots
have been examined for color blindness,
A whom Mil were found color blind, and
77 seamen were physically examined for
Hie light-house and merchant marine
services.
Attention is again invited to the propriety of additional statutory provision
for the appointment of a national snug
harbor: some enactment relative to the
-ale of unclaimed ell'eets of deceased seamen : a specific
penally for defrauding the
service, and the re-enactment of the old
la" ot 17!»- providing for the investment
of surplus funds.
It was ascertained that considerable
frauds were made in returning the statements of hospital dues to custom officers,
and as a result of a special investigation
several thousand dollars have been added
to the fund. Two persons have been convicted and sentenced to imprisonment
liming the year for fraudulently obtaining hospital permits and subsequent
treatment for persons not seamen. The
total receipts lor the year were tjjdfeH ,000,
and the expenses $40g,00U. The expenses
are a few hundred dollars less than
last year, notwithstanding the fact that
the number of patients has increased
more than 7000. The
hospitals are better
furnished than ever before, many of them
having received entirely new oiitlits, hut
extensive alterations in several of them
are now needed.
Iilvadia

The Russian Czar is having a lamentable experience with the great “turtleback” yacht, built for his father in
England. in accordance with specifications
which defied all established rules and
precedents, and gorgeously equipped for
the royal pleasure.
A dispatch from
Odessa to tlie London Times says:
“It
is reported that the commission
appointed to examine the qualities of the Russian
imperial yacht Livadia has come to the
conclusion that she does not satiafactori*> answer the requirements of a sea-going
vessel, either in a nautical or a mechanical sense, as she rolls two much, is too
slow, too weakly built, and the materials
used in her construction are of inferior
quality. It is therefore suggested to take
the yacht to pieces and build a gunboat
anil three cruisers out of the materials,
and use the fittings and furniture for a
third yacht to be built on the lines of the
original Livadia.” We have never heard
that the formidable French ram Dunderberg, built in America by Wm. U. Webb,
of New York, was “weakly built,” or deficient either in “a nautical or a mechanical sense.” [American Ship.
The version of Abraham Lincoln’s
famous Gettysburg speech printed in St.
Nicholas for last June raised a newspaper
discussion of the correctness of its wording. It has since been shown that several forms of the speech exist.
First
comes the draft written beforehand
by
Mr. Lincoln; in the delivery of the speech,
however, he made a few slight variations
from the draft, and thus gave rise to the
stenographically reported versions published soon afterward in the newspapers ;
the other and last form is that which he
himself perfected, and copied in his own

Bills & Hats,
-ALSO-

A Large Assortment

How to Secure Health
It is strange any one will sulfer from derange
uients brought on bv impure blood. \\ hen SCt
V I Ll/S SAKSAB VKILI.A AN D ST! LLI NO 1 A. or
BLOOD AN D LI V LK S'! KCB will restore health
to the physical organizations
It is a strengthen
mg syrup, pleasant to take, and the BKST BLOOD
BCKIFIKK ever discovered, curing Scrofula. Syphilitic disorders. Weakness of the Kidneys. Kry
sipelas, Malaria. Nervous disorders, Debility, Bh
ions complaints and Diseases of the B!
I, Liver.
Kidneys. Stomach. Skin, etc
ra cure.-

pain

I’.y

fair

■

prepared

M-i it

r.l

slri.-i atintiinn In Imsim’s-i i
har. nf pulilie palronade.

to nirrlt
y'llu'

a

j
I.

H. M. CORBETT.

af a

Ha)■</(!hi.

eai; he seen at I’. A.
tallowing it .•< iiiiM
r|Nlil.
1
MOW Mill's Marhiin* Shop, PlenMinl street,
Heltasi, Maine, w !n-i*» he k«■»• p-• on hand, or w ill
liirm-ii toord. i.all kind- <•! castings at manufacture'- pri'
ami \\ ill d
all kinds of machine
\v*»rk
a
m
le and at pcmes that cannot fail t«»
piea-e.
I Horizontal Statlonar*, Steam Engine, 1~> Horse
Power, with Huutoou Governor ami feed water
heater.
I I pright Portable steam Engine, :i 1*2 Horse
Power, with l ied Pump attached, and a copper
roll heater.
i hc-c engine- Laving l>«-rn thoroughly repaired,

are

a-

g<•

■

*i

and

m w

a

lit*

an

in motion it

.-ecu

de -ircd.
1 Huntooii Powrnor new
right size fora 15
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Engine.
I Air Pump for condensing engine new, cylinder s\!0, connections f• r 1 :>-l inch pipe.
I Irregular Moulder, in good condition, ami with
over >100 worth of Moulding I utters.
I am al~«> prepared to cut m carriage a\!e
to
take up
;i l
play in l*o\. ami will guarantee satis
faction in all <\i-u*<.
lnit
tA PRICK r>! lLl)/\<1 OX PLEAS
■r/:i i i\ seal sihh: i actor y.
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First-Class Mechanics & Tools,

BY

prepared

wc arc
our

J.W. Ferguson & Co.,

do work

Minin.j IVlachinery

promptlv

6l

and

Ship

iu-t

as

Work

Hill !•<■ Ulna.' :l -|ii-i-i;,l|y.
Dniilicili' |i:ivts nr fill]
d "1 i" :irl\ nil ayi-i.-nll ural
impl.-im-iits in u-i- in
flit- icinity in sin.-ly
I ur.li i-.
I*rii-i-i will
i>" "id'll- I"W "II.I W liii|ii- "II.I
i*\|n-.'t I" mcril an.I
1

nl.tain

MASONIC TEMPLE.

t"

direct.

eu-tonier

lih.-t'al jiati'niiaa.’.
I'OWKIi WITH ItOOM TO KK.VT,

a

C.

J.

PAINTS.

HALL, Leaser
!l

OILS,

[Ciih-'. Ht .■•ill.:-.

VARNISHES,

.iiii'lc-. ju.-t veeeivc.l.
I'isst tii\ ami Ulaiulc stiicll} l»uri‘ While Lead
Linseed Oil. t olgales Pure Kan and Hulled.

YARN! YARN!

Ww

Ile-L oil in tlie lnarkri.

p
II PHCENIX

A NEW STOCK OF

ROW,

Hats and
•' »ii_rl»f a whole
-ale at .'»n rents

Havimr

,l

100

Fine I

ur

U

52 Main St., Belfast.

FOR SALE.
The sub.-eriber oiler- I'm- -ale his
11 •»11
<‘ii Main -i n ft, mar Wilson
I hll, lair tin' n idem
of Asa V.
II owes. The Imuse is in i^ond refor
pair, piped throughout
gas and
larnaee, cemented cellar, and commands one of
the liiie-l \ lews in Bclfa.-t. t.ood lot for a garden,
ami ha- apple live- that la-t y ear produced tills
bii.-hels of tine fruit. Will be -old at a bargain, as
I he owner is going to sea.
If not sold .-turn will he
reiil. d.
1»A \ 11> |*KI lit K.
\pply to
Bel fa-l, Sept, s, Issl.
pit f
■

$1.00

l.liKAT IIAKl.AIS.

A LARGE ASTORTMENT OF CAPS

B. F. WELLS.

tail.

■

Hals only *1.25, *1.50 ami *2.00 Kadi.
\

RECEIVED AT

!

Caps

50 cents each.
75

100

r.

E. J. Morison & Co

11.* -lock at lianknipi
on the dollar.

1O0 dozen Hats,

liasle Iteauj Mixed Palais in asst. cans, all colors,
triisis Colors and llruslus, Japun and Oil
Colors, Cold Leal', Luhi'ii nling Oils, Ac.,
Paint and Varnish Hruslics. chamois
Skins, Ac.. Ac.
I:\Ili'iiii-l\- low prices to reiluee our large stock.

Whole ale an.!

<ii'Ti:it> <;i;i \t i! Ma.AiN- is

OVERCOATS !

-^L

\

I’lea-ani 1;. .-iiuated on the shore
i"ad between Sear-port and Bel
fast, two mile- from Sear-port vil
SB
law, imir mile from Belfast city,
loo acres of 2ti.ul land,
partly under cultivation,
-‘""I pa-lure and ph-nlv of wootl,
good voting or
‘I'ai’d. splendid Imi ldin w, good ipply of ‘water, an
exeellent cellar.
U ill be -old with la lining imple
ia

—-

n.e largest a-<ortn»ent o| <>\ereoat-, I' Isler- and
Keei'iT.- for men, l»o\ and children’s wear h* he
found hi the city, at bottom prim
-.

SUITS !
see

s.oo
10.00

Surf:

*>

*■

••

a

$lii.(in, $13.00, $1 l.oii, $10.00 i>.

Ai

■

Suits,

of

$1.00, $.">.oo, $i;.(Mt,

lony ami short pai:!-al $:J.mi,
$7.00, $-.oo, $'.i.oo |>t*i -nil.

Shirts, Collars. Neck

Ties,

all and set* our iminrnse stork before purrhas-

t

l*»K* Kt in> m(m we keep any tinny you
(lotlilny lint* for inrii anil ooy*s wear.

llit*

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy.Loss of Strength,
Want of Appetite, Intermittent

Fevers,

etc.

IKON
BITTERS are highly
recommended for all diseases requiring a
certain and eflicient tonic.
IRON BITTERS enrich the Hood,
strengthen the musclex, uml give turn life to
the nerves.
IRON BITTER net like a charm
on the digestive < -a.
moving all
he lasting the
dyspeptic symptom
non h, heartfood, belching, loot

burn,

etc.

IRON BITTERS ..nlyTron
/
t lo.tJ.cn the Orth,
Preparation that
or
give headache.
Sold hv all druggists.
A\ rite for the A tit' Hook, 112 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

want in
om.;i

11 PHOENIX now.

ANDREWS BROS.

Proprietors.

REDUCING STOCK !
Wo oiler

our

larye stock

of

Hardware, Nulls, (llass, Locks, knobs. Iron, Steel
Hubs, Spokes, Kims, Shulls, Horse Shoes
and Nails at extremrl) low prices.
J03 LOT OP 300 SETS TABLE CUTLERY
at 35 per cent under price.
Shovels, Picks, Lanterns, Traps, Cow Ties, Powder,
Shot, Cartridges, I,on Caps, Wrapping and
Sheathing Papers. Paper Hags and Twine.
Wholesale and retail. Special prices In large buyer.-.
E. J. MORISON & CO., 52 Main St.

New Marble
In Lany worthy

W. T.

Shop

!

Haihliny.

HOWARD,

Manufacturer and dealer in
MONT MENTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES,
AND MAItliLK SIIKLVKS,
best Italian and American marble
CHURCH STREET, RE LEAST.

of I he

Md.

:;stf

SAHfORD’s

In

all

'W'id.th.s,
-A T-

B.

22

F. WELLS'.
REMOVAL.

|

sr BSC BIB Kit wishes to inform her many
rjNIIK
JL friends and
that she lias moved from

patrons

61NGER

Church street to the rooms over < ieo. W. Burgess,
in McClintock Block, High street, where she will
welcome all. Those in want of a lirst-class |>n*ss
or ( leak Maker are invited to call.
Terms reasonable.
Mus. M. A. SNOW.
I
Belfast, Sept. "), issi.—:i7tf.

*

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,
unwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria, excessive heat and the thousand and one ills that beset the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford’s
Ginger, “the delicious.” As a beverage it
quenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves the le ad,
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates a
craving for intoxicants and imparts new life to the
languid,

careworn,

overworked,nervous

and

3mos30

HORSE FOR SALE.
A Cooper colt, I years old last spring.
».,tnr\d»<"lstyle.weitrhs loan lbs.,gives ...
of speed, is well broken and perfects
(
-■A/ mX
m

sound and kind. Is suitable for an v pur
For further particulars eiupilre of
pose.
S‘>tf
M. VV. FROST, High St., Relfust, Me.

sleep

Ash
less. Beware of imitations said to he as (food.
for Sanford’s Ginger and take no other.
Sold everywhere. Weeks & Potter, Boston,

\

yps

NOTICE.
ROOMS To l.KT WITH OR
without board. Apply to
:^tf
ANDREWS 15ltO'., 11 Phomix Bow.

ITW'RNTSHKI)

FOR SALE.
The subscriber offer- for ale at a
va« lit LI I' TI.E
Itot.l K. The boat i T.) feet Ion.”-,
II'. feet 1. am, -; _• feet <leep with
centre-board,
lias excellent, aeeom
i_liiodalion for-ix p«*rsons. The yacht
is well found, i- in exeellent condition and is a fa-t
saih r.
For a -ate pleasure boat to \ i-it the «lill'er
ent summer resort-, none better can be found. 1.1.I l: \ \ K \. F(»l,l,i:iT.
o|
<|liire
Belfast, t illy Js. issl. :>n

bargain, the -loop

lyrti

•

In Brook-of so acres, desirable,
well located, atiotl -t.il, pa-luring
and water,
■/llamly to nulls, mar* Tlr' MijaPP
kt t-. schools, village, -lore-a ml It.
■~'J—i-I—rw~ It. station. Will i.e -<ud :tl great
bargain, stock and tool- with it if desired. Applv
to
.!«»11 \ W
I \\(., Brooks, Me.
4

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.

Baltimore,

&c.

for Sale!

Farm

PATENTS.

R.

H.

lv.‘ I*||

I..

.Indue

KI, l >|; 11

of I'robale for

a

person

more

trust

worth} or more capable of securing for them an
earl} and lavorable consideration at the Patent Ollb*
KDMl’.M) BCBKK,
Male Commissioner of Patents.”
•
Boston', October 1!), INTO.
It. II. Ml >1 O
Mstp— Dear Sir: You procured for
me, in is in, my lirst patent, since then you have
aided for and advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have oeca.-ionally
enijdoyed the be>l agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington,hut I still
give on almost the whole of my business, in your
line, and ad\ i-e others to emplov vou.
Yours truly,
CKoBDK DBA PKB,
Boston, Jan. 1, lssi -lyrl

JOHN ATWOOD &
I'rmlnco

Commission

CO.,

Mi-rrlinnts,

lIKAl.lUtS IN

AMI

IIiij, I’otaloes, Onions, Apples, lleuns. Uniter.
Iheese, Kites, Live Fowl, I’onltrj. (imiie, .Salmon, Fresh Water Fish of all kinds,,dr.
No. 110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
Shipments paid fur sunn as sold. Am infnrma
tinn iriven as to markets <Ve.
ihnlS*

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID
-FOB-

Hides, Calf & Wool Skins,Potatoes,
IS utter. Eggs, Ilians, «IV.
-BY

C. C. HAMILTON,
2mos::n*

Searsport, Me.

:
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REGULATING AND CLEAN SiN G THF
STOMACH AND BOWELS,
Tim

il

»w-prp ia. lmi:m-li
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the
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PURIFY INC! THF BLOOD,
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STRENGTHENING

DIGFSTIVE

LHF

ORGANS,
Tim
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'in-
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In* 1.1 p. noiiri-li ami
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1

pari.

REGULATING T HE SECRETOr Y ORGANS.
\ud, hy enabling' them to perl'orm llieir propei
1'itmiiohs, p re n e u 1 i 11ami euring I i 1 i • 11 ini li:, 1
Painful 1

M-ea-rs.

STRENGTHENING AND QUIETING
NERVOUS SYSTEM,
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l.nl |s \ ToBLL, Lite «»f \| »ut v ille, in
said < -unity of Wald«», -leeea-e-l, haviny presented
the same tor Probate.
<irdcrcd, That the -aid Lxeeutor yive imtie-- to ail
per—his interested by eau-iny a copy of this order
to be published three weeks siiceessivclv in the
Bepubliean Journal printed at Belfast, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, l«> be hel-l at P.eita-t, within an-l for said ( -unity, on the second
Tuesday of < letoher imxt, at ten of tin* lock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why tin*
-mm* should not be proved,
approved and allowed.
JAMIL I» L \Mso\.
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October next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of sai«I petitioner should not be yranted.
JAMLS I). I.AMSUN, Judye.
A true ropy. Attest:
\. A. Li t;ivm:u, Beyister.

of

Probate Court held at lielfast, within and t« r
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
A. I). lss|.

l*OAI{I)M \X, Executor of the will of
JAMES COODKLL, late of Uelfasi, in said
of
Waldo, deceased, having presented his
County
first aeeount of Executorship for allowance.
Ordered, That tin* said Executor give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks
in the Republican Journal printed at llellast, that they may
appear at a Probate < ourt, to he held at Uelfasi,
within and for said <,'ounly, on the second Tuesday
of October next, at ten ot flu* clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
JAMES. H. EAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
A. \. Ki.iik m:u, Register.
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Probate Court held at llellast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
A. I>. I SSL

A. MeCOllB, Administratrix »»f the es
tate of Lois M< r< >1111, late of Lineoluville,
in shid Countv of Waldo, deceased, having pre
seated her second and linal aeeount of Adminislra
lion for allowanee.
Ordered, That the said \dministratrix give notice
to all persons interested hy causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at lielfast, that t lu x
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at lielfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of October next, at ten*of tin* clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
JAMES l>. LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fi.ktchkk, Register.
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At a Probate < 'ourt held at Belfast, w ithin au-l l--r
the ( -unity of Waldo, on tin* -<■<■• >nd Tin -dav -«t
September, \. lb lss|.
LI / A BIvTI i J< dI Nsos. \\ id-»w d Jo- j ; |*| | L
J
JOHNSON, late ol W intei port, iu sai-1 Conn
of
Waldo, deceased, has iny pie i,i- d I,- r peli
ty
thin f-»r an allowance out of the personal « tale of
-ai-I deceased.
That the sai-1 Widow yive notice
Ordered,
to all persons interested by eau-iny a
of this
order t<> he published three week- -uercs-ively
in the Bepuhliean Journal printe-i at Belfa-I, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, t<> be held at
Belfa-t, within and !<>r said ( .unity,-hi the second
Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock lie
forenoon, and -Imw cause, if any l.hcv have, whv
lie- praver <»f -ai-I petitioner should not l»e yranted.
JAMIL lb LAMsoN. Ju-lye.
A true -*->i»v. Attest :
\. A. I i.t. tvtt i.ty Bee i ter.

lew
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onMunution.
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hi the second Tuesday of October next, at ten- I
the clock before noon, and .-how eau-e, it any the’,
have, w hv th< -atm* should n-*t !>«• eraiite-l.
J \ML> lb L \MSON, Judye.
A true copy. Attest
A \ I t.1.1 ll r u, Beyister.
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Beware of cheap Plasters
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Are the only improvement ever
made in Plasters.
One is worth more titan auo.iuc
of any other kind.
Will positively euro where ot i:o

WILLL\M>. -d |s!e-bor--. ...
-»t
0
BLTTII. \. I >o| >o L, .>r
-ai-I
a minor heir of J VM1*> I >oi m I;.
late of said Isleshoro,deeea-e-1, respeet fully r- pr*
scuts that said Bettie A. I >-»dye i--ei/.e-l atl-l posessed of a parrel of land situate in said l-lesb-.io,
-••Milaininy seventy a-res more or less, it briny the
farm lately occupied by Hannah I)«»dye. 'Flint it
w-ml-l lie for the advantaye of -aid ward to have
th«* sai-1 real e-tale sol-l and the proceeds thereof
put at interest; that an ad\antaycous olVer for -ai-I
real estate, to wit : the sum of seven bumlre-l d-d
Jars has been made.
Wherefore your petitioner pravs vour honor
yrant him a license t-> sell an-l convey -ai-I real
tale for tin* purpose aforesaid.
JAMIL B. WILLIAMS.
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PHILO HER3EY,

oncl .heir exeolient reputation injured by worthless imitations. The
Public are cautioned against buy-

held at the Probate oili-v in Belfa-t afor- -ai-l. -hi
the second Tuesday -d (»- t.-ber next, at ten
-<*k
in the forenoon, aiid show eau-e if any 11.
have.
\vh\ the same should not be mauled.
.J \MK> lb LA Ms IN, Judye.
Write ropy. Attest:
\. \ Ll.t: < it ta;, It- i -1. r.
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Oilier owt

foreyoiny petition, Ordered, that tin*
petitioner yive ln-tiee t.> all prrxuis inter- sled, by
a
eattsiny
copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to lie puhlishe-l three weeks -ueec.-sivelv
in the Bepublieau .Journal, a (Hiper printed at Bci
fast, that they may appear at a Probate* -•m t- i•«

At a
the
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September’A.

1 pon

FIELD,

Counsellor at Law,

I pon the
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Oflicc xilili KfiitiiiLr .'. Hili!, mor National Rank

Al a( <»url of Probate hel-l al Bclfa-t, \> Ithi11 an-i
for the <'«»n nly of Wald--, on I he •vnin I Tim ■•-! w
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I'm- the

law,
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JA

I
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at

BELFAST.

M K> M \l< K I. I,' < >N. o| -e:i -p. .it, I. editor
of the I a -1 will of IbUiKIfs M. \!< KKI.'soN.
late of Searsport, in said < minty, deeea-ed, re-peel
fullv represents that the uoods, chattel and credit
of .-aid deeea-ed. are not
ulheient to an-wer hi
just debts and charges of administration and b*. a
cii-s by the sum of one thousand dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pra;.
vnnr honoi i<.
urant him a license i<> .11 ami e uA,--. at public
aiietion the real e-tate *d -aid dma a-e-l. (inc'.udinu
(lie reversion of the widow’s dower thereon, awill sat isl'v -aid d'-bls, and ii.' idenial ehai ue- mid
charges of Admiuistration.
JAM1> M. M( K I-;IN»N.

To the Honorable J ltd ye of 1 ’r- -l-a
of Waldo-
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the Countv

Ordered, That the said Widow yive notice to all
persons interested by causiny a ropy of this order
tksti MOM a s.
to In* published three weeks successively in the Be
“• regard Mr. Kddv as one of tin1 most capable
publican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
and successful practitioners with whom I have had
appear at a Probate Court, to be hel-l at Jelfast,
otlieial intercourse.
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n

-In lie of I'loii.iie for I he Count

The

steamer I, K %\ i KTO *
DKFltlvi;, Master, will l.-a
"hart, I’ortland, everv Tucsda) and Friat
f
1.15
<\minus,
day
o'clock, <>r n arrival
l‘i.liman e\piv-- train from Boston, for Hueklaim
( I'line, Deer Me,
S.-dV'wiek, So \\ « -t Harhor, H
llariior. Ml. Desert,.' MiHInad#**, .hme-port, ,.i

111 under iune.l, <.uardi.ui of 1.11.1.IK M \ Y
in.At K, miner heir of (11 \ KI.Ks 11. |i|. \t h.
late of lielfast. in said < unity, deeen--.-d, rc-pm |
hilly represent- that -aid minor is seized and po
>‘*s-ed of certain real estab- in !b lla-t, to vv it
one
undivided fourth part, of the honu*stead ot -aid
Charles li. lilack, -iluate on tin* vv esterlv
ide .t
W ;dd" avenue, eonlaininu forlv ,k r.
m.ne or |e--.
That an advantau'eou- tl r ol live limn I red dollar
has been made by Arthur I. Ilrown, of Thorndike,
in said County, vv iiieh olfer it i- for tin* inlere-t of
all concerned immediately to accept, the proceedthereof t*» In* put on intere-t for the bene li t of -aid
minor.
Wherefore .air petitioner p'viv
v.uir honor |
urnnt
her a license to -.11 and eonvev -aid real
e-talc of said minor inch id in the iwi
ion .*1 li,.
widow’- dower thereon, to-aid \rlbur i I’.rown
for -aid sum.
NAM A
!.. I;i.\« K.

EDDY,

No. Ttf Stale St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Neeme- Patent.' in tin* I’nitcd States; also in Crea!
Britain, I-ranee ami ot her foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent furnished bv remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
\o Aye net/ in the f'nited States possesses superior
'<>r ohtai
aril it i'
niny Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
it. II. MDDY, Solicitor of Patents.

Inventors cannot

-Foil-

B'1

Aman;

\

>u;i.

$12.(mi, $N.on, $l«>.oo, $ls.oo.

ass*>rino-lit

a

I'he-uh-eritM r oiler-for-ale hi.n -i'lenee on Bay \ ic\\ -treet. The
h,,|l''‘ >
two
p.ri« -.all linished,
htrw astern in cellar, with a good
M * ■Xi-A1 i
y.ardcn pot. The\ie\v overlooking Ihe harbor and bay i- not -urpassed in the eitv.
L’riee
eu-i.liable, tiood rea-oiis l'or selling. Ap
Pb -'d this ollieeto
|£.
| >y Fit.
Bella -1. \ pril I I, I >-1
|.*,tl

Boys’ Clothing!
\ l oll

bargain.
Kmpiire on the
1,11/ \ .1 < l mis.
I —I. -.Im;:::'

at

FOR SALE.

13.00

I'rorf: Sitifa,

A Full Line of Dress

lock

—

o

10.00

••

nil

and

preiui-e-.
'‘ear-port, Aim;. Is,

$5.00 Suits. Former Frier, $ 7.00

our
••

At

meal-

1*. M.

Ml. Desert. Dockland, CastiiieJillliriilj'f1 ‘v Machias

At a t ourt of Probate held at Belfast, w ithin and
for the County "I W aldo, on the -ce-md Tin*—lav
of September, A. 1 >. issi.

FARM FOR SALE.

'-'.Ac., .Kit.. 7.Ac. and $1.(10 each.

at

Connections made willi 'learner Lewi-ton l..»
I’ortland on Monday and Thursday.
I). LANK, A treat.
Belfast, Sept. In, lssi. ;is

JAMES E. MARDEN.

I pon the fore^oin.L? petition, < Jrdcivd, that the
j>*
tUioner #five notice to all persons inlc'.v-ted,
by
causin.ua copy of aid petition vvith t hi order tin-re
"il, !•> be published three vv eeks sneer-siv elv in the
Kepiiblieau Journal, ;i paper printed at lb ila -i, that
they may appear ;ii a ITobate ^ oml to he held at
the I'rohate uttiee in lielfast afore.-ai I. oil | he -IT
ond Tuesday of October next, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and -tn»w call -e ifanv the\ have, vvliv
tin* same should not In* u runted.
JA.MKS li 1. AM SON. .Indue.
A true copy. \ tte.st
A. A. I i.i-.n m;u, lleub t. l.

I

I’or Sn/i

Friday,

■

X

I

JUST

>s

T" the I i oiioi. 11
of W aldo.

N

Dr. Kookk's Worm Syrm* instnntlv destroys
Worms.

JUST

KS.

LtOT
nr|
uLi-r nO

SillKtyr
Hull*
Our Sniffs shoe Slot’!

upon herself the trust of Administrathe estate of
•lASPKIJ N. NICHOLS, late t ''ear-port,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased, bv
^ivin*^ boml
as the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to sail l decea-ed’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who ha\e amdemands thereon, to exhibit the -aim* for settlement
to her.
OLIVIA II. MClloi.s.
Sear-port. Sept, la, l.vd.

At a Court of I'rohale. held at Ih -It'a-t, vv ilhin and
t'»r the ( .unity of W aldo. ..n the .second I n
da\
of September, A I > l»i.

Promptly Done.

anil

ll.Tfa-t, Map.-li I,

Knitting Yarn

hope

■

unla\

trix of

>

do

/.’ I'M km lit: it rm-: />/. i

in Man and

SCOTCH WIIOI,

to

at tile very Id i\\ l-t ,T l'liK

Repairiu};-Neatly

—

..

Baker's Bain Banai
Beast.

\

BOOK BINDING
In :il! it-

SIKH’

An actress in California, a Mi-s Kin'm.. late!;,
married a protessional named Wood and her stage
name i-- now hyphenated into Mine Kiuiiu Wood.

rl

LARGE STOCK OF MATERIAL !
am m»\v

——aammmmStm Wednesday, Thursday and >ai
at 21.
I*. M.
Leaving Him oln’s wharf.
Boston, every .Monday, Tuesday, Thursdav, amt

*ir

subscriber

yds'es public notice (<» all
THKconcerned, thathereby
she has been dulv appointed
and taken

i K, of Wintcrpoit, in the
County ot Waldo, Cuardian of IlKNICi 1.
a
intei port, in -aid ( mill
minor
of
W
i:UHJIl)(.K,
ty, respectfully represents that -aid minor is
seized of a lot ol land with the buildings there->n,
situate on the easterly .-ide ot Main street in said
W interport, and adjoining land of( harie- II I'i•.-»• »
and I.. c. I’dai-deil. That it is for the intere-t t.;
said minor that -aid estate be sold and the proem d
thereof put on interest. That he ha- received an
advantageous oiler for the same, i<< vv it ten loin
dred and 11 ft y dollars, and that il i- for the inter. -I
of said minor that said otter be-accepted.
W herefore your petitioner prayyour honor t..
urant him a license to sell and eonv ev -aid re d
tale for said sum.
.JosKl'II K. Kl.HIM I ><. I:
liv \. li. Ill in: vui», hi Altornev.

TOOLS
\Ni>

'Hie steamer- of this line nil

>bwwu,ii

w make hut KOC It trips per week.
KjJMjv
P-leaving Belfast even Monda.

hi:u,Register.

Jlie IJook

GOODS,

or

W. B. MOKSF.

Binding.

NEW

sale.

( II INliH OF TIME. ( IIMMEM IM. MONOU. Sepi. |u

to be held at tin1 I 'robate Ollice in P,cl last aforesaid,
the second I no.-day of October next, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show eau-v, if any they
have, whv tin* -amo should not he granted.
J AMES D. LAM >< >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest1
A. A. Fi.i:r<

im

Our Goods.

private

Sanford Steamship Co.

on

pnrchnsrd
Itinding depart
lit o| the Progiv^ivc Age ami added
n.\\l\t.

I

or

!’«» the Honorable
ol Waldo.

Book

keep only

public

Miss. M SAN II. 1*11'KII, late of Swauville,
the bounty ol \\ aldo, deceased, 1*\ -• i\ i11lt bond
as tin* lasv directs; he
thereforercipu -Nall per-np
who are indebted to said deceased
r-tatc l«* make
immediate payment, and tho.-e who has. .aim d<*
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
WYMAN li. PlPKp.
September Hi, JSS1.
in

September, A. I). 1881.
Lpon the foregoing petition, < irderod, that the pe
titioner give public notice to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at
Reliant, that they ma\ appear at a Probate Court

Maine.

We shall lie

Come and Look

1

W. >1. BKOVW.

Searsinoni,
durn- 2:>, 1 sis|.

at

SPECIAL NOTICE.

a Probate Court held at llolfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

i’eilucetl to (lie Lowest for CASH.

arc

Probate for the Count v

to all

appointed and
\dniinistrator <»|

the trust of

At

persons building or repairing will find it to
advantage t" give us a fall. We want a lot of
I’ine, Ihtiwn, A di, Spruee and Kirch Lumber,
should it hr a dry car and alfeetour water power,
we shall add steam power to tmr mill, and shall alwa\ s be rt ady I
l«» all jobs that e.mie along.

thing

\ egetablo

ship

\I1
their

O F-

In the
correct

I’inkhaiu's

shall keep on lmml In connection with the above

Door Butts, Knobs, Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts,
Door Springs, Blind Hangings, Castors, Picture
Knobs, Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain Bround Double Thick Door Blass and
Window (.lass,

of Main and High streets,
Belfast, and have just put in the

Latest Fall

Sash Primed and blazed.

PAINTS, OILS. COLORS. JAPAN,

corner

ol'

JAMES

Dour anil Window Frames, Door anil Window
Screens, Black Walnut and Ash Extension Tables, Pumps, Butters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels. Pine, Black Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand. Job Work of

Establishment

Judge

taken upon himself
the estate of

E. MAUDEN, of Searsport, in llic County of Waldo and State of Maine, Ouardian of
FRANK 1>. NICKERSON, EDWARD 1). NICKER
SON and MARY A. NICKERSON, minor heirs of
LYDIA NICKERSON, late of Searsport, aforesaid,
respectfully represents that said wards are seized
and possessed of the following described real estate, viz.: one undivided third' part of the homestead farm of their mother Lydia Nickerson, late
of Searsport, aforesaid, being the same premises
named in deed from Isaac L. Maiden to Rogers M.
Nickerson, recorded in the Waldo County Registry
of Deeds, Vol.
Page .‘Ms. That it would be for
the benefit of said wards to have said real estate
sold and the proceed thereof used for their neee.sarv expenses, so much as is needed, and balance
placed at interest.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell ami convey said real estate of said wards as will satisfy said expenses
and incidental charges and charges of (Juardian-

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

the citizens of Belfast and

moving the boils, pimples and eruptions consequent upon sea diet. Lts blood cleansing qualities
remedy such (roubles promptly.

Lydia E

To the Honorable*
of Waldo.

Manufacturers unit Dealers In

a Cape Cod fisherman,
the true reason for the ease
FIRST-CLASS
almost total extinction of the American
Fellows' Hypophosphites i administered by the
and shall sell us low as any similar e.
seamen in the Atlantic trade.
Much of leading medical men in Canada, a large number <>f
the trouble, doubtless, originates with the whom have written of its ctlieaey in specific eases. tahlishment in the city.
Kastorn fisheries:
A Cairo girl whoso lover is named IV log. blush
at
the introduction of the seine changed iugly addressed him as “IViiaih." Her modesty is
ot several years' duration and has bulled ihe skill
the relations of labor to the fishing busiMr-,.
ADELAIDE
GILMORE.
of the best physicians
ness.
It destroyed the copartnership and
Mrs. MARTHA BABCOCK.
mutual principles on which the business However watched by loving care,
I’.i ir.-i-1. s,.|,i.
issi.
Home has distempers lurking there
had been built up.
It gave capital suAnd human power cannot defend
It depreciated the From ills that constantly impend:
ptemaey over labor.
But Sanford's (linger bids pain cease.
value of men, and made them unnecesAnd homo restores to health and peace.
bubS
sary bv thousands. It destroyed the distiuetion between good and bad fisherA seventeenth century teacup lately sold in
>'l.id.
|| you have any tenth century
men. and put all on a par.
But, sir. the London forhoof
jacks or iat t::«p*n now is the time
deadly Mow to the American fishing in- spittoons,
to sell.
terest was given by our own Congress in
Baxter'.-Manuk.nm Bn irks are a super
admitting Canadian fish free of duty. iorI)Rcombination
of link:-. Hoots, and Herbs not
The competition between our men and
attained by any other inanuMcimers ol Bitters
the province men is unequal, for these
reasons :
Keep in the stable ami always at hand 111 nky A
Kvery American fisherman feels
as it is the
himself to he politically the equal of even Johnson's Arm* \ \nu on. Li nimk\
best remedy lor Hurls Bruis.--. Strains. Ac
oilier man in the t inted States.
The
For Coughs, Colds. Croup. Asthma. a;.d all
i’residency is as open to him, or to his
IN
hoys, as it was to James A. (iartield. Lung Alieetions. use Down-' Li.ixii: v. huh has.
stood the. test of lift;, year-, and has not neon
This fisherman insists on living well. N on
found wanting.
lift treat him as you would a serf, nor
Brown loudly boasts that his heart is always i:i
feed him as you would a serf.
(m the
his hand
Fogg sa\ Brown h- so eh.se listed tliat
schooner lie insists on having, and lie alhe is in no danger <ii eve. I -.-mg
ways gets, for his food prime pork, corned
Have you tried, as a remedy hr your Colder
beef and cabbage, freshly made bread,
;

The

A stire and

have learned by the use of
Healey's Vegetable Tosh: Pills that chronic
Weaknesses can he cured by proper internal mi d
ieatiou.
women

subscriber hereby rise public.not ire
rpilK
X concerned, that lie. lias been dul v

PROBATE NOTICES.

■

After numerous e\pei intents Mr. I ellow- -u
led in produeinir thi»m I »i nation o
Hvp, j :l i«
phile-, u liii'li ha- not ,.nl> restored h m t<> health,
hut ha- -in* ** l»e»*n found -'*» -ue.*,---dui in the treat
"l n< rve p>w
m**nt ‘>1 di-ease euiauaJine lr*»in !••
it, and eons,*,pi,*nt l\ mu-eular reaetion, i/.

\phonia i«• •! \o,-*.
Amemia,
i hronie Hiarrhoi,
h\ spepsia,
Ke\ er ami A. i.
I .' iieovrlio a.

Or

Intelligent

Visitors returning from abroad, as w ell as recent
emigrants, will iiud Ayer's Sarsaparilla helpful in
avoiding the hardships of acclimation, and in re

More playful than a frolic boy.
More watchful than a sentinel,
B\ day aud night your constant joy
To guard and please me well

Liver

Inimlwritinc Ibr the Soldiers’ Fair at
Baltimore in IStil. This last version—
undoubtedly the one he would wish posterity to consider authentic—is given, in
lac-simile, in the September number of
St. Nicholas.

CURED ANNUALLY.

>

lyrin

Cure Your Corns !
BY

USING

TARTLINC

sen i. o tti:n nr:< a n

MAI1A

i
Entirely harmless; is n>*i a caustic
It removes Corns, Warts, bunions ami
without leaving a blemish.
brush for applying in eaeli bottle.

<

aliens,

XoA Cl HE I.s' (11 AHA \ TEE P..PH
Price 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’s t orn anil Wart Solvent
and take no other.
iyi\s

DISCOVERY !
LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
\ victim of youthful imprudence causing: l*rema
lure I >e( ay. Nerv oil- Debility, E--t Manhood, ete.,
ha v ins; t ried in vain even known remedy, has dieov ered a simpleself-eure, which he vv ill send EliEI
to hi- fellow sntlerers. address J, ||. KKKVKS, 43

(liatham SI.. N. \.

Iyr37

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.

I’E MKTAI., the best anti friction
JL lininyr machinery boxes, for sale at
■Joist t

T11 E d

metal for

OUKN A L OFFICE.

